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Preface

Many, but not all of the chapters in this volume derive from a seminar
series organized in 1995, in the Political Science Program of the Research
School of the Social Sciences at the Australian National University, on the
theme 'Whither Political Theory?'. Having taught versions of political
theory for many years, I had some background expectation of what I
would encounter. Gradually, as the seminars proceeded, I found the
ground shifting underneath me. A wide range of distinct preoccupations
characterized what was going under the rubric of theory. Different, at
times incommensurable, normative, historical, methodological and
ontological approaches were canvassed. The chapters in this volume,
although in no way encompassing the breadth of what is actually taking
place in political theory, nonetheless illustrate this restless diversity of
perspectives. The chapters were not meant to focus directly on the
nature of the discipline of theory, unless the author wished to; rather, the
authors were encouraged to concentrate on their research at that time.
In this sense, the reader can focus on individual arguments without
having to deal with the underlying questions the book is designed to
raise. Thus, the essayspresented here can function at a number oflevels.

My thanks go to the School of European Studies in the University of
Wales, Cardiff, for enabling my leave of absence; and also to the Research
School of the Social Sciences of the Australian National University, not
only for offering me a research fellowship in the first place and providing
such a congenial environment for research and writing, but also for
contributing in such a supportive and active manner to the seminar
series in 1995. I found that I learnt a great deal during the long series of
discussions, both in and outside the seminar rooms. My thanks also go to
the wider community of political theory scholars in the Australian
National University. However, I would like to particularly acknowledge

vii
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viii PREFACE

Geoffrey Brennan, the former director of the Research School, and also
Philip Pettit, for their kindness and support during my two years in
Canberra. My gratitude also goes to Barry Hindess, head of the Political
Science Program in the Research School, for providing such an
intellectually stimulating, friendly and humorous atmosphere to work in.
Thanks must also go to my political theory colleagues and friends in
Wales, particularly to Lewis Allan, Graeme Garrard and David Boucher
for their advice and help. Finally, my thanks to Phillipa McGuinness of
Cambridge University Press, Melbourne, for her patient encouragement.

Andrew Vincent
University of Wales, Cardiff
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Introduction

Many political theorists remain untroubled about the nature of the
subject. The important thing in political theory is to get on and do it. In
this reading, it is a form of thought with a direct practical orientation,
and alwayshas been since the ancient Greeks. It is concerned with logical
coherence, rigour in argument, empirical accuracy, moral seriousness
and practical efficacy. However, political theory, as a subject of academic
study, is in a peculiar situation at present. In the anglophone world it has
gone through a number of subtle transformations in the twentieth
century - tracked in part in Terence Ball's opening chapter. After a
period of doldrums during the 1950s, it has grown in significance.
Despite times of travail in universities, there is no shortage of interest in
the subject, if this is measured in terms of demand for journals and
books. However, what does the average student of politics think they are
entering into when starting a course on political theory? Are there any
clear expectations as to what is being engaged in? In the period from
1945 up to the 1970s, a course entitled 'political theory', 'political philo-
sophy' or, more nebulously, 'political ideas', could have entailed any of
the following: the history of political theory - a text-based course relating
to the purported canon of theorists; analytical political theory, a concept-
based course; or a refinement of the concepts course which focused on
one hyper-concept or hyper-theorist. Justice and equality have been the
most favoured hyper-concepts, John Rawls being the most favoured
hyper-theorist since the 1970s. Further, such a course could concentrate
on moral stances within political theory, usually focusing on utilitarian
consequentialism and Kantianism, or teleological as against deontic
theories, or theories of the right and good. Finally, it could be a hybrid of
historical and conceptual concerns, under the rubric of political ideolo-
gies (although this has, oddly, grown in popularity only in the last
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2 ANDREW VINCENT

decade) .1 These formats have shaped the structure of political theory in
many university environments.

This is not to say that there was no contention; there were even dire
mutterings about 'death', and 'putrefaction' in some cases, of political
theory. However, by and large, there was an approximate agreement,
from the 1950s to the 1970s, on the structure of political theory. The
dominant types were the history of political thought and forms of
analytic conceptual theory. With the advent of Rawls's work, normative
political theory began to form the dominant motif from the later 1970s
up to the late 1980s. Despite the post-1945 dominance of a particular
analytic style of philosophy, the last two decades have also seen a gradual
influx of different modes of philosophical thinking, like hermeneutics
and poststructuralism, often loosely grouped under the title 'Continental
philosophy'. This volume is not intended as a joust between any of these
components. Rather, it allows some of the different styles to address their
concerns.

It is one of the themes of this introduction that there is now, in the
1990s, more hesitancy at the core of political theory, a hesitancy which
has become more apparent in the last few years. Even the term 'political
theory' is itself porous (see Rengger 1995: xiii). Words like 'theory',
'political', 'ideology' and 'philosophy' resonate with symbolic signifi-
cance and diverse usage. Yet, each is sufficiently contested to generate
overlaps and problems of identification. Is political theory different from
philosophy? Is political philosophy the same as ideology? What is the
relation of political and moral philosophy? Is political theory a sub-
branch of political science or synonymous with it? Alternatively, is politi-
cal theory just an aspect of the history of ideas? Is it a hybrid subject,
involving elements from other disciplines? There are now clearly over-
laps between political theory, history, moral philosophy, psychology,
international relations, law and economics. What is the precise relation
of political theory to these areas? Does political theory benefit, for
example, from the importation of economic theory? Do such disciplines
enrich or impoverish it? I am not suggesting there are any definitive
answers to these questions; rather, they indicate areas of concern. The
claim that political theory has become more hesitant in the last few years
does not imply that there was any golden age of consensus. Far from it: all
that is being asserted is that, within anglophone political theory, there
simply was more of a pragmatic consensus between 1945 and the 1970s.
The surge ofjustice-based theories during the 1970s and 1980s could be
said to have established another partial consensus, where theory had
purportedly returned to its heartland of grand normative theory
(although others have implied that it never left that heartland).

The hesitancy over political theory is related in complex ways to the
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INTRODUCTION 3

manner in which the substantive issues of politics are debated. The
nature of theory and the conception of the task of the theorist establish
complex theoretical webs within which the substantive issues of the disci-
pline are caught. The restless diversity of theoretical preoccupations goes
some way to explain what, at first glance, might appear as a disparate
group of papers in this volume. No doubt some legal theorists, post-
structuralists or international relations theorists might want a more ful-
some commitment to their own intellectual niche. There might, in that
sense, be an element of frustration that the contents are so apparently
broad-ranging. This volume is distinctive in so far as it indirectly raises
the question 'What is political theory?' via the diversity of approaches.

This volume of essays can thus be used by readers on a number of
levels. First, if the student of political theory is seeking an up-to-date
summary discussion, in a manageable compass, of issues like rational
choice theory (Geoffrey Brennan), utilitarian political theory (Robert
Goodin), republican theory (Philip Pettit), international relations
theory (David Boucher), and the like, then there are chapters which
address these questions quite directly. In this sense, the essays function
on a basic, informative level for both students and scholars of political
theory. Second, they can also be read in a more collective sense, to raise
questions about the present status, character, role and future of political
theory as a discipline. The plan of this introduction is not to follow the
arguments of the various chapters, but rather to examine certain broad
themes in contemporary political theory,"

'Politics' and 'Theory'

The compound term 'political theory' is a comparatively late develop-
ment - certainly in the manner that we now employ it. In the nineteenth
century, the word 'theory' often had pejorative connotations, being
equivalent to speculation, conjecture or untested fact. The ancient asso-
ciation of theory with philosophy" has meant, though, that theory has
been tied, and still is, to the changing fortunes and nature of claims to
knowledge and philosophical thought - whether the style of philosophy
be idealist, phenomenological, existential, hermeneutic, poststructural-
ist, Marxist or analytic. Thus, political theory has tended to mirror the
fragmented character of philosophical thought.

One overt facet of political theory is that it inhabits both an abstracted
philosophical realm and the more immediately practical domain of
politics. There is an implicit tension between these realms. As Michael
Sandel comments, 'philosophy may indulge our moral aspirations, but
politics deals in recalcitrant facts' (1996: xi). However, there is an
assumption, in some forms of political theory, that it must, in some way,
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4 ANDREW VINCENT

address itself consistently to the practice of politics, that is, institutions,
policies and processes. Political institutions and policies, in this reading,
would be the embodiment of ideas: literally, living theory. This is
certainly one important way in which the canon of political theorists and
classic texts has been viewed. However, there are profound ambiguities
on this issue. One problem is the hard distinction which has often
been driven through theory and practice in some Western philosophy.
Another is the epistemological problem of what theory is doing. Is it
representing, explaining, interpreting, justifying or creating politics?

The distinction between theory and practice has a long history in
European thought. Aristotle, Kant, Hegel and Marx all distinguished the
spheres of theoretical and practical reason (see Lobkowitz 1967). Aspects
of the distinction reappear in various forms of twentieth-century political
philosophy. Thus, for Michael Oakeshott (1933), practice is distinct from
philosophy. There is no way, categorially, that philosophy could involve
itself in political practice without ceasing to be philosophy.' Political
activity, for Oakeshott, is not something which arises from worked-out,
rational belief. Rather, it is rooted in an existing tradition of behaviour.
A tradition, for Oakeshott, is a 'multi-voiced' entity which does not con-
stitute a creed, set of maxims, rules or propositions. Practical knowledge
is assimilated in the 'doing' within a tradition (see Oakeshott 1991). The
rationalist in politics selects and abstracts to make a self-consistent creed.
A body of maxims, rules and precise concepts is then seen to encapsulate
reality. Yet it is the day-to-day practical decisions which change the world,
not the conclusions of theories. The theorist should not therefore try to
see any link between 'political theory' and 'practice'. Politics can be dis-
cussed historically or philosophically. Such discussion would involve the
interpretation of explanatory languages. Given that such languages are
either philosophical or historical, they cannot, for Oakeshott, provide
rational principles on how to act in the political world. In this sense,
political theory paints.its grey on grey. A cognate distinction appeared in
Leo Strauss's writings. He argued that political philosophy needed to
recover a realm of transcendental truths and move away from both the
messy, self-interested domain of political science, policy and ideology,
as well as the dangerous reefs of relativism, nihilism and historicism
(Strauss 1959). In one sense, this demand for a transcendental ahistorical
realm of political philosophy is not without some modern adherents, not
just in the writings of a Straussian like Allan Bloom, but also in the initial
writings ofJohn Rawls, Robert Nozick and Ronald Dworkin.tThere is a
difference, however, between Nozick, Dworkin, the early Rawls and
Oakeshott on this question: the first three theorists would like their
abstract theories to have an impact on day-to-day politics and policy-
making, even if at one or two removes. Oakeshott, though, makes a virtue
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INTRODUCTION 5

of distance from practice, a theme which is echoed, in a different philo-
sophical format, in T. D. Weldon's work and Wittgenstein's later writings.

The obverse of Oakeshott's position is where political theory links
closely with practice. In much contemporary political philosophy, rigour
in argument, consistency with formally stated normative principles and
clear lines of rational inference to practice take definite priority. A con-
sistent political theory will lead to good politics and policy. On one level,
there is indeed something rather obvious about the relation of theory to
political practice. As Fred Dallmayr notes, 'To the extent that it seeks to
render political life intelligible, political theory has to remain attentive
to the concrete sufferings and predicaments of people' (1978: 2).
Theories do not therefore arise in uacuo/' Rather they originate in prac-
tice, provide maps of the political realm, and offer us normative guid-
ance on where to proceed.

There are, though, what might be termed inclusive and exclusive
readings of the theory-practice link. The latter brings pristine theory to
politics, the former finds or retrieves theory from political practice. The
exclusive reading, which pervades a great deal of literature, maintains
that a good political theory can be applied to, and can modify and
improve, political practice. This usually implies a more technical solution
to political practice. The exclusive reading has a number of subtle varia-
tions. Two distinct forms of exclusive theory exist in current literature.
On the first account, theory is formulated, subspecie aeternitatis, as a body
of systematic ideas and values which can be applied to politics. This was
certainly characteristic of the early Rawlsian enterprise (Rawls 1971). It is
also characteristic of rational choice theory, much late twentieth-century
utilitarian theory and contractarian thought." For some theorists it has
led to the demand for closer linkage between political theory and em-
piricism, political science and policy-making: in sum, applied political
theory." The second account of exclusive theory has developed from the
most recent developments in liberal theory. In Rawls's current work
(Rawls 1993), theory is not formulated externally, like David Gauthier's
contractualism (Gauthier 1986), and applied to the world. It is deliber-
ately more non-univeralist and non-transcendental in intent. It is drawn
from and addressed to a particular public culture and public reason.
Theory - despite being free-standing - is seen to draw its sustenance and
validity from the ordinary 'considered convictions' of the mass of the
citizenry of particular political cultures. For some, this move in Rawls
gives up everything that is worthwhile in his political theory (Barry 1995:
xi, 3, 5). Rawls is thus often seen as partially capitulating to his communi-
tarian critics (Hampton 1989: 792ff.) or drifting towards a partial
Hegelianism. For others, correctly understood, Rawls has made a definite
advance in political theory (Larmore 1990: 356-7).
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6 ANDREW VINCENT

In the inclusive account, however, theory is seen as neither an instru-
mental adaptation of politics or policy, nor an adjustment to an external
reality; rather, it has a constitutive and interpretive role to play in politics.
There are, thus, no brute facts which are not permeated with interpretive
assumptions and beliefs. The practices and institutions which result from
this find their sense (or nonsense) in such beliefs. Forms of communi-
tarianism, multicultural theory, feminism and some recent liberal
nationalist theory have developed this mode of analysis. Such theory
moves, in some cases, with great ease into a hermeneutic perspective -
Charles Taylor is the prime example. For modern communitarians, it is
a core thesis that the self is embedded in the community. In Michael
Sandel's phraseology, there are no 'unencumbered selves' standing
outside a community frame. Thus, for Sandel, we cannot adopt the
stance of Rawls's original position, because it makes the unwarranted
metaphysical assumption of the unencumbered self (see Sandel 1982:
175). If we cannot accept this unanchored, insubstantial Rawlsian self,
then it follows that we have no grounds for accepting the two principles
ofjustice. Thus, in the Sandelian view, Rawls presupposes an implausible
account of the moral subject, which is the logical prerequisite for the
impartiality ofjustice. Life in the polis and citizenship precede any sense
we might have of our unique human individuality. This argument is also
echoed in Alasdair MacIntyre's narrative conception of the self, a self
which is constituted, in part, from the history and telos of the community
(MacIntyre 1981). Similarly, for Michael Walzer, we read off existing
traditions of discourse. We do not need external theoretical foundations
for a practical life; rather, we draw upon the interpretations of a tradition
or form of life. We cannot totally step back to assess communities,
morality or justice with a view from nowhere, although we can criticize
them from within using internal standards of rationality (Walzer 1987:
6-7). From one perspective, communitarianism should have no link with
normative theory at all. It works at an interpretive level, citing the philo-
sophical conditions for the use of concepts like the self and human
rationality (see Taylor in Rosenblum 1989: 159). It thus might be
considered a category mistake to see it recommending a particular sub-
stantive view of society." Political theory rather provides an articulate
rendering and interpretation of the unarticulated beliefs of a community
(see, for example, MacIntyre in Miller and Seidentrop 1983).

Turning briefly to the concept of politics: the term developed from a
unique vocabulary in Greek thought concerned with the city-state - polis.
This vocabulary was, in a sense, rediscovered in the thirteenth century
with William of Moerbecke's translation of Aristotle's Politics; it was used
by Aquinas and later Aristotelianism until the fifteenth century, when it
became more closely associated with a republican form of government
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INTRODUCTION 7

(see Rubinstein 1987: 42ff.). Theoretical political knowledge was often
seen to be intertwined with political practice. To use a contemporary
vocabulary, the thickly textured consensual goods of the ancient polis or
republic could be 'read off' from the institutions.

Politics, in the above sense, largely focused on the state and cognate
terms like government, legislatures or public policy. The modern polis
(state), and its unity of purpose, became the point of convergence for
many modern political theories until comparatively recently. As Will
Kymlicka notes, 'most Western political theorists have operated with an
idealized model of the polis in which fellow citizens share a common
descent, language and culture' (1995: 2; Vincent 1987: 4ff.). The state,
despite its profound conceptual ambiguity, forms an unproblematic,
consensual backdrop for such theorizing. q Ü É ú current claimants for this
approach, with often much thinner notions of consensual goods,
incorporate a conception of politics premised on, for example, shared
notions of equality, rationality, impartiality and justice. In Rawls's most
recent work (1993), for example, justice is seen as offering neither a
modus vivendi thesis premised on rational choice, nor a comprehensive,
morally based outlook. For Rawls, practical reason achieves an over-
lapping consensus through the embeddedness of liberal values, like free-
dom and equality, within the institutions of liberal democratic societies.
Politics, in this reading - given that we are dealing with justice which is
political, not metaphysical- is a description of a situated public reason or
shared consensus which resolves matters impartially. This bears little or
no relation to a politics of power, class, gender, colonial or elite mani-
pulation, which is the more immediate intuition about politics within
other areas of political theory. It also bears little relation to the more
diffuse and contested vision of politics that has arisen in recent years.!?

One major problem for contemporary political theory is that the
dominant liberal notion of the 'political' as a site of consensual, if mini-
mal, public norms and institutions (whether viewed from a universalist
or partial communitarian standpoint) is now deeply contested from a
range of theoretical perspectives. Feminist theorists have challenged this
more orthodox concept of the political as embodying patriarchal power
(Pateman 1988; akin 1992). It is a cardinal point of feminist political
theory that politics is a much broader phenomenon than can be en-
compassed in the state, government or centralized demands for distribu-
tive justice. For poststructural (and indeed many feminist) writers like
Michel Foucault or Judith Butler, the language of public reason is not
viewed as a transparent conveyor of meaning. Political theory cannot
stand back from social conflict. It is the medium of expression and
experience of such conflict. In other words, political theory is enmeshed
itself in complex relations of power. Foucault, amongst others, therefore
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8 ANDREW VINCENT

suggests genealogical explanation, which examines how certain 'regimes
of truth' concerning politics - including forms of political theory - come
about (see Foucault 1980). The notion of the individual, rational,
choosing subject is itself seen as the productof a regime of truth, which
itself needs genealogical explanation. Similarly, ideas ofjustice, rights or
freedom, do not stand above power relations or politics, they are part of
power relations. For Foucault, knowledge, of all forms, is neither
external to the world nor a way out of the world. Knowledge is intimately
bound to power and politics.

Twentieth-century Marxism has also impacted strongly on the idea of
politics. The primary schools of Marxism have been the critical 'human-
istic' theory of the Frankfurt school, the anti-humanist structuralist
Marxism of Louis Althusser, and analytical and rational choice Marxism.
Structuralist Marxism was of fairly short duration - from the late 1960s to
the early 1970s - and had the least impact on anglophone political
theory. If anything, it is now interesting only in relation to the more
general concerns of structuralism as an intellectual movement. The
more recent ideas of analytical and rational choice Marxism have utilized
the resources of analytic philosophy, methodological individualism and
rational choice to construct their idiosyncratic positions (see Elster 1985;
Roemer 1986; Carver and Thomas 1995), downplaying the more his-
torical aspects of traditional Marxism. Out of all of these, Critical Theory
has had the most significant impact. Its most prestigious exponent -
although some would deny that he is now so clearly identified with the
aims of Critical Theory - is Habermas. The broad aims of Critical Theory
have been concerned with a historically based critique of reason and the
critical exposure of ideologies for the purposes of political and moral
emancipation (see Jay 1973; Held 1980). Politics, like reason, is seen as a
contingent historical idea. Habermas's work has been the most
systematic, optimistic and developed project of Critical Theory to date,
culminating in the last few decades with his attempt to construct a
general theory of communicative rationality. Habermas endorses a more
critical dialectical-hermeneutic approach to politics. He envisages the
'political' as tied to a search for a rational public consensus, through an
ideal speech situation of unconstrained deliberative rationality (1984;
1987). Minimally, in all these spheres of Marxist thought (with the
possible exception of Habermas whose ideas are more complex and
nuanced), politics is seen as a sphere of historical contingency and con-
flict. More recent discourse analysis blends Foucaultian poststucturalism,
deconstruction theory and late Marxist thought.'! It identifies the
political with discursive struggles to fix, hegemonically, the meaning or
configuration of key terms in political discourse for the sake of power
(see Laclau 1990; Laclau and Mouffe 1985).
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INTRODUCTION 9

Further, the nation-state form - which has been so intimately con-
nected to one sense of politics in Western thought - has also been subject
to intense challenges in the last few decades from both globalism and
localism." The recent restless debates over communitarianism, national-
ism, multiculturalism, difference theory, interculturalism and post-
colonialism, have raised further searching questions over the precise
location and character of politics, often outside the boundaries of the
state." Finally, there are growing numbers of theorists who argue that
much modern political theory has actually displaced politics. Thus,
Bonnie Honig comments that many modern political theorists are
'hostile to the disruption of politics', confining it to the 'juridical,
administrative, or regulative tasks of stabilizing moral and political
subjects' (1993: 2; also Barber 1988). This latter view sees many political
theorists as unwilling to come to grips with the conflictual, messy and
agonistic character of politics. Alternatively, theorists are seen as engag-
ing in an 'effete' selfjustifying activity which is distant from the 'hurly-
burly' of the political world (see Gunnell 1986) .14

In summary, politics moves across a spectrum of ideas, sometimes
intersecting with, sometimes veering away from, systematic theory.
Politics, in this sense, is not simply an object to be explained, but is,
rather, the site of a multiplicity of contesting theories, languages and
vocabularies. Theory, in this format, is no longer so unambiguously
linked to practice. We are often in a double-bind here. In a pre-modern
sense we still expect to see political theory intimately linked with a con-
sensual practice. Yet, in a (post) modernist frame, theories often contest
and skate over the surface of politics.

Political Theory: History and Tradition

There is a deep-rooted assumption within political theory that the study
of the canon of classic texts is the defining aspect of the discipline of
politics. The development of the academic discipline of politics in the
nineteenth century began, in fact, with the historically based study of
such texts. In this sense, the history of political thought became an
established part of the discipline into the twentieth century. However,
not all of those with interests in political theory in the late twentieth
century have been so struck with its importance. For some, focusing on
the history of political theory is in fact debilitating. As one critic notes,
'the study of the history of political thought should not be the core of the
discipline of political theory ... by treating it as the foundation of our
study we have corrupted it and incapacitated ourselves as creative
thinkers' (Spence 1980: 699; see also Freeman and Robertson 1980: 3).
Spence compares the classic texts to Rorschach's inkblots 'on which
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10 ANDREW VINCENT

contemporary political theorists can project their aspirations and values'
(1980: 705). For recent theorists, like John Dunn, this mistrust of history
- which he sees more broadly within the recent Anglo-American tradi-
tion, particularly in the hegemony of liberal contractarian thought - is a
matter of irritation (Dunn 1995: 13) .15 However, it is worth noting some-
thing of the genealogy of the relation of political theory and history
before jumping to any conclusion on this issue.

History, like politics, is comparatively recent as an independent
academic discipline, though we commonly trace its ancestry to remote
antiquity. In fact, in the anglophone world, both history and the history
of political theory, as self-conscious academic disciplines, are the product
of the nineteenth century (see Boucher 1989; Condren 1985) .16 How-
ever, the history of political theory has served different roles in its com-
paratively short academic history since the nineteenth century, many of
them, directly or indirectly, tied to politics. Some of these roles bear
upon the function of history itself as a discipline. From its first inception,
the history of political theory was viewed as part of the education of
the citizen, teaching virtue through the great classic books and providing
sustenance for character development. It was also, by the later
nineteenth century, perceived to be an important aspect of the training
in civic awareness and national consciousness. Universities had in mind
particular professional citizens (civil servants), enabling them to see the
'development' of ideas which led to their own society. The history of
political theory embodied the morally uplifting story of the nation. Thus
'historians believed that in their teaching and writing they were
continuing a tradition which, by cultivating character and mental abili-
ties, led to a discovery of truth proven by historical events' (Soffer 1994:
5). This process also functioned in the institutional interests of uni-
versities. Progressively, over the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,
universities 'successfully transformed a set of values encoded in the
concept of "liberal education" into a licensing system for a national elite'
(Soffer 1994: 5), a process which has continued into the twentieth
century. In Britain, it was thus overtly nationalist and institutional con-
cerns which impinged upon the construction of both the disciplines of
history and the history of political theory. The same process was echoed
in the creation of history in both North American and European
universities. 17

Further, the history of political theory, from a more directly academic
perspective, was seen to embody the fundamental and perennial ideasof
political science from the ancient Greeks to the present. This was one
predominant sense of 'political science' in the early part of the twentieth
century (and has not lost support to the present). The first modern
usage of the term 'political science' dates back to thinkers like
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INTRODUCTION 11

Montesquieu, Adam Smith, Adam Ferguson and David Hume, where it
was understood as the' science of the legislator' (see Collini et al. 1983) .18

However, in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, many
academic lawyers and historians tended to use the term 'political science'
to denote, qua Aristotle and the predominant classicism of the time, the
ideas and ideals associated with politics, particularly via the state. This
theme is reflected in ideas of one of the first professors of political
science in Cambridge University.'? Ernest Barker noted, in his inaugural
lecture in 1928: 'I am not altogether happy about the term "science". It
has been vindicated so largely, and almost exclusively, for exact and
experimental study of natural phenomena ... I shall use it, as Aristotle
... to signify a method or form of inquiry by the name of Political
Theory' (1978: 18).20 Political science indicated, in this context, a
systematic structuring of ideas about politics which blended empirical,
historical and more abstract normative considerations.

The above point is not unrelated to interests within late-nineteenth-
century institutional, jurisprudential and constitutional theory in
German Staatslehre. In fact, for some commentators, like John Gunnell,
the manner in which 'theory' entered politics more self-consciously as a
discipline, particularly in America, developed from interests in Staatslehre
(Gunnell 1993: 20ff.; see also Dyson 1980: 174ff.). Many of the academic
writers on politics in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, like
F. W. Maitland, were trained in either law or history, and often focused
on legal and constitutional description and institutional taxonomy
(Maitland 1920). Political science combined, without any difficulties,
systematic institutional theory with the history of political theory. It is
also important here to bear in mind that, at the turn of the century,
academic disciplines were less sharply defined and were consequently
more fluid in character. Philosophy, history, law, sociology, international
relations, and even evolutionary biology, were often blended together in
(what now would be taken as) political theories. It is at this juncture,
however, that we see the beginnings of the development of the academic
discipline of politics in universities. The discipline began to develop its
own distinctive institutional character in the United States first, and then
Britain, particularly during the period 1890 to 1930. Further, there was a
gradual effort to separate it from other disciplines like law, history and
philosophy." The historical side of politics began to lose ground to more
direct institutional description. The historical side was then either
demarcated into the history of political thought and institutional history,
or integrated as a preface to comparative institutional study. In the late
twentieth century we are still dealing with this odd legacy.

In the late nineteenth century another powerful impetus for the
historical study of political theory derived from Idealist philosophers.
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12 ANDREW VINCENT

The history of philosophy, for Idealists, embodied a teleological concern
with the realization of certain ideas like freedom and self-realization. The
history of ideas thus took on a deep purposive significance. Certainly this
is the manner in which thinkers like T. H. Green approached the history
of moral and political philosophy, and his perspective was powerfully
influential into the early twentieth century (Vincent and Plant 1984;
Boucher 1985). This concern with the development of philosophy also
influenced twentieth-century historical methodology, particularly in the
writings of one of the last of the major philosophical Idealists in Britain
- R. G. Collingwood.

In the 1930s, the study of the history of political theory took on more
urgency in the face of ideologies like fascism and Marxist-Leninism. The
history of political theory at that time can be said to have embodied,
quite directly, the beliefs and aspirations of Western liberalism. It
enabled citizens of democratic states to understand the operative ideas
implicit within their own institutions and thus to confront totalitarian-
ism. This was particularly the case in much of the literature on political
thought produced during the 1930s and 1940s, reaching its summation
in G. H. Sabine's A History ofPolitical Theory in 1937. As one of the writers
of the period concluded his history of political theory: 'A mere century
and a half, though fraught with fateful and tremendous change, has not
diverted the fundamental lines of political thought ... The great Euro-
pean tradition of intellectual liberty and power ... of self-government
under the Law ... of originality and enterprise is unlikely to be swamped
in the convulsions of the new Mass Society' (BowIe 1947: 451; see also
Doyle 1949: 296ff.).

All these elements helped establish, for the twentieth century, the
canonical tradition of political thinkers, which has been criticized as an
academic artifice by theorists like Gunnell (1986; 1987; 1993) and
defended, to the present day, from slightly unexpected quarters, byJohn
Dunn (1995). There have been differing views, though, of what this
canonical tradition represents. One perspective, formed in the 1930s,
often by German emigres, read the canon in cosmic terms. For Leo
Strauss, the history of political theory is concerned with a search for the
ultimate knowledge of the right order. History reveals a process of
decline in modernity. (Strauss saw three waves of modernity, represented
in the writings of Machiavelli, Hobbes, Nietzsche.) For Straussians, there
is a dire need to unravel modernity and rediscover the universal virtues
of the great classics (even if it is a secret doctrine for the initiated). This
entails reopening old questions, like that between the ancients and the
moderns. Similar cosmic themes are explored in writers like Eric
Voegelin, Dante Germino, Hannah Arendt and Yves Simon, amongst
many others. Allan Bloom revived these themes again in the 1980s in
popular books like The Closing of theAmerican Mind (1987).
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INTRODUCTION 13

In the 1960s, a more tempered vision appeared in theorists like
Sheldon Wolin. He proposed that the canon of political theory is best
understood by 'analyzing the many ways that the acknowledged masters
have practised it. No single philosopher and no one historical age can be
said to have defined it conclusively' (1960: 2). Yet it can be of therapeutic
value in both diagnosing and addressing modern ills. Thus, it has direct
normative significance. However, a third strand of interpretation, filtered
through interests in the analytic style of philosophy, saw the canon as a
resource of ideas and conceptual conundrums. This resource is some-
thing that can be mined for present concerns. We can thus pick up
Machiavelli or Locke and debate with them and consider whether they
offered sound arguments. This approach was more characteristic of
thinkers like John Plamenatz.

Partly as a reaction to this latter view, the 1970s saw a new pre-
occupation focused on the contextually sensitive reconstruction of
texts. The work of Quentin Skinner andJ. G. A. Pocock and the German
Begriffsgeschichte (critical conceptual history) are the best-known con-
tributions (see Ball 1988; Tully 1988).22 Skinner argued for the need
to examine painstakingly the conventions that govern the language of
political theory. The aim was to construct 'a history of political theory
with a genuinely historical character' (1978, vol. 1: xi) .23 Some see this
move as the real transformation of the history of political theory,
although from what remains slightly indeterminate. In the early
enthusiastic phase of this movement, John Dunn could write, 'I simply
cannot conceive of constructing an analysis of any issue in contemporary
political theory around the affirmation or negation of anything which
Locke says about political matters' (quoted in Tuck 1995: 82), thus
confirming the worst fears of some analytical critics. Dunn, however, is
more chastened on this issue now, commenting in a recent essay that 'the
history of political theory is still a key aid in understanding politics
(yesterday, today and tomorrow)' (1995: 2). However, his earlier views
are still not without some support (Wootton 1993: 9). Others, like James
Tully and Richard Tuck in their recent writings, have also forced some
distance on this issue; Tuck remarks that 'the better our historical sense
of what those [seventeenth-century] conflicts were, the more often they
seem to resemble modern ones' (1993: xii). In addition, despite his
initial worries about using the past as an anachronistic conceptual
resource, Skinner has made significant contributions to current debates
about republicanism and freedom, utilizing his considerable historical
knowledge (1984; 1991).

Overall, therefore, it is clear that there have been diverse responses to
both the nature of history and the role of the history of political theory,
some of which have strong normative characteristics. The historical
dimension of the subject is no clear demarcator from other dimensions
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14 ANDREW VINCENT

of political theory. In fact, in Marxian Critical Theory or Foucaultian
genealogy the close relation of theory and history has been pretty much
the norm. It is, largely, in anglophone political theory that problems
arise. However even here, as Conal Condren indicates in his chapter,
political theory still wends a precarious path in a penumbral region
between history and philosophy (see, for example, Rorty et al. 1984).

Normative Political Theory

The most conventional approach to recent political theory focuses on
normative theory. As a generic category, this covers theories whose
primary focus has been concerned with evaluating standards, prescribing
forms of conduct and recommending forms of life and institutional
structures. Thus, John Plamenatz defined political theory as 'systematic
thinking about the purposes of government' (Plamenatz 1960: 37; see
also Hacker 1961: 20; Gewirth 1965: 1; Kateb 1968:15; Blackstone 1973:
25; Held 1991: 20; Pettit 1993: 284-5). In this sense, political theory is
closely related to moral theory, although this is not a settled debate by
any means. For some theorists, we should clearly distinguish moral and
political theory (Barry 1995: 71); for others, there is a close interdepen-
dence between political and moral argument (Kymlicka 1990: 7; Gewirth
1965: Iff.; Shklar 1991: 16; Raz 1994) .24 Normative theory also embodies
what some modern commentators have called 'the return of grand
theory' (Skinner 1985). The significance of the idea of 'return' is due to
the fact that it had been bitterly resisted from within other sectors of
political theory in the 1945-70 period. However, normative theory is a
complex category, due to the range of substantive argumentation over
the last three decades."

There are certain regulative concerns in normative political theory
which are interpreted differently by substantive theories. The main
normative theories in contention at the present moment are a diversity
of forms of liberalism and libertarianism, communitarianism, femin-
ism, neo-Aristotelianism, humanistic and analytical Marxism and
republicanism.

The broad regulative themes are, first, a concern with the premises or
foundations on which a theory can be built. Although thinkers like Rawls
have tried to relegate metaphysics to the private realm, it is none too
clear whether Rawls has been successful, certainly not as a description of
what has often driven normative theory. Metaphysics is not the same as
prejudice or blind faith. It is concerned with plausible assumptions,
which are tied to argument and inference. Such assumptions are funda-
mental in the sense that they, as Collingwood put it, are absolutely
presupposed. They are presupposed by the question to which they are
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INTRODUCTION 15

related. They are not propositions about which one seeks truth or falsity
(Collingwood 1940: 21-33). Such foundational assumptions in political
theory are, in an important sense, extra-political. They 'support a par-
ticular form of political order, without ... depending on any substantive
assumptions about the legitimacy of particular forms of human inter-
action' (Ripstein 1987: 115). They are thus seen to be undeniable by
reasonable individuals and also immune to revision (see Herzog 1985).
Thus, the arguments of Thomas Hobbes or Gauthier, for example, for
particular political arrangements - whether convincing or not - rest on
absolute assumptions concerning human rationality and motivation
which claim to be extra-political in character. In sum, as Jean Hampton
has argued, 'the activity of philosophy is itself based upon substantive
metaphysical beliefs about the nature of human beings' (1989: 814).
Metaphysics is not therefore to be so easily avoided or brushed aside.

Having established certain foundational assumptions, normative
theory attempts to ascertain how a political order should be established
in accordance with the foundational values. In other words, it shows how
the institutions and political processes can be derived from and justified
by the foundational assumptions. The associated political life should be
a more rational, just or desirable form of existence. This latter theme is
often accompanied by a concern with institutional design, namely, an
interest in the character and type of public institutions, associations and
the rules which have some determinative effect on the lives of human
beings. Various devices for realizing, justifying or drawing attention to
consensual values have been utilized by contemporary theorists: for
example, procedural devices like the Rawlsian veil of ignorance; forms of
contractarianism; trading on minimal ethical commitments like human
agency; using basic elements of practical reason premised upon human
desires; reading off and interpreting existing situated community
commitments or the ethos of a society; or, alternatively, premising argu-
ments on human needs, equality or human rights. The prevalent dis-
course in this domain is liberal justice theory. Justice, as mentioned
earlier, has been the most significant concept in normative discourse
over the last three decades. Its dominant mode of operation has been via
contractarianism - which is concerned primarily with the conditions in
which individuals come to a decision or agreement about the manner of
distribution in society. The contractarian claims can be further sub-
divided into what Brian Barry has called 'justice as mutual advantage'
and 'justice as impartiality' (1989). In the former, justice is seen as the
outcome of a mutual bargaining process among individuals Games
Buchanan and David Gauthier). In the latter, justice is seen to be the
process and outcome of rational agreement (john Rawls, Brian Barry,
Thomas Scanlon).
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16 ANDREW VINCENT

According to one interpretation, this general pattern of normative
theorizing has continued unabated - with minor hitches - from the
ancient Greeks to the late twentieth century. The practice of being a
political theorist is commonplace enough now. The only question in this
interpretation lies in the debates mentioned earlier in the history and
tradition section, questioning the synonymity between past and present
political philosophy and raising the spectre of the invention of a canon in
the twentieth century. Indeed, in thinking. about the present state of
political theory, it is worth considering whether it has a coherent past.
Did Aristotle, Augustine, Aquinas, Montesquieu -let alone Adam Smith,
David Hume, Kant, Herder or Hegel - have any conception of them-
selves as political theorists? Did they all clearly separate the realms of
moral philosophy, political economy, history and psychology into dis-
crete disciplines? Did they even have the same notion of politics? The
invention of the canon or tradition of political theory legitimizes a selec-
tive language which picks out what is required from thinkers and isolates
their contribution as 'political theory', yet traditional theory is a creature
from a diverse set of historical and intellectual environments. What we
have now is a mesh, constructed in the twentieth century, that we have
cast over a wide range of different thinkers and times in order to make
those thinkers speak to us coherently. It is clear, though, that we cannot
have a dialogue or conversation with the dead. This does not undermine
the enterprise of historical judgment, but it raises scepticism concerning
some of the more optimistic claims for the canon. Hegel and Adam
Smith were philosophers who addressed an area called politics - which
might not be the present understanding of politics; this area was
intimately linked with morality, political economy and psychology. The
highly discrete sense of political theory appears to be a modern inven-
tion which coincides with the professionalization of the discipline in the
twentieth century. Thus, the vision of an articulate consistent enterprise
which was lost and then refound, or died and then was resurrected, is not
particularly convincing. The distinct venture of political philosophy, as it
arose in the 1970s, is a comparatively novel enterprise.

There is, therefore, a difference between, on the one hand, the aggre-
gation of concerns, loosely grouped under the heading political philo-
sophy or theory in the pre-modern and early modern era, and, on the
other hand, the twentieth-century university-based academic profession
and specialism called political philosophy. Political philosophers now
largely address other political philosophers; as Michael Walzer puts it,
'professors writing for other professors' (see Walzer 1989: 337). Not
many think, except in rare and consciously simplified and apologetic
moments, of addressing themselves to the populace, let alone pragmatic
state bureaucracies." What might unselfconsciously have been political
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INTRODUCTION 17

theory, before this institutionalization process, often addressed itself, if
not directly to the populace, then to more immediate perceptions of
urgency. This is by no means a hard-and-fast distinction. However, it is
clear that political philosophy now is not so crucially motivated by
urgency in the world of practice as by the endemic problems of highly
specialized languages and the intrinsic pressures of an institutionalized
profession. For some commentators, this would partially explain the
silence of anglophone political theory over enormous historical and
political upheavals, like those of 1989, namely, the collapse of the
Soviet hegemony and the unifying of Germany (see Isaacs 1995 and the
ensuing de bate) .

Ideology and Political Theory

Ideology is a comparatively new word dating from the early 1800s; its use
was not recognizable until the 1840s, and not popular till the late
nineteenth century (see Vincent 1995: ch. 1). It comes into its own in the
twentieth century. There is little consensus on the issue of ideology in
contemporary political theory. Ideology still remains a deeply contested
notion with, at the present moment, a very wide range of possible uses
and referents. It can, for example, denote an individual's particular
political perspective, the ideas implicit within a political party or move-
ment, or a total encompassing world-view. There is still a deep ambiguity
concerning the sense and reference of the concept, even within pro-
foundly sophisticated academic debate. One prevalent interpretation of
ideology (however the substantive idea is viewed) is that it is a debased
product which lacks the virtues of political philosophy. In this latter
interpretation, political philosophy is marked by a reflective openness,
critical distance, and an awareness of human experience which tran-
scends political struggles. Ideology, on the other hand, would be viewed
as the opposite. It closes reflection and throws itself into partisan
struggle; its ideas are designed instrumentally to persuade and manipu-
late actors and ultimately to achieve political power. Despite what its
promoters say, the above view is not a time-honoured immemorial
position, but an artifice of nineteenth- and twentieth-century thought.

In the nineteenth century one of the first to use the term ideology, in
the above pejorative manner, was Karl Marx. Ideology was seen as a form
of distortion or illusion, as distinct from authentic philosophical anthro-
pology. In Marx's later writings, the distinction becomes (especially via
Engels) one of ideology as distinct from the truths of science. Another
theorist, in this century, who upheld vigorously the distinction of political
philosophy and ideology (and the pejorative use of the latter), was
Strauss. For Strauss, philosophy was an ancient quest for wisdom and
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18 ANDREW VINCENT

universal knowledge - 'the knowledge of God, the world and man'
(1959: 11). Political ideology, though, is indifferent to the distinction
between knowledge and opinion and is concerned with the uncritical
espousal of myths. The modern era has seen a decline of political philo-
sophy into ideology."

The above concern is reflected, indirectly, in some expositions of the
twentieth-century analytic style of philosophy, particularly via the dis-
missal of normative theory. In logical positivism, for example, the
pervasive distinction was drawn between the types of meaningful pro-
positions. Analytic propositions were apriori claims to be found in mathe-
matics, logical and lexical definitions. Synthetic empirical propositions
were those characteristically found in the natural sciences, which could
be empirically verified. Philosophy was a second-order activity. It did not
contribute any first-order knowledge - which was largely the domain of
the natural sciences." Other types of proposition, which might loosely be
grouped under the label 'normative', did not tell us about the world;
rather, they revealed the emotional and psychological states of indi-
viduals. In this sense, ideology - via such analysis - moved directly into
the obfuscatory normative realm of emotional 'hurrahs'.

In early, ordinary-language philosophy the task of philosophy was
perceived to be the close attention to the ordinary uses of words and
concepts. The philosopher was engaged in the neutral elucidation of
concepts. Philosophical problems were seen to be a combination of
syntactical and semantic issues. Whereas logical positivism saw meaning
as dependent upon the categories of the analytic and synthetic, com-
bined with verification, ordinary-language philosophy viewed meaning
as common usage. The diverse usage of normative language could not be
simply swept aside. The emphasis therefore shifted from the precise
meaningful definition of words towards elucidating concepts in their
diverse senses. However, ordinary language was still in agreement with
logical positivism that philosophy did not include justification or pre-
scription. The same point would hold for the philosophy of the later
Wittgenstein. Political philosophy had more of a role to play - as a form
of linguistic therapy - but it was still a second-order activity distinct from
direct normative claims, as might be found in ideology.

One important facet of these portrayals of political philosophy is again
the separation from political practice and ideology. Ideology, in this case,
looked deeply suspect. It was this kind of analysis which formed the back-
drop to the bulk ofAnglo-American political philosophy up to the 1980s.
Thus David Raphael (in a popular textbook of 1976) noted that ideology
is 'a prescriptive doctrine that is not supported by argument' (1976: 17;
see also, for similar judgments, Hacker 1961: 6; Kateb 1968: 8; Gewirth
1965: 2; Quinton 1967: 1; Germino 1976: 42ff.; Copleston 1983: 23).
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Richard Ashcraft, directing his fire at both historians of political
theory and analytical political theorists, argues that 'some of the
responsibility for the divorce of traditional political theory from present
concerns of political life rests squarely with those teachers of political
theory who have encapsulated the meaning of politics within the frozen
worlds of "analysis" or "history'" (1975: 19; 1980). Ashcraft suggests that
most theorists in the past were concerned about problems in society.
Locke and Hobbes, for example, were not offering abstracted treatises to
delight later generations of academic political philosophers. Using
ideology to denote some sense of political activism, Ashcraft comments,
'only an ideologically grounded approach with respect to current politi-
cal problems can provide a bridge between the traditions of political
philosophy and the perception ofwhat counts as "political" phenomena'
(1975: 20). In effect, political philosophers are political ideologists.
Ashcraft has little time for the idea that philosophy is something higher,
more saintly, than ideology,"

The major problem with Ashcraft's position is what happens to the
purported 'universality' of political philosophy/ideology, if the enter-
prise is so circumstance-bound? Thus, for many political philosophers,
the title ideologist denotes 'the original sin' (Ashcraft 1980: 695). For
Ashcraft, this universality seems worth losing. Putting this question to
one side, Ashcraft's analysis also makes ideology and political philosophy
into one featureless entity. It might be more perspicuous to see ideology
as an internally complex idea which moves through many levels, from
simple-minded rhetoric up to philosophical concerns. This would at least
encompass the wide theoretical ambit of the term ideology in practice.

Another dimension of this question, which links fortuitously with
Ashcraft's view, is provided by communitarians of the 1980s. They also
tended to associate theory with 'situated' communal practice. Virtues
cannot be defined independent of the human relationships which
constitute them. Thus, communitarians often argue that political and
moral goods cannot be determined by abstract reasoning sub specie
aeternitatis. Such 'goods' arise from particular historical communities.
There are no absolute external rational foundations for ethics or the
good life. John Rawls's 'original position', Ronald Dworkin's 'insurance
game', Bruce Ackerman's 'perfect technology of justice', and the like,
cannot redeem the world via theory since there is no theory which stands
apart from a social context (see Walzer 1987: 6-7). As in Ashcraft,
theorists become expositors and, possibly, ideologists of their own com-
munities. This, however, does not solve the problem for those who wish
to separate the claims of ideology and philosophy. Overall, the question
of ideology and its relation to political theory remains both inconclusive
and deeply perplexing.
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20 ANDREW VINCENT

Some recent communitarian writings have complicated this issue
further. They have shifted their focus from the conception of unified
communities to diversity and difference - what Charles Taylor has called
the problem of 'deep diversity' (Taylor in Tully 1994: 254). Writers like
Michael Walzer and Taylor have noted a plurality of spheres within the
modern polis, although others, like William Connolly (1995), think that
they have not gone far enough." Many modern states have to accept,
minimally, aspects of the politics of radical pluralization and difference
(see Young 1990; Connolly 1995).31 Many theorists still argue that there
is a dire need for some method to adjudicate between rival rationalities,
although it is becoming more difficult to know how to do this. Much
contemporary political theory has been drifting in a similar direction to
communitarianism. The political and historical embeddedness and
pluralism arguments characterize a great deal of recent work: Rawls's
political liberalism isjust one significant example. This has been one way
that the Rawlsian generation has overcome the charge that their theories
are abstracted from actual practices, although it has spawned, in turn, a
range of new problems.

A Professional Discipline at the Crossroads?

One way of conceptualizing this current problem of pluralism, diversity
and contingency is through James Tully's recently articulated idea of
'strange multiplicity'. Tully's central question is: 'Can a modern con-
stitution recognize and accommodate cultural diversity?' (1995: 1) .32 The
problem he identifies is that modern constitutionalism embodies a
Western 'imperial' legacy of language and values. There is thus an
implicit, if deeply veiled, monologic character to modern constitutional-
ism. In sum, for Tully, 'the politics of modern constitutionalism and the
politics of recognition face an impasse. How can proponents of recog-
nition bring forth their claims in a public forum in which their cultures
have been excluded or demeaned for centuries?' (1995: 56). Imperial
constitutionalists 'comprehend' different perspectives by incorporating
them into the inclusive language of constitutionalism. If one language is
dominant, there can be no true dialogue. A post-imperial injunction, for
Tully, is to listen to other voices. Any new constitutionalism would have to
be a multi-voiced creature in which each voice was given a clear hearing,
negotiation was integral, and no one culture was dominant.

There is a connection between Tully's argument on strange multi-
plicity and the present state of political theory. Many contemporary
theorists argue that modern constitutionalism, liberalism and justice
theory can cope with the problem of difference and multiplicity (see
Kukathas's chapter in this volume). However, this issue can be read more
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broadly. If one considers Tully's argument and recent postcolonial
literature, one important point is stressed, namely, that the language of
constitutionalism, liberalism and justice theory - in sum, the language of
much modern Western political theory - is not a language which neces-
sarily invites deep-rooted dialogue, unless one debates within the langu-
age itself. There are parallels here between the postcolonial debates and
the recent radical pluralization arguments. Extending Tully's point one
step, political theory may itself now be a creature subject to 'strange
multiplicity'. The difficulty now is how to accommodate the diverse
voices of political theory.

Political theory still bridges a gap between waysof being in the political
world, although part of the tragedy of current political theory is that
either it has nothing to say, or it has a surfeit of things to say, on what we
ought to do. The nostalgia that normative theory plays upon is premised
on the conception of a definite order to the world - an order that
possibly existed in a pre-modern and early modern setting, but is no
longer so clear. We are aware of the past order from the canon of classic
texts, but it is continually disappearing and has to be resurrected and, in
some cases, fabricated in the unusual environment of the university.
There is, thus, little apparent solace in politics (Jacobson 1978: xiii-xiv).
Political theory, in this sense, exists as a tense interstice, continually com-
mitted to describing, explaining, interpreting and re-evaluating norma-
tive alternatives; and yet, no single work or task captures the richness and
diversity of our social, political or personal existence.

A final word concerning the ordering of the chapters. As mentioned
earlier, there is no reason why they cannot be read, with profit, indi-
vidually. In fact, the reader who is directly interested in the majority of
the topics in this volume could peruse all the chapters in a random
sequence. There is, though, an implicit order, although the reader does
not have to follow it. First, the chapters by Terence Ball and Conal
Condren deal with the history of political theory in different ways.
Second, the chapters by Robert Goodin and Geoffrey Brennan pro-
pound specific methods for dealing with political theory as a more
applied discipline. Third, Philip Pettit offers arguments for a specific
normative theory of republicanism. Fourth, Duncan Ivison and
Chandran Kukathas examine, from different perspectives, the current
problems of difference, multiculturalism and postcolonial theory in the
light of contemporary liberal political theory. This might be viewed as a
different mode of applied political theory. Next, the chapters by Tom
Campbell and David Boucher examine substantive debates in legal
theory and international relations through the eyes of political theorists,
illustrating, in one sense, the reach of political theory. Finally, the
chapters by Elizabeth Frazer, Paul Patton and Barry Hindess cover a
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22 ANDREW VINCENT

range of issues - hermeneutics, feminism, communitarianism and post-
structuralism - which question the status, character and role of political
theory and offer alternative perspectives.

Notes

1 The year 1996, for example, saw the founding of a new journal- the Journal
ofPolitical Ideologies - devoted to this theme.

2 Although a distinction is made occasionally between political theory and
political philosophy, this is not one which will be used in this introduction.

3 The word theory, from its earliest use in European thought, was imbricated
with reflective thought in general and philosophy in particular. Theory was,
characteristically, in Greek thought, associated with observation (a theawas a
spectacle; the one who observed the spectacle was a theoros). Theory was the
intermediary between the event and the observer 'representing' the event
or practice. In Aristotle, theoria denoted intellectual observation and con-
templation in accordance with sophia. The friend or lover (philia) ofwisdom
(sophia) had the ability to observe (theoria) through the eye of the mind.
Theoria virtually became the act of knowing itself, although, as distinct from
practice, it pursued such knowing for its own sake. Theory wasa pursuit of
the real, not an abstract hypothetical fiction. It was the attempt to grasp the
central realities of what is most valuable and most divine and therefore also
human.

4 The term 'categorially' is Oakeshott's usage.
5 As Barber argues, politics takes skills which might bear little relation to the

demands of formal abstract political theory. Theorists like Rawls and Nozick
are seen to be squeezing politics out in their formal abstractions. Thus, for
Barber, 'politics is what men do when metaphysics fails; it is not metaphysics
reified' (1988: 209).

6 As Hannah Arendt commented, 'thought itself arises out of incidents of
lived experience and must remain bound to them as the only guideposts by
which to take its bearings' (1968: 14)

7 See Brennan's chapter in this volume; on contractarianism, see Boucher and
Kelly 1994.

8 See Goodin's chapter in this volume; also Miller 1990; 1992.
9 It is clearly possibly to distinguish types of communitarian theory. There are,

ironically, liberal universalist forms (Taylor and Walzer) and more relativist
and reactionary forms. Many of the latter are traced in minute critical detail
by Stephen Holmes 1993.

10 As in the work of theorists like Michel Foucault, Iris Marion Young or
William Connolly.

11 In this sense, discourse analysis in the writings of Ernesto Laclau and
Chantal Mouffe might be described as post-Marxist.

12 David Boucher's chapter in this volume touches upon this theme.
13 See the contrasting views in chapters by Kukathas and Ivison.
14 John Gunnell (1986) sees Habermas's theory as the very epitome of the

alienation of theory from the political realm. Nevertheless, as Barry Hindess
points out in his chapter in this volume, Gunnell has his own, partially
obscured, suppositions about what constitutes politics, which are equally
contestable.
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15 Oddly, some of the critique of Rawls's later work (and communitarianism)
could be allied to this unease with the history of political theory. Once you
situate a theory within a particular culture, it immediately raises the question
as to whether it has any application above and beyond that culture, which, of
course, is one of the characteristic criticisms of the history of political theory
by some normative theorists.

16 History first became an honours degree in Britain in Oxford in 1872 and
Cambridge in 1873. The first chair of history - the Regius Chair - although
set up in 1724, was first filled by a historian in 1866. The Oxford Chichele
Chair of Modern History was created in 1862. Like most such disciplines, the
origin outside the university environment remains more obscure. As Michael
Oakeshott commented, 'Activities emerge naively, like games that children
invent themselves. Each appears, first, not in response to a premeditated
achievement, but as a direction of attention pursued without premonition
of what it will lead to. How should our artless ancestor have known what (as
it has turned out) it is to be an astronomer, an accountant, or an historian'
(1991: 151).

17 'The satisfaction of national pride and culture, and the rendezvous with
destiny that it often implied, whether in England, Germany, or America,
reflected the distinctive meaning of government education, and history in
each country' (Soffer, 1994: 6).

18 In fact, other areas, like political economy, were also often viewed as a subset
of political science. Thus, Adam Smith in his Wealth of Nations described
political economy as a 'branch of the science of a statesman or legislator'
(1979: 428). There was little or no demarcation of what might now be
regarded as separate disciplines. Smith's Wealth of Nations, for example,
blends economics, moral philosophy, political theory and history as part of
a unified social scientific enterprise.

19 The first chair of politics in Britain was the Gladstone Professorship of
Political Theory and Institutions, established in Oxford University in 1912.

20 Barker's successor at Cambridge University, Dennis Brogan (whose tenure
lasted until 1967), was happier just talking about history and institutions,
and seems to have been genuinely puzzled at being in a chair of politics.

21 Achieved first in America in the 1920s with the beginnings of behavioural
political science, particularly under the auspices of Charles Merriam in
Chicago University.

22 Besides Terence Ball's work, a recent exposition and comparison of the
Begriffsgeschichte movement with Skinner and Pocock, well worth consulting
is Richter 1995, especially ch. 6.

23 The best recent work on Skinner is Tully 1988. For more critical com-
mentary, see Boucher 1985.

24 Another dimension on this issue is the complex relation between morality,
politics and law, discussed in Tom Campbell's chapter.

25 Normative political theory also includes empirical and institutional
elements, together with detailed strategies to enable the realization of
values. Philip Pettit neatly summarizes some these dimensions as the
valuable, eligible and feasible (1993: 285);

26 Although, as Walzer (1981) notes, judges make good audiences for political
philosophers.

27 Oakeshott (1991) also expounded a similar distinction between philosophy
and ideology. Another reformulation of Oakeshott's position can be found
in Ken Minogue's Alien Powers (1986). Oddly, a similar dismissal of ideology
was made in some political science circles in the context of the 'end of
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24 ANDREW VINCENT

ideology' movement, see Vincent 1995: 10ff. However, in this latter case, the
crucial contrast was between 'social science' and 'ideology'.

28 As T. D. Weldon remarked, 'It is not the job of philosophy to provide new
information about politics ... or any other matters of fact. Philosophical
problems are entirely second-order problems. They are problems, that is,
which are generated by the language in which facts are described and
explained by those whose function it is to construct and defend scientific,
historical, or other types of theory' (1957: 22).

29 Ashcraft asks, 'How is it even possible for ... epistemological presuppo-
sitions to stand apart from the very conflict they propose to "study" and are
assumed to transcend' (1975: 26).

30 Thus, for MacIntyre, 'we are the inheritors ... of a number of rival and
incompatible traditions and there is no way of either selecting a list of books
to be read ... interpreted, and elucidated which does not involve taking a
partisan stand in the conflict of traditions' (1990: 228).

31 Thinkers like Rorty have concluded that philosophy should thus give up the
lofty universalist path altogether, accept radical contingency and adopt irony
and literary criticism (Rorty 1989).

32 For an interesting background to Tully's concerns, particularly in relation to
Wittgenstein, see Tully 1989.
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CHAPTER 1

Political Theory and Conceptual Change

Terence Ball

The end of a century, and more especially the end of a millennium, is
surely a propitious time to look back, to take stock: to see where political
theory has been, where it is now, and where it might be headed. This is
obviously too tall an order to fill in a single chapter, and I happily leave
that daunting task to my fellow contributors to the present volume. My
task here is the much more modest one of tracing a number of twists and
kinks in the 'linguistic turn' in political theory. Over the last half-century
or so, the study of political theory in Britain and North America has
moved away from 'linguistic (or conceptual) analysis' and toward 'con-
ceptual history', amongst other approaches. A re-viewing of these devel-
opments from the vantage-point of the present might shed some light on
the problems and prospects of political theory on the eve of the third
millennium.

I plan to proceed in the following way. First I shall sketch, with as few
strokes as possible, a potted (and partial) history of the 'linguistic turn'
in twentieth-century political theory. That story is, in part and very
roughly, a tale about the transition from 'conceptual analysis' to 'con-
ceptual history'. Then I shall outline what one might (with some
slight exaggeration) call two 'schools' of, or 'approaches' to, conceptual
history - the German Begriffsgeschichte and its Anglo-American counter-
part, with particular emphasis on the latter. Next I shall try to delineate
what I take to be the distinguishing or defining features of political
discourse as a field of investigation. Then I shall say something about
what I call 'critical conceptual history' as an approach to the investiga-
tion of political innovation and conceptual change. And finally I shall
conclude with a brief defence of the place of conceptual history in
contemporary political theory.

28
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POLITICAL THEORY AND CONCEPTUAL CHANGE 29

The 'Linguistic Turn'

To begin by stating the obvious, an interest in language (often, but not
always, under the heading of 'rhetoric') is as old as philosophy, and
political philosophy in particular. The twin topics of conceptual con-
fusion and political corruption can be found in Thucydides' History, in
Plato's dialogues, in Roman and later Renaissance writers, in the work of
Thomas Hobbes (Thucydides' first English translator), and many others.
But if the interest in language is not new, the twentieth century has seen
new approaches to the language of politics. The 'linguistic turn' - a
phrase coined by Gustav Bergman and popularized by Richard Rorty
(1967) - is a relatively recent development.

The first phase of the linguistic turn, in the late 1920s, was broadly
positivist. The central place accorded to language by Logical Positivism
can be seen in the title (and the text) ofA.J. Aver's Language, Truth, and
Logic (1936; 2nd edn 1946). Ayer's aspiration to purge and reform the
language of philosophy - so as to eliminate the bugbear of 'metaphysics'
(and meaninglessness) - soon found a sympathetic audience among
political theorists. Their aim was to purge the language of politics and
political theory so as to make it more meaningful, less muddled, and
more precise. But this was, by Logical Positivist lights, an exceedingly
difficult, if not foredoomed, task. For, viewed through positivist lenses,
the language of political theory is a rather peculiar hybrid. According to
Logical Positivism's classificatory scheme, statements are of three types.
There are, first, 'synthetic' statements of empirical fact ('The cat is on the
mat' was a perennial favourite). Next are 'analytic' statements about
necessary truths-by-convention ( 'All bachelors are unmarried males' was
another favourite). Thirdly, there is a large catch-all category of 'emotive'
utterances which are, strictly speaking, cognitively meaningless - mere
'ejaculations', in Aver's slightly salacious term. To say, for example, that
'Stealing money is wrong', says nothing about theft; it merely expresses
or signals the negative 'feelings' or 'attitudes' of the speaker toward that
form of activity (Ayer 1946: 107-12).

Political theory, it appeared, is an odd, not to say incoherent, ad-
mixture of the analytic, the synthetic and the emotive (or evaluative).
From Plato to the present, the 'classics' of political theory are marked-
and indeed marred - by muddle: 'facts' and 'values' are jumbled
together; persuasive definitions are misleadingly made to appear in
value-neutral guise; and fictions, metaphors and other tropes abound -
states of nature, social contracts, and (we might now add) ideal speech
situations (Macdonald 1951). The critical and reforming spirit of Logical
Positivism was much in evidence at mid-century. At an American
symposium on 'The Semantics of Social Science', for example, critics
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charged that the advance of the social sciences, and political science in
particular, has been retarded by the pernicious presence of political
theory, with its 'teleological, normative, or even moralistic terms'. Many,
if not most, of 'the propositions of political theory have a character of
"unreality" and futility'. As long as political theory exerts its pernicious
influence, political science will consist 'mostly [of] history and ethics'.
Political theory 'belong[s] to a subjective or fictitious universe of dis-
course quite inappropriate to a general science of society' (Perry 1950:
401).

The only hope for political theory lay in purging its language to make
its concepts cognitively meaningful. This approach was notoriously well-
represented by T. D. Weldon's The Vocabulary ofPolitics (1953) and a host
of imitators. Weldon claimed that political theory was deficient to the
degree that its practitioners attempted the impossible task of finding
rock-bottom 'foundations' and, worse, attempted to do so by reasoning
with imprecise or 'muddled' terms and concepts. The first task of
political theory must therefore be to clean this Augean stable; it must
abandon the search for foundations and be content with the humbler
and more austere task of clarifying, refining and redefining the very
vocabulary of politics.

Once we cut through the cant, the muddle, and the metaphysics of our
inherited vocabulary, we can at last engage in meaningful debates about
power, justice, equality, liberty, and the like. We therefore must, at the
very least, sort out the different statement-types and keep them separate:
'This is a (persuasive) definition.' 'That is a statement of (presumed)
fact.' 'That is an emotive (or hortatory, or prescriptive) utterance.' And
so on. Not surprisingly, this sort of 'linguistic analysis' made for minute -
and (if I might register my own emotive response) dreadfully dry -
dissections of Plato's Republic, amongst many other 'classics' of political
theory (see, for example, Murphy 1968). The language of political
theory should be purged, whipped into shape, and made to aspire to the
transparent clarity of the language of science - at least as the natural
sciences were (mis)conceived and idealized by the Logical Positivists.
Thus the political theorist was to be like Locke's under-labourer, charged
with the task of clearing the brush, and not an ambitious 'master-
builder':

The commonwealth of learning is not at this time without master-builders,
whose mighty designs, in advancing the sciences, will leave lasting monuments
to the admiration of posterity: but everyone must not hope to be a Boyle or a
Sydenham; and in an age that produces such masters as the great Huygenius
and the incomparable Mr Newton, ... it is ambition enough to be employed
as an under-labourer in clearing the ground a little, and removing some of the
rubbish that lies in the way to knowledge.
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POLITICAL THEORY AND CONCEPTUAL CHANGE 31

Whether read as winningly modest or Uriah Heepish, Locke's Epistle to
the Reader of the Essay Concerning Human Understanding was often
quoted as an antidote to pride and vaulting philosophical ambition. In
the natural sciences there are master-builders; in philosophy the would-
be master-builders - from Plato to Hegel - were to be exposed for the
metaphysical frauds they were, taken down ten notches, and put in their
place by hard-working under-labourers (Alasdair MacIntyre once likened
this task to taking Aristotle out behind the woodshed for a good thrash-
ing). This under-labourer view reduced the tasks of philosophy to
criticism and clarification, and nothing more.

And what of political theory? The humble theorists were now to
occupy themselves with two modest but important tasks: on the one hand
they were to take their long-dead elders and betters out to the woodshed;
and, on the other, they were to perform the semantic scut-work of
clarifying the terms employed by empirically minded political scientists.
The primary purpose of political theory, as a committee of the American
Political Science Association once put it, was to 'define the concepts of
political science' and provide precise 'definitions of political terms' that
political scientists could use (Wilson et al. 1944: 726, 729; cf. Plamenatz
1968: vii). Not a noble calling, perhaps, but a useful one. In the 1950s
and early 1960s a number of political theorists attempted to redefine the
terms of 'traditional' or 'normative' theory so as to make them useful for
the empirical-scientific analysis and explanation of political behaviour.
For example, 'the idea of freedom', wrote Felix Oppenheim, 'has not
yet been subjected to ... behavioral analysis'. This is an unfortunate
omission, for it has retarded the development of empirical social science.
'Whether freedom can become a subject of empirical science depends
on whether "freedom" can become a concept of empirical science'
(Oppenheim 1961: 4). And, as for freedom, so for all the other concepts
of a scientized political discourse: power, influence, authority, control,
and so on.

The reforming spirit of Logical Positivism proved to be remarkably
short-lived, amongst political theorists if perhaps not amongst their
colleagues in political science. The latter were rather slower to recognize
that Logical Positivism was passe in philosophy, including the philosophy
of science, and that many of the most influential positivists had recanted.
When asked by an interviewer in 1977 what had been the main defects of
Logical Positivism, A.J. Ayer, with admirable candour, replied: 'Well, I
suppose the most important of the defects was that nearly all of it was
false' (Magee 1978: 131).

The next ratchet in the linguistic turn - so-called 'ordinary-language'
philosophy - was highly critical of its positivist predecessor and decidedly
less critical of political theory, past and present. The language of the
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natural sciences was no longer to serve as a standard of precision and
cognitive meaningfulness (see, for example, Chappell 1964). We use
language, as J. L. Austin famously put it, to do things - to describe,
explain, excuse, endorse, appraise, warn, and hundreds of other 'speech
acts' (Austin 1970; Searle 1969). None of these utterance types is
privileged, much less paradigmatic. We analyse words and concepts, not
by looking for their meaning per se, but for their use - they are mean-
ingful only in the context of the uses to which they are put. Even the most
'empirical' of the concepts employed in ordinary discourse are not
amenable to strictly drawn definitions; they are 'porous' or 'open-
textured' (Waismann 1951). To the degree that their porosity is ordi-
narily no hindrance to communication, concepts do not need to be
reformed, redefined, or made more rigorous than such communication
requires. We achieve as much clarity as we need by noting 'what we [i.e.
ordinary speakers] say' in certain situations and contexts.

Ordinary-language philosophers took a kindlier and more tolerant
view of political theory than their positivist predecessors did. In the spirit
of Aristotle they seemed almost to say that one should look for only as
much precision as the subject admits of - and that if the language of
politics often seems vague and imprecise, then so be it: that is a char-
acteristic feature of political discourse. Ordinary-language philosophy, as
Wittgenstein remarked in one of his more oracular utterances, 'leaves
everything as it is'. In a reversal of Marx's Eleventh Thesis, ordinary-
language philosophy aims to understand the world, not to change it. This
led, unsurprisingly, to the charge that ordinary-language philosophy,
especially when applied to the analysis of political concepts, was not
normatively neutral but in fact deeply if covertly conservative. The
language ordinarily used to describe and legitimize unjust social insti-
tutions and arrangements can hardly suffice for a critical philosophy,
since that very language serves as an ideological mask to conceal such
injustice and inhibit radical criticism (Gellner 1959: ch. 8). Linguistic
analysis of this sort' contributes to enclosing thought in the circle of the
mutilated universe of ordinary discourse' (Marcuse 1964: 199).

The charge of 'conservatism' proved to be partly right and partly
wrong (Wertheimer 1976). It is certainly true that ordinary-language
analysis per se advanced no political prescriptions or morally charged
injunctions that would lead its advocates (or anyone else) to take to the
streets or mount the barricades. To be interested in the concept ofjustice
is not identical with being concerned to expose injustices and to see
justice prevail. The political theorist, qua ordinary-language analyst, aims
only to clarify what people mean when they employ the concept to
criticize or commend social and civic arrangements. Not exactly inspira-
tional work, perhaps, but a humble task that can clear up at least some of
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the confusion that deepens political divisions. Ifwe all agree about what
we mean by 'justice', then we can move more confidently toward rectify-
ing actions and practices that we can all agree are unjust. (The fallacy of
this aspiration is deftly exposed by David Miller, 1983.)

In so far as one can speak of the 'politics' of ordinary-language
analysis, it was more meliorist than conservative. But the adjectives that
are more readily applicable are 'naive', 'parochial', and 'ahistorical'. For
in emphasizing the minute analysis and clarification of 'the' meaning
and use of particular concepts, 'linguistic' or 'ordinary-language' phil-
osophy or 'conceptual analysis', as formerly practised in Britain and the
United States, tended to focus upon the language of one age and culture,
namely our own. This narrowing not only blinded political theorists to
the fact that meaning and usage change from one age and generation to
the next, but it also led them to believe their enterprise to be a politically
neutral one. The task was to clarify and analyse what 'we' say, as though
'we' were a single speaking subject, undivided by partisan and perspec-
tival differences (having to do with race, ethnicity, social class, gender,
etc.), and employing concepts whose meanings did not change over
time. In thus assuming that there is a unified, or at any rate undiffer-
entiated, 'we', ordinary-language philosophy largely ignored the twin
issues of political conflict and conceptual contestation. Which is to say,
with only slight exaggeration, that linguistic analysis largely ignored or
was blind or indifferent to politics itself.

It also bears mentioning that previous political philosophers almost
never took 'what we say' as sufficient or satisfactory in settling conceptual
quarrels; indeed, they typically took issue with the ordinary language of
their day, attempting to alter or reform the vocabulary of politics by
criticizing commonly held views about 'power', 'property', 'liberty', and
the like. To take only one of many examples: 'It may perhaps be censured
as an impertinent Criticism in a discourse of this nature, to find fault with
words and names that have obtained in the World: And yet possibly it
may not be amiss to offer new ones when the old are apt to lead Men into
mistakes.' The writer isJohn Locke, the text is his Second Treatise, and the
concept in question is 'paternal power' - a concept by which Sir Robert
Filmer set great store in Patriarcha (1680), and which Locke had either to
redefine or to reveal to be bereft of meaning if his argument against royal
absolutism was to persuade his audience. The criticism and attempted
reform of 'ordinary language' has long been the stock-in-trade of
philosophers and political theorists.

Despite their differences, both positivistic and ordinary-language
variants of linguistic philosophy were agreed that conceptual contests
could be settled - either (as the former held) by purging the muddle and
rigorously redefining key concepts, or (as the latter would have it) by
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attending closely to what 'we' say. Either way, conceptual contestation
can, in principle, come to an end, and agreement can be reached.

This rather sanguine view was challenged in a path-breaking paper
by W. B. Callie (1956). Some concepts - those that figure in aesthetic and
political discourse in particular - are, Callie argued, 'essentially contested';
that is, continuing disagreement over their meaning and application is
an essential and ineliminable feature of their functioning in the discourses
in which they figure. A concept is essentially contested if it has no single
definition, range of reference, and/or criteria ofapplication upon which
all competent speakers can agree. The hope ofarriving at such agreement
is the will-o'-the-wisp in certain domains and discourses, and perhaps
particularly in aesthetics and politics. In these discourses there are - and
in principle can be - no agreed-upon criteria according to which we can
classify,categorize, discuss and debate certain sorts ofquestions.

Consider the concept of 'art', for example. What distinguishes a work
of art from a piece of non-art? We might all agree that Leonardo's 'Last
Supper' is a work of art, but disagree over whether Andy Warhol's picture
of row upon row of identical soup tins qualifies as 'art'. As with art, so
with 'music': do atonal compositions consisting of silences punctuated by
coughs and car-horns qualify as music - or are they merely noise? And so
too with politics. There appear to be few, if any, 'political' concepts that
are not 'essentially contested'. One needs only think of the concept of
rights, or of democracy, freedom, justice, equality, obligation, power,
authority, and many others as well: clearly, all have been, and still are,
hotly contested, their meanings the stuff of endless dispute and con-
tinuing disagreement.

With political theorists' somewhat belated discovery and appreciation
of the thesis of essential contestability came the next ratcheting of the
linguistic turn in political theory. Callie's thesis seemed admirably
attuned and attentive to what is surely a, or perhaps the, central feature of
politicallife - deep-seated conflict and disagreement. Callie duly recog-
nizes and honours conflict in a non-judgmental and even-handed way:
there is no single 'correct' conception of power or any other political
concept. There are merely disagreements and differences that, once
argued and articulated, will not - and indeed cannot - be rationally
resolved.

The essential contestability thesis was put to interesting and illuminat-
ing use by a number of political theorists in the 1970s. Among the most
notable and influential invocations of the thesis were William Connolly's
The Terms of Political Discourse (1974) and Steven Lukes's Power: A Radical
View (1974). Both accepted without argument the validity of Callie's
thesis, which they then applied in illuminating ways to key concepts in
political theory and political science. Both openly advanced explicitly
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'radical' political aims and agendas. 'Indeed,' Lukes wrote, 'to engage in
such [conceptual] disputes is itself to engage in politics' (1974: 26).
Genteel and gentlemanly talk of what 'we' say was replaced by openly
partisan conceptual combat. One was left with the liberating sense that
'linguistic' political philosophy had abandoned the sheltered environs of
an Oxbridge senior common room for the rougher setting of a Soho
street corner. Polite conversation was to be replaced with open con-
frontation and, absent rational argument, attempts to convert others to
one's own views.

The linguistic turn in political theory was ratcheted yet another notch
as the essential contestability thesis came under scrutiny and then open
attack. Some critics argued that the thesis was internally inconsistent and
incoherent, and that any theory of (say) power that relied on the
essential contestability thesis was 'a theory divided against itself' (Gray
1983: 78). On the one hand, Lukes and Connolly claim that 'power' and
other political concepts are forever in dispute, their meanings both
unsettled and undecidable - a priori and in principle - by rational
argument, evidence, etc. But, on the other hand, both advance telling
criticisms of rival conceptions; they also construct rational arguments
and employ sociological and other evidence in support of their con-
ceptions of power. Lukes boasts that his conception of power is 'superior'
to rival views, which are of 'less value' than his own (1974: 9, 30). What is
this, critics charged, if not a demonstration that the essential contest-
ability thesis is both incoherent and indefensible, not to say politically
pernicious? For surely politics is not only about conflict and disagree-
ment, but also and no less importantly about anticipated agreement in
language and life.

Politics and political theory rest upon the hope (all too rarely realized,
to be sure) that the pen is mightier than the sword and that the force of
argument will win out over, or perhaps preclude, the force of arms. In
aim and aspiration, then, political discourse anticipates agreement and
consensus even as its speakers disagree among themselves. This dis-
cursive ideal is as old as Socratic dialogue and as recent as Habermas's
ideal speech situation. The essential contestability thesis rightly sensitizes
us to the persistence of conceptual-cum-political disagreement, but
desensitizes us to the possibility and importance of anticipated
agreement (Ball 1993).

There is, in addition to this immanent critique, another way of
challenging the essential contestability thesis. And that is to turn to the
history of political theory and practice. Very briefly and crudely, that
argument proceeds in the following way. Proponents of the essential
contestability thesis are correct in claiming that conceptual contestation
is so persistent and recurrent a feature of political discourse that it
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amounts almost to a defining feature of that domain. But to claim that a
particular concept is essentially contested is to take a timeless and
ahistorical view of the character and function of political concepts. Not
all concepts have been, or could be, contested at all times. Conceptual
contestation remains a permanent possibility, even though it is, in
practice, actualized only intermittently. The now-ubiquitous disputes
about the meaning of 'democracy', for instance, are of relatively recent
vintage, whilst the once-heated arguments about 'republic' have cooled
considerably since the late eighteenth century - indeed they now rage
only amongst historians of political thought, and not amongst political
actors or agents (Ball 1988: ch. 3).

The essential contestability thesis holds true, then, not as a thesis about
individual concepts but as a valid generalization about political language
as a species of discourse. The language of political discourse is essentially
contestable, but the individual concepts comprising any politicallangu-
age are contingently contestable. Which concepts are believed to be
worth disputing and revising is more often a political than a philoso-
phical matter. In some situations it becomes important for political
agents to take issue with their opponents' and/or audience's under-
standing of 'party' or 'power' or 'authority' or 'democracy'. What one
might, at a stretch, call the contingent contestability thesis is less
dramatic than its essentialist predecessor; but its fit with the facts is a
good deal tighter.

The thesis of contingent contestability also marks a further phase of
the linguistic turn and opens the door to another approach to the study
of political thought - 'the history of political concepts,' or 'conceptual
history' , for short. Either phrase is misleading, if one imagines that there
might be a history of concepts wholly set apart from a history of political
disagreement and argument. The history of political theory is in no small
part the story of political arguments, which often (though not always)
take the form of conceptual contests in which older meanings are
challenged and arguments are advanced in favour of new understand-
ings. Political innovation and conceptual change are two sides of the
same old and still circulating coin.

Two Approaches to Conceptual History

There is now a noticeable move away from the static and ahistorical
enterprise of 'conceptual analysis' to a more dynamic and historically
oriented emphasis on 'conceptual history' - that is, a concern with
conceptual change and the construction of conceptual histories. There
are at present two 'schools' of, or approaches to, conceptual history.
These proceed along roughly parallel tracks. On one track is the modern
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German genre known as Begriffsgeschichte; on the other, Anglo-American
'conceptual history' or what I call 'critical conceptual history' (Ball
1988). Let me offer, by way of introduction to these two approaches, a
broad-brush and somewhat crude characterization of each.

Reinhart Koselleck, a leading defender and practitioner of
Begriffsgeschichte, observes that 'Without common concepts there is no
society, and above all, no political field of action.' But which concepts are
to be the common coin of discourse - and what they mean - becomes, at
crucial historical junctures, a veritable field of battle. 'The struggle over
the "correct" concepts', says Koselleck, 'becomes socially and politically
explosive' (Koselleck 1985: 74,77). The conceptual historian attempts
to map the minefield, as it were, by examining the various historical
turning-points or watersheds in the history of the concepts constituting
modern political discourse. This involves not only noting when and for
what purposes and at what political sites new and now-familiar words
were coined - 'ideology', 'industrialism', 'liberalism', 'conservatism',
'socialism' and 'altruism', among many others - but tracing marked
changes in the meaning of older terms such as 'constitution' and
'revolution'. This is just the task outlined and given theoretical justifica-
tion by Koselleck and undertaken in painstaking detail by the contri-
butors to the massive Geschichtliche Grundbegriffe (Brunner et al. 1972- )
and the Handbuch politische-sozialer Grundbegriffe in Frankreich 1680-1820
(Reichardt and Schmitt 1985).

In these and other works, the German conceptual historians are
attempting to test a number of hypotheses. One is that the eighteenth
century was a period of unprecedented conceptual shifts. Another is that
these shifts involved not only the minting of new terms and the
reminting of older ones, but that they point to an increased tendency
toward ideological abstraction. Thus the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries saw the rise of the various 'isms' - socialism,
communism, industrialism, etc. - which, by supplying speakers with a
new means of locating themselves in social and political space, actually
reconstituted that very space. Political conflict accordingly became more
overtly ideological, more concerned with questions of principle (or even
first principles) than was previously the case. Concepts that had pre-
viously had concrete class and geographic referents became free-floating
abstractions about which one could speak in the ostensibly universal
voice valued by thinkers of the Enlightenment. 'Rights', for example,
ceased to refer to the rights of Englishmen and other national or legal
groups, becoming instead 'the rights of man' or, as we are apt to say
nowadays, 'human rights'. The studies undertaken by Koselleck and his
colleagues have, on the whole, tended to confirm these conjectures (see
Richter 1986; 1987).
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The Anglo-American conceptual historians differ from their Conti-
nental counterparts both in method and emphasis. First, as one would
expect, the German conceptual historians have so far concentrated their
considerable learning largely (though by no means exclusively) on
mapping conceptual changes in earlier German and Francophone
political and philosophical discourse. Their English-speaking colleagues
have focused largely on the history of anglophone political discourse.
Second, the German conceptual historians have employed a unified
method, have worked collaboratively, and have been remarkably
encyclopaedic in range and scope. Their English-speaking cousins have
for the most part worked individually, have subscribed to no single
method, and have been more selective than encyclopaedic in their
ambitions and choice of concepts. Even so, their respective conjectures
about conceptual change do occasionally overlap and complement one
another. In a very limited way some of my own work amounts, in effect,
to a comparative test of several of the hypotheses about conceptual
change advanced by the German conceptual historians. For example,
several of my enquiries suggest that the eighteenth century was indeed a
period of profound and unprecedented conceptual transformation in
anglophone political discourse, at least as regards the concepts of 'party'
and 'republic' (Ball 1988: chs 2, 3).

Earlier, and especially eighteenth-century, shifts were significant, but
conceptual change is not safely confined to the past: it is continuing even
as, and because, we speak. My own view,which may be more a suspicion
than a testable hypothesis, is that we are living through and participating
in a period of profound, exhilarating, and in some ways deeply disturb-
ing conceptual shifts. (I have attempted in Transforming Political Discourse
and with my colleagues in two collaborative works - Political Innovation
and Conceptual Change (1989) and Conceptual Change and the Constitution
(1988) - to give voice and substance to this suspicion.)

The Nature of Political Discourse

If we are to take a 'conceptual-historical' approach to the study of
political phenomena, then we need to be clear about the concepts
comprising our own discourse. And we need to identify the defining or
distinguishing features of political discourse as a field of investigation. So
I should perhaps say that, in speaking of this or that 'language', I do not
refer to the natural languages analysed by linguists - Attic Greek, for
example, or medieval German - but instead to what one might at a first
cut call a moral or political language. A language of this sort includes
those 'shared conceptions of the world, shared manners and values,
shared resources and expectations and procedures for speech and
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thought' through which 'communities are in fact defined and con-
stituted' (White 1984: 6). This is immediately complicated, however, by a
second consideration. A community's language is not a seamless web or
a single structurally unified whole, but consists instead of a series of sub-
languages or idioms which I call discourses.

A 'discourse', as I use the term, is the sub-language spoken in and
constitutive of a particular discipline, domain, sphere or sub-community.
Examples of such sub-languages might include the discourse of eco-
nomics, of the law, of medicine, of computer programming, and a score
of other disciplines or domains.

But what of political discourse? Is it merely one discourse amongst
many, or does it have unique distinguishing features of its own? Here
matters become much more complicated. One of the key features of
political discourse is to be found in its central tension, which may be
described in the following way. Political discourse employs the language
that we supposedly share, not as speakers of specialized sub-languages,
but in our common capacity as citizens. But, at the same time, this ideal
is undermined in two ways.

First, political discourse borrows from and draws upon more special-
ized discourses; it is compounded, as it were, out of lesser languages.
When the concepts and metaphors constituting the discourse of eco-
nomics, for example - or of computer programming or law or religion
or medicine or any other discipline - enter the field of political
meanings, they alter the shape and structure of that field by altering its
speakers' terms of discourse. This process of transgressing, of leaking
across discursive boundaries, is a prime source of conceptual change.

Second, political discourse characteristically consists of concepts
whose meanings are not always agreed upon but are often heatedly con-
tested by citizen-speakers. The possibility of communicative breakdown
is an ever-present feature, if not indeed a defining characteristic, of
political discourse. As the late Bertrand de Jouvenel once observed:

The elementary political process is the action of mind upon mind through
speech. Communication by speech completely depends upon the existence in
the memories of both parties of a common stock ofwords to which they attach
much the same meanings ... Even as people belong to the same culture by
the use of the same language, so they belong to the same society by the under-
standing of the same moral language. As this common moral language ex-
tends, so does society; as it breaks up, so does society. [de]ouveneI1957: 304]

Passing this observation through a finer (and less 'mentalistic') mesh,
one should add that the elementary political process is the action of
speaker upon speaker about matters of public or common concern. But
of course what is and is not 'public' - and therefore presumably political
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- is itself a subject of political dispute and argument. Disagreements
about the scope and domain of 'the political' are themselves constitutive
features of political discourse.

Critical Conceptual Histories

The task of the critical conceptual historian is to chart changes in the
concepts constituting the discourses of political agents, living and dead.
The kinds of questions to be asked about the transformation of political
discourses typically include the following. How might one identify or
describe these discourses and the specific changes made in them? Which
concepts, in particular, had their meanings altered? How and why did
these changes come about? Who brought them about, for what reasons,
and what rhetorical strategies did they use? And, not least, what differ-
ence did (or does) it make?

These questions are often, though not always, answered in some part
by pointing to a particular political tradition or, if one prefers, a tradition
of discourse. Examples of such traditions might include republicanism,
liberalism and Marxism, amongst many others. These can in turn be
further divided into sub-traditions such as classical and Renaissance
republicanism, Soviet Marxism, Manchester liberalism, and the like.

Political discourses, and the concepts that constitute them, have
histories that can be narratively reconstructed in any number of
ways. Such histories would show where these discourses functioned and
how they changed. These changes may, moreover, be traced to the
problems perceived by particular (classes of) historical agents in par-
ticular political situations. Conceptual changes are brought about by
political agents occupying specific sites, and working under the identi-
fiable linguistic constraints of a particular tradition as it exists at a
particular time. The vocabularies within and upon which these agents
work are to some degree flexible, although not infinitely malleable. They
can to some extent transform their language; but, conversely, their
language also subtly transforms them, helping to make them the kinds
of creatures they are. The ways in which speakers shape, and are in turn
shaped by, their language are the subject matter of critical conceptual
history.

But - a critic might ask - why speak of concepts instead of words, of
'conceptual' change rather than 'linguistic' change, and of conceptual
history rather than linguistic history (White 1987)? And what - my critic
might continue - is criticalabout 'critical conceptual histories'?

The first question is easily answered. A political vocabulary consists not
simply of words but of concepts. To have a word for X is to be in pos-
session of the concept of X. Yetone may possess a concept without having
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a word to express it. It is, for instance, clear that Milton knew about, and
valued, 'originality'; otherwise he would not have thought it important
to try to do 'things unattempted yet in prose or rhyme'. But although
Milton quite clearly possessed the concept of originality, he had no word
with which to express it, for 'originality' did not enter the English langu-
age until a century after his death (Skinner 1989a). Or, to take another
example, a child who says 'I love my country' possesses the concept of
patriotism, even if she does not (yet) know the word (Farr 1989: 31).
Much the same is true of moral and political concepts. For example, the
concept of rights long predated the word (Dagger 1989). Moreover, the
same word can, in different periods, stand for quite different concepts.
The 'rights' of Englishmen, for example, were quite unlike the 'rights' of
man or the 'human rights' defended or violated by modern regimes. Nor
did 'the state', or at any rate lo stato, mean for Machiavelli what it means
for us (Skinner 1989b). Nor did 'revolution' mean for Locke and his
contemporaries what it means for us. They understood a revolution to be
a coming full circle, a restoration of some earlier uncorrupted condition;
we understand it to be the collective overthrow of an old regime and the
creation of an entirely new one (Dunn 1989). 'Corruption' has decidedly
different meanings in the discourses of classical republicanism and
modern liberalism (Euben 1989). 'Ideology' was originally, in the
eighteenth century, the systematic scientific study of the origins of ideas;
now it refers to a more or less tightly constrained set of political ideas and
ideals (Goldie 1989). A 'patriot' - nowadays an uncritical supporter of
his country's government - was once one who for the sake of his patria
dared to be an opponent and critic of his government (Dietz 1989).
These and many other examples suggest that words do not change, but
concepts and meanings do. In an important sense, then, words do not
have histories but concepts do.

The history of politicalconcepts (or more precisely, concepts used in
political discourse) cannot, however, be narrated apart from the political
conflicts in which they figure. Political concepts are weapons ofwar, tools
of persuasion and legitimation, badges of identity and solidarity. They are
(to reinvoke a Cold War cliche) in the thick of partisan battles for 'the
hearts and minds of men'. To study the history of political concepts is to
revisit old battlefields and reconstruct the positions and strategies of the
opposing forces. What concepts were on this occasion available, for what
purposes and with what effect(s) were they used? How were their
meanings altered in the course of their deployment? To put my point less
dramatically, what distinguishes critical conceptual history from philol-
ogy or etymology is its attention to the arguments in which concepts
appear and are used to perform particular kinds of actions at particular
times and at particular political sites. Histories of political concepts are,
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in short, histories of political arguments, and of the conceptual contests
and disputes on which they turned and to which they gave rise.

A second and more complicated question still remains to be answered:
what, exactly, is critical about 'critical conceptual histories'? Several
answers can be given. The first is that these are histories written with a
critical intention of showing that conceptual change is not only possible
but is virtually a defining feature of political discourse. Second, such
histories will, if successful, show how particular political agents became
aware of the subtle and heretofore unrecognized ways in which their
discourses had transformed them (and their contemporaries) before
setting about the task of transforming political discourse. Third, a critical
conceptual history shows in some detail how these agents actually
transformed the discourse of their day. This requires that the historian
identify the processes and mechanisms by means ofwhich specific agents
brought about particular changes. These include, pre-eminently, the
discovery, exposure and criticism of ostensible contradictions and
incoherences in dominant discourses, and the arguments and rhetorical
stratagems employed for that critical purpose and for the more positive
purpose of constructing an alternative discourse (Farr 1989). Far from
being the domain of detached armchair philosophers, this kind of
critical activity affects the ways in which political agents themselves think
and act. What Alasdair MacIntyre says of the role of criticism in changing
moral concepts is no less true of its role in changing political ones:

philosophical inquiry itself plays a part in changing moral concepts. It is not
that we have first a straightforward history of moral concepts and then a
separate and secondary history of philosophical comment. For to analyze a
concept philosophically may often be to assist in its transformation by sug-
gesting that it needs revision, or that it is discredited in some way. Philosophy
leaves everything as it is - except concepts. And since to possess a concept
involves behaving or being able to behave in certain ways in certain circum-
stances, to alter concepts, whether by modifying existing concepts or by
making new concepts available or by destroying old ones, is to alter behavior.
A history which takes this point seriously, which is concerned with the role of
philosophy in relation to actual conduct, cannot be philosophically neutral.
[MacIntyre 1966: 2-3]

Nor, by the same token, can conceptual histories be politically neutral.
This is not to say that they are necessarily partisan in any narrow sense,
but rather that they are critical, inasmuch as they alert their audience to
the ways in which, and the means by which, their communicatively
constituted world has transformed them, and how they in their turn may
yet transform it.

As one among many approaches to the study of political theory, con-
ceptual history serves to alert us to features of our world that familiarity
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has obscured. It supplies us with the distant mirror of past practices and
beliefs that seem strange and alien to our modern (or perhaps post-
modern) eyes. To encounter and attempt to understand these beliefs
and practices in all their strangeness requires the stretching of our own
concepts and categories. The conceptual historian aims to address this
sense of strangeness, of difference: not to make it less strange or differ-
ent, but to make it more comprehensible. The aim is to shed light on
past practices and beliefs, and in so doing to stretch the linguistic limits
of present-day political discourse.
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CHAPTER 6

Liberalism, Multiculturalism and Oppression

Chandran Kukathas

Indeed, Hobbes, without being himself a liberal, had in him more of the
philosophy ofliberalism than most ofits professed defenders.... It wasRichard
Cumberland with his 'social instinct' and later Adam Smith with his 'social
passions' who bewitched liberalism by appearing to solve the problem of
individualism when they had really only avoided it. [Oakeshott n.d.: lviiand n.]

So that in the nature of man, we find three principal causes of quarrel. First
competition; secondly, diffidence; thirdly, glory. [Hobbes n.d.: 81]

The most persistent objection to liberal political theory has been to its
individualism. Liberalism's critics often invoke the idea of community
when taking it to task, partly because they wish to reject what they see as
the liberal understanding of persons as separate and self-contained
atoms, sharing certain formal rights - pre-eminent among these, the
right to be left splendidly isolated.

Michael Sandel, for example, criticizes Rawls for advancing a political
theory giving primacy to justice, and presupposing that justice is a virtue
of a society peopled by separate individuals whose goals and values are as
independent of society as they are. This typically liberal stance, for
Sandel, is mistaken because it does not appreciate the extent to which
individual selves - and their desires - are not separate from, but are
constituted by, the community into which they are born. The idea of a
separate self is not merely unreal; it is incoherent (Sandel 1982).
Similarly, Benjamin Barber objects to liberal theory's constructions
because they presume that people are little more than consumers,
pursuing their private desires, and incapable of valuing society (and
politics) as intrinsic goods. Its assumptions about the atomistic character
of persons thus lead to conclusions which are insensitive to the values of
community, and which seem to affirm little other than the pursuit of self-
interest (Barber 1984).

132
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The flaw in liberalism, according to such views, is to be found not in
the ideas it advocates but in its social ontology. The problem stems not
from its vision of the way the world should be (though this in itself is
troubling), but from its understanding of the way the world is to begin
with (see also Taylor 1989).

In the work of Iris Young, however, we find a critique of liberalism
which agrees that it rests on a flawed social ontology, but rejects the
dichotomy between individualism and community. Liberal individualism
and communitarianism, for Young, both stand condemned for denying
'difference'. 'Each entails a denial of difference and a desire to bring
multiplicity and heterogeneity into unity, though in opposing ways'
(1990: 229). Thus there is a 'common logic' underlying the polarity of
individualism and community which enables them to define each other
negatively.

Liberal individualism denies difference by positing the self as a solid, self-
sufficient unity, not defined by anything or anyone other than itself. Its
formalistic ethic of rights also denies difference by bringing all such separated
individuals under a common measure of rights. Proponents of community, on
the other hand, deny difference by positing fusion rather than separation as
the social ideal. They conceive the social subject as a relation of unity of
mutuality composed by identification and symmetry among individuals within
a totality. Communitarianism represents an urge to see persons in unity with
one another in a shared whole. [Young 1990: 229]

According to Young's critique, then, liberal politics, in pursuing the
ideals of an individualist egalitarianism, is essentially assimilationist in
spirit. Its granting of rights offers little protection to minorities, who find
themselves oppressed less by the deliberate denial of their rights than by
the more subtle denial of the worth of their aspirations in the
construction of a dominant cultural and political structure. Attending to
these concerns, Young seeks to show, requires a turn towards a 'politics of
difference', and away from liberal pluralism - upon whose ontological
foundations nothing secure can be built.

It is this powerful critique of liberalism which is the subject of this
chapter, whose aim is to defend liberalism from the attack by advocates of
the politics of difference. My objective is to show that liberal pluralism is
superior not only in the way in which it accounts for and handles
'difference' in society, but also in large part because it rests on sounder
ontological foundations than its critics have allowed. In this regard this
chapter offers an unashamedly individualist defence of liberalism. At the
same time, however, I do not aim simply to restate the liberal position.
There are numerous accounts of liberalism available, and I wish not only
to add to the number on offer but also to make clear the strength of my
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own version. Furthermore, I propose to offer this account by taking
seriously the claims and arguments of proponents of the politics of
difference, such as Iris Young - and particularly their arguments that in
today's multicultural societies there are important issues of oppression,
domination and subordination at stake. Indeed, I propose to give careful
consideration to the claim, advanced by Young, that liberal social
ontology 'has no place for a concept of social groups', and that this is a
serious - if not fatal - flaw in liberalism generally.

To complete this task, the rest of this chapter is organized in the fol-
lowing way. I will first sketch an outline of a liberal theory of multi-
culturalism, making clear this liberalism's attitude to the question of
oppression. I then offer a detailed account of the critique offered from
the perspective of the 'politics of difference', focusing on the arguments
advanced by Young. This is followed by a critique of Young's 'politics of
difference'. This opens the way for a consideration, in the final section of
the chapter, of the ontological basis of liberalism.

A Liberal Theory of Multiculturalism

Liberalism is fundamentally a theory of multiculturalism. It is, in other
words, a philosophical response to the fact ofmoral, religious and cultural
diversity. Its recommendation is that diversity be accommodated and that
differences be tolerated. It also argues that a form of social unity
characterized by a uniform and common culture, integrating and
harmonizing the interests of individual and community, is both un-
attainable and undesirable. Division, conflict, and competition will always
be features ofhuman society; the task ofpolitical institutions, according to
liberal theory, is to palliate this condition, rather than to attempt a cure.
Political institutions would be liberal ones if they left people free to pursue
their own ends, whether separately or in concert with others, under the
rule oflaw.Byimplication, people should therefore be left free to worship
(or not worship) as they please, to dissociate from those whose ways they
cannot abide, and to live by their own preferred cultural standards -
provided that their doing so does not threaten the legal and political order
which allows for peaceful coexistence.

Of course, any historically nuanced account of liberalism has to recog-
nize that the story of its development is really a story of many
'liberalisms'. Liberal arguments have been identified in the works of
thinkers ranging from Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau and Hume, to Kant,
Hegel, Mill, T. H. Green and Berlin. An account of liberalism which
leaves out, or denies membership to, any of these thinkers (to name only
a few) is therefore bound to be controversial. Nonetheless, the version of
liberalism presented here cannot accommodate all of these figures. How
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far what is being defended is really liberalism - or the best understanding
of liberalism - is thus debatable. My concern here, however, is not to
engage in this debate. It is to defend the liberalism which has been
challenged, and to defend it not by changing its fundamental premises
but by embracing them. These premises are the individualist premises its
critics - both old and new - have found so objectionable, and which its
recent critics have argued leave liberalism insensitive to the fact that
society is composed of groups. This chapter is most explicitly a reply to
the modern critics; in addition, it is implicitly a reply to the older critics
and also to those liberals who would modify or abandon the indi-
vidualism which lies at the heart of liberal thinking.

What does liberalism have to say, then, about the groups that are to be
found in a multicultural society? According to the' interpretation of
liberalism being offered here, it says very little; for it takes no interest in
the associations individuals form. Liberalism is indifferent to the groups
of which individuals may be members. It recognizes the freedom of
individuals to join or form groups, or to continue to belong to groups
into which they may have been born - but it takes no interest in the
interests or attachments (whether cultural or religious or ethnic) which
people might have. Liberalism promotes no collective projects, expresses
no group preferences, and privileges no particular individuals or
individual interests. Its only concern is to uphold the framework of law
within which individuals and groups can coexist in peace. This is not, of
course, to deny that upholding the rule of law may sometimes require
intervention in the affairs of individuals and groups; but liberal politics
is not concerned with these affairs in themselves. Because it is indifferent
to these matters, liberalism could be described as the politics of
indifference (Kukathas 1997, forthcoming).

Is liberalism also indifferent to the existence of oppression, or
dominance and subordination, or inequality in society? The answer to
this question is: no; but the liberal attitude towards the issues involved
needs to be spelt out more carefully. Oppression, domination, sub-
ordination, and, indeed, inequality, will always be features of human
society- even though the extent to which they will be manifest will vary.
The liberal outlook suggests not that the various forms of oppression can
be eliminated, but only that they should not be entrenched through the
recognition of the forms which might give them shape and substance.
Thus it does not recognize (or privilege) groups, or traditions, or
particular forms of social organization. It is not pro-business (any more
than it is anti-labour); nor does it advocate (any particular version of) the
family or family values; and it is neither for nor against the existence
of particular groups or cultural communities or nations to which
individuals may wish to continue to belong. It, recognizes that any of
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these sorts of associations may be oppressive, or may - to varying degrees
- allow some people systematically to dominate others. For this reason it
refuses to see anything sacred or immutable about these forms of
association, preferring to leave open the possibility that they will be
abandoned by members who find them oppressive - or useless or
irrelevant or unattractive.

Equally, liberalism recognizes - and accepts - that often human associ-
ations persist even when they are oppressive. This may be because even
the oppressed members accept this as part of the trade-off involved in
keeping the group or association going. Or it may be that the oppressed
think that the risk or the cost of abandoning the organization or
community in question tobe too high to be worth considering. It may
even be that the oppressed consider their lot a part of the natural order
of things, and cannot conceive that things might be otherwise. In this
regard, while liberalism maintains that individuals should be free to
dissociate from any form of social organization in which they find them-
selves entangled, it does not say anything about the worth of the
association itself, or about how individuals might be rescued from its
clutches. It offers a theory of liberty, but (necessarily) not a theory of
liberation.

In some circumstances, however, groups may be the victims, rather
than the perpetrators, of oppression. They may be preyed upon by other,
stronger, groups in society, for not all groups are equal economically or
politically. Or they may be oppressed because they are minorities in a
dominant culture they are unable to resist. However much they reject the
ways of the larger society, they may find their own traditions and practices
- indeed, their very identities - eroded as they are assimilated into the
body social as well as the body politic. As Iris Young explains it, some
groups might find themselves victims of 'cultural imperialism'. To
experience cultural imperialism means 'to experience how the dominant
meanings of a society render the particular perspective of one's own
group invisible at the same time as they stereotype one's group and mark
it out as the Other'. Cultural imperialism thus involves the 'universaliza-
tion of a dominant group's experience and culture, and its establishment
as the norm' (Young 1990: 58-9; see also Kukathas 1996: 98-9).

Liberalism's attitude to this is, first, to say that the norms or traditions
or culture of the larger (or imperial) society have no special moral
standing. That these prevailing traditions or norms are dominant counts
for nothing when the question at hand is whether or not minorities
should conform to them (although there may be otherreasons why they
should abide by some of the dominant norms). Moreover, liberalism is
generally distrustful of the state, which, in the name of the interests of
society, is often quick to dismiss the concerns of minorities which do not
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see the world in the same way as it does. This is a point powerfully made
byJames Scott, who, in his analysis of 'state simplifications' observes that

the modern state, through its officials, attempts - with varying success - to create a
population with precisely those standardized characteristics which will be easier to
monitor, count, assess and manage. The utopian (immanent) tendency of the
modern state, continually frustrated, is to reduce the chaotic, disorderly,
constantly changing social reality beneath it to something more closely
resembling the administrative grid of its observations. [1995: 230, emphasis
in original]

In liberalism's book, there is nothing superior about the state's-eye view
of the world. For one thing, it may not reflect the thinking of the majority
(or even a plurality) of the population, but, rather, the dominance of
particular interests or elites (Kukathas 1996: 99). But even ifit did reflect
the outlook of the majority, this in no way implies that dissenting
perspectives may rightly be forced to conform to the dominant atti-
tude. Where the majority of Australians see a mineral-rich valley, local
Aborigines may see only a religious site. From a liberal point of view,
there is no reason for those Aborigines to be made to see things
differently - or to give up the land if it is theirs.

Yet at the same time, liberalism does not maintain that assimilation is
in itself unacceptable or that the overwhelming of one (minority)
tradition by another is wrong. Assimilation, no less than differentiation,
is a part of the way of the world. If people elect to abandon their ways, or
their communities, in order to enter others or to slip into the main-
stream of social life, that has simply to be accepted. It is accepted by
liberalism even if it means the disappearance of communities that cannot
survive defections. And it is accepted even though the defectors leave
reluctantly: because the costs or pressures of minority life are too great.
The individuals have every right to leave their associations; but they have
no right to be kept able to remain, and the associations have no right to
be sustained.

It might be thought that this is acceptable from a liberal point of view
because this process is not oppressive. But, clearly, this is not the case.
Communities do die out because they find themselves marginalized, or
because they are economically weak, or because they cannot withstand
the force of the dominant ideology. It may not be easy - if possible at all
- to raise a Christian family in a secular (although tolerant) community;
or to sustain Aboriginal traditions if the majority of society see them as
faintly ridiculous. It may not be possible even to sustain particular
medical traditions (such as homeopathy) if there are not enough sub-
scribers to make up a viable insurance pool, and the dominant medical
elites dismiss them as quackery.
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Groups are not equal in a liberal - or, indeed, in any - society. And
liberalism does not aspire to making them equal. Nor does it hope to
eradicate the oppression that often comes with this inequality. At the
same time, however, it is not true to say that liberalism allows no place for
social groups, or that liberal society is peculiarly oppressive. To under-
stand why, however, we need to look more closely at the arguments of
those who maintain otherwise.

The Politics of Difference and Multiculturalism

According to Iris Young, the 'politics of difference ... promotes a notion
of group solidarity against the individualism of liberal humanism' (1990:
166). She concedes that the free society envisaged by liberalism is cer-
tainly pluralistic: in it 'persons can affiliate with whomever they choose;
liberty encourages a proliferation of life styles, activities, and associ-
ations'. Nevertheless, its vision does not touch on the important issues
which give rise to the politics of difference (168). In her account,
liberalism appeals to 'an ideal of justice that defines liberation as the
transcendence of group difference', and which she refers to as an ideal
of 'assimilation' (157). 'Liberal humanism treats each person as an
individual, ignoring differences of race, sex, religion, and ethnicity',
maintaining that each person 'should be evaluated only according to her
or his individual efforts and achievements' (166).

The fundamental problem with this 'vision of liberation as the
transcendence of group difference' is that it 'seeks to abolish the public
and political significance of group difference, while retaining and
promoting both individual and group diversity in private, or nonpolitical,
social contexts' (Young 1990: 168). What is wrong with this, Young
argues, is that the distinguishing of public and private spheres, where the
public represents universal citizenship and the private individual dif-
ferences, generally results in the exclusion of particular groups. 'Public
life is supposed to be "blind" to sex, race, age, and so on, and all persons
are supposed to enter the public and its discussion on identical terms.
This conception of the public has resulted in the exclusion of persons
from public life' (120). Thus the liberal view tends to allow certain kinds
of persons or activities - homosexuality, for example - to exist only for so
long as they remain confined to the private realm.

What is wrong with this, in Young's theory, is that it is oppressive. While
ignoring difference may appear to be liberating, it is in fact severely
oppressive in several ways. First, blindness to difference disadvantages
groups whose experience, culture and socialized capacities differ from
those of privileged groups. At best, it assimilates excluded groups into
the mainstream; but the problem with assimilation is that those who are
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assimilated come into the game after it has already begun, after the rules
and standards have already been set, and so have to prove themselves
according to those rules and standards. Generally, this keeps the
assimilated at a disadvantage (164).

One further problem with the ideal of universal humanity without
group differences is that 'it allows privileged groups to ignore their own
group specificity' (165). Here blindness to difference perpetuates'cul-
tural imperialism' by allowing the norms of the privileged groups to be
presented as neutral and universal. The oppressed groups, however, are
marked with particularity and objectified as the 'others' (165). Claims
that all are treated impartially serve simply to mask the oppression, for it
is no more than another means by which the privileged group presents
its own particular norms as universal. Indeed, 'the propensity to univer-
salize the particular reinforces that oppression' (116). Far from serving
the interests of minorities, the commitment to an ideal of impartiality
'makes it difficult to expose the partiality of the supposedly general
standpoint, and to claim a voice for the oppressed' (116). When their
voices are heard, and the experiences of the minority groups are found
to differ from those of the dominant groups, the former are simply
represented as deviant and inferior.

An unhappy consequence of this, Young continues, is that the deni-
gration of 'deviant' groups 'often produces an internalized devaluation
by members of those groups themselves'. The denigrated become
ashamed of themselves. 'The aspiration to assimilate helps produce the
self-loathing and double consciousness characteristic of oppression'
(165). While there are some conceptions of assimilation which are more
subtle and sensitive to the circumstances of the deviant group, the assimi-
lationist ideal fundamentally denies that group difference can be positive
and desirable: 'thus any form of the ideal of assimilation constructs
group difference as a liability or disadvantage' (166).

The problem with the assimilationist view that lies at the heart of
liberal individualism is that it associates group-based difference with
assertions of group differences as such: 'eliminating group oppression
such as racism, then, implies eliminating group differences' (Young
1993: 131). At best, this view simply does not conform to experience.
Many who are disadvantaged because of their group identity nevertheless
find much ofvalue - friendship, social solidarity, an aesthetic satisfaction
- in their group-based lives (1993: 132). Furthermore, the assimilationist
ideal also mistakenly presumes a conception of the individual self as
transcending or prior to social context - implying that the authentic self
is one that has voluntarily assumed all aspects of his or her life and
identity. This understanding of the self, Young argues, is neither realistic,
nor desirable, nor necessary. 'We cannot say that someone experiences
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injustice or coercion simply by finding themselves in social relationships
they have not chosen. If unchosen relationships do not produce
systematic group inequality and oppression, and also allow individuals
considerable personal liberty of action, then they are not unjust' (1993:
132). At its worst, however, Young proclaims, 'an assimilationist ideal
amounts to genocide' (1990: 182).

What is therefore needed to attend to the interests ofoppressed groups
in society is not a politics ofassimiliation but a 'politics ofgroup assertion':
one which 'takes as a basic principle that members of oppressed groups
need separate organizations that exclude others, especially those from
more privileged groups' (Young 1990: 167). 'The oppressions of cultural
imperialism that stereotype a group and simultaneously render its own
experience invisible', she argues, 'can be remedied only by explicit
attention to and expression of that group's specificity.' Group-conscious
policies may thus be needed in order to 'affirm the solidarity of groups'
and also to 'allow them to affirm their group affinities without suffering
disadvantage in the wider society' (1990: 174).

In positive terms, Young recommends the following principle: 'a demo-
cratic public should provide mechanisms for the effective recognition and
representation of the distinct voices and perspectives of those of its
constituent groups that are oppressed or disadvantaged' (1990: 184).
Specific representation for oppressed groups in a democracywould better
promotejustice, both procedurally and substantively. First, it would better
assure procedural fairness in setting the public agenda; second, giving a
voice to the oppressed would make it more likely that all the needs and
interests in the public will be recognized in democratic deliberations; and,
third, group representation promotesjust outcomes by maximizing social
knowledge and so furthering practical wisdom (1990: 185-6).

Democracy is of crucial importance in this argument. For Young,
democracy is an element of justice, and one which is of particular
importance because it minimizes domination. It thus has both instru-
mental and intrinsic value (1990: 92). Young's alternative to liberalism
is essentially what she calls 'democratic cultural pluralism' (163). A
'thorough social and political democracy', she argues, 'is the opposite of
domination' (38). In a society marked by the politics of difference,
however, all people would be 'empowered' to discuss the ends and means
of collective life. And empowerment, in this understanding, means 'at
minimum, expanding the range of decisions that are made through
democratic processes'. And it is quite clear that this view envisions a
considerable expansion of the scope of democracy: 'The principle is
simple: wherever actions affect a plurality of agents in the ways I have
specified, all those agents should participate in deciding the actions and
their conditions' (Young 1990: 251).
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Young's argument for extending the scope of democracy, while
sympathetic to the views of democratic theorists like Benjamin Barber,
differs from these earlier theories because of the emphasis it places on
'difference', and her critique of the idea of social unity. Many of these
writers, including Barber, she argues, call for the institution of a demo-
cratic public in which citizens transcend their particular contexts, needs
and interests to address the common good. However, 'such a desire for
political unity will suppress difference, and tend to exclude some voices
and perspectives from the public, because their greater privilege and
dominant position allows some groups to articulate the "common good"
in terms influenced by their particular perspective and interests' (Young
1990: 118). In this regard, she rejects interest-group pluralism not
because it is plural and particular but, rather, because it is 'privatized'. It
'institutionalizes and encourages an egoist, self-regarding view of the
political process', in which each party competes with others for its own
gain, and does not consider listening or responding to the claims of
others. What Young seeks is a 'politics of inclusion': a form of par-
ticipatory democracy that promotes the ideal of a heterogeneous public,
'in which persons stand forth with their differences acknowledged and
respected, though not perhaps completely understood, by others' (1990:
118-19).

Young's critique of liberalism is a comprehensive one. It not only
attacks liberalism's fundamental assumptions, but also presents a
substantial alternative which marks out more clearly what she sees as the
deficiencies of the liberal view of politics. The question which needs now
to be addressed, however, is whether Young's politics of difference suffers
from deficiencies of its own.

A Critique of the Politics of Difference

The power of Young's critique of liberalism stems from her focus on the
problems of oppression and domination as these are manifest and lived
through and around group differences. In most societies in which there
are group differences of sex, race, ethnicity, and religion, she maintains,
there are dominant and subordinate groups, and there are ideologies of
group superiority which help to perpetuate that dominance. The politics
of difference, for her, is how subordinated, oppressed, disadvantaged
groups can, and ought to, obtain greater equality vis-a-vis the dominant
groups. The problem with liberal humanism is that it turns out to be an
ideology which - perhaps unintentionally - perpetuates the existing
patterns of dominance. In the name of individual liberty, and justice as
impartiality, it suppresses difference, by assimilating the deviant and the
less powerful - and keeping them at a disadvantage. Under a liberal
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regime these people will remain oppressed because their condition will
be one of economic and social domination and, so, political domination.

This is a case which liberalism needs to answer. But it can be answered.
While Young's challenge is a demanding one, its critique of liberalism is,
in the end, unsound. This is, in part, because it is mistaken in its claim
that liberalism is hostile or unsympathetic to difference. But it is also
because her theory of oppression is flawed, and because her alternative
social philosophy - the politics of difference - is inferior to the liberal
approach to the problems posed by social diversity, resting as it does on
less plausible ontological foundations than those supporting liberalism.

Liberalism is not hostile to difference because its response to the fact
of diversity is to recommend toleration of the different groups, or
cultures, or associations which might be found within society (see
Kukathas 1992; 1996a). It does not, as Young and other critics of
liberalism (such as Van Dyke 1985) have suggested, argue for - or even
particularly favour - assimilation. Yet neither is it opposed to assimi-
lation. While liberalism is perfectly prepared to accept that some com-
munities or cultures or traditions reject the modern world or the
dominant society, or simply wish to hold on to their distinctive identity, it
is indifferent to whether or not they do so. It does not explicitly
recognize the different groups of which individuals might be members
because it takes no interest in them, and does not presume to make
judgments about them - about their worth or their standing. Its outlook
is culture-blind.

Iris Young's contention, however, is that this attitude is, in effect, one
which favours assimilation; and that this assimilation is what lies at the
heart of oppression. Yet on both counts she is mistaken. She is mistaken
to think that assimilation is favoured because the understanding of
assimilation she offers presents only a partial- and, indeed, a misleading
- account of the complex interactions that take place when a minority
(individual or group) comes face to face with mainstream society. At the
very least, such a minority is confronted with two options: to enter
mainstream society and to play the game as it exists; or to stay out of it
altogether, either by leaving for another place (which may not be easy,
even if at all possible) or by remaining in the vicinity but not embracing
the ways which are dominant in the mainstream. Thus, for example, an
Indian family coming to live in London might decide to become like the
English in all important respects (that is, to assimilate), bringing up their
children ignorant of their mother tongue, and unaware of the marital
traditions, caste prejudices, and the community standards they left
behind. Alternatively, they might opt to 'assimilate' into English society
as much as they need to in order to prosper economically, but try to
preserve their language, and to bring up their children in accordance
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with some of the standards they brought with them, and which they find
lacking in English society. They might, in this regard, try to ensure that
their children do not marry 'outsiders', since this would, in the end,
dilute - or corrupt altogether - the identity of their particular race or
culture or community. Or they might go further still, and gather with
others of similar background in ethnic enclaves, not only surrounding
themselves with the physical trappings of their societies of origin but also
building up around them the moral structures which keep out the
influences of the world beyond. Or they might find even this not enough,
and head back 'home'.

The first point being made here is that all of these courses of action
except the last amount to assimilation - so that assimilation is a matter of
degree. A person may be assimilated in some respects, but not in others.
Even a person who enters mainstream society as a migrant, but decides to
form or join a political organization dedicated to furthering the interests
of the group (in a society which gives explicit recognition to that group),
is in a sense assimilated. (Arguably, nothing forces individuals and
groups to assimilate more quickly than politics, in which success
demands an appeal to the lowest common denominator.) The second
point is that assimilation involves trade-offs. Some people assimilate
readily because the gains outweigh the losses - retaining a mother
tongue may matter less than getting job; some assimilate reluctantly -
perhaps no job is worth losing a mother tongue. The third point is that,
even in the most favourable circumstances, the individual and the group
have very little control over the processes of assimilation, not least
because to have control of one's identity requires having control over
others. Parents must have control over children, for example; or hus-
bands over wives, or elders over the young, or leaders over a community.
This is, perhaps, not always desirable either; often it is simply not pos-
sible. Even those immigrants who choose to return home cannot return
unchanged, however short their encounter with the new society may
have been. The most important cause of assimilation is propinquity.

Assimilation is a complex and variable matter which has been described
as a compound social process (Gordon 1964). The assimilation ofimmi-
grant groups might involve not only 'structural assimilation', but also
'cultural assimilation'. Yet it might involve one but not the other. In the
development ofAmerican cities in the early part of this century, 'those of
the migrant generation, and especially their American-born children,
experienced rapid cultural assimilation as they adopted the language and
forms of American life, but they experienced only limited structural
assimilation' (Ward 1989: 176). This was because the primary group
relationships remained concentrated in the ethnic community. At the
same time, however, inter-group relationships, even when these extended
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to ethnic intermarriage, did not always result in the abandonment of
ethnic identities. Again, studies of the development of ethnic immigrant
communities in American cities reveal that, contrary to the notion that
acculturation precedes assimilation, 'considerable residues of ethnic
culture can remain among socially assimilated individuals' (Ward 1989:
176).

Given the complexity of assimilation not only as a sociological but also
as a moral phenomenon, it should be unsurprising that the liberal
attitude towards it is one of indifference - or neutrality - rather than
favour. To come down in favour of assimilation would require some kind
of account of the desirable extent of assimilation, which would be
morally hazardous. But to come down against assimilation would be no
less problematic, since that would involve recommending that obstacles
- whether in the form of incentives or disincentives - be put in the way
of those who do wish to assimilate. Ramesh Thakur, for example, has
argued against the Canadian ideal of the 'mosaic', as compared with the
American model of society as 'melting pot', ultimately, that it is one
which demeans those immigrants who want to become members of
society and not live out their days as 'expatriates'. 'By being officially
hostile to assimilation, Canada forces newcomers to be expatriates rather
than immigrants. The mosaic becomes a subtle policy instrument in the
hands of "true blood" Canadians for maintaining their distance from the
new pretenders' (1993: 131). It is clearly possible to make it easier for
people not to assimilate; but this is not unlike - indeed, it is troublingly
close to - making it harder for them to succeed in assimilating. And this
point holds whether the minority in question is an immigrant or an
aboriginal.

Young has argued, however, not only that liberalism implicitly favours
assimilation, but also that assimilation is one of the ways in which the
oppression of minorities becomes manifest under liberalism. This
oppression is evident not only in the pressure put upon people to
assimilate, but also in their unequal position after they have assimilated.
To some extent, Young has a point: the pressures she mentions, and the
shame and 'self-loathing' they are thought to provoke, undoubtedly
exist. But here it has to be asked, first, how far this is avoidable. The
pressure to conform is one of the most powerful pressures to which
humans might be submitted - and it is powerful precisely because it is
capable of producing self-doubt. This holds true in the academy no less
than in the school playground. AsJohn Stuart Mill observed, 'to extend
the bounds of what may be called moral police, until it encroaches on
the most unquestionably legitimate liberty of the individual, is one of the
most universal of all human propensities' (1985: 216). Alas, this form of
oppression is not only universal but also ineradicable. It is certainly not
peculiar to liberal regimes. Yet while liberalism realizes that those who
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are different will invariably suffer the slights, the sniggers and the curses
of the multitude, it also refuses to grant the multitude any standing, or to
lessen - or elevate - the standing of the minority. And this is surely the
wisest course to take; for to go further to strengthen the hands of the
minority is dangerous, since every multitude is nothing more than a
collection of minorities.

It should also be asked, secondly, how far it is the aspiration to assimilate
itself which produces the 'self-loathing and double-consciousness
characteristic of oppression'. Certainly the aspiration to assimilate may
sometimes reflect such resignation. Yet it may equally reflect a very
different attitude: a self-confidence which is manifest in the desire to make
it in the bigger, hostile, and more dangerous world. (If this is so, it may well
be that, while the denigration of deviant groups sometimes produces
self-devaluation, it also produces the opposite.) In fact, the motives to
assimilate are various - and numerous. People might assimilate (to
different degrees) for economic gain, for prestige or status, for love, or for
friendship; or out offear, or greed, or spite, or simply indifference.

Asfor Young's point that, however subtle or sensitive the conception of
assimilation, the assimilationist ideal constructs group difference as a
liability or disadvantage, it ought to be asked whether this is indeed
always so. And when it is so, it should also be asked whether or not this is
because there is an element of truth in the assertion that difference is a
disadvantage. Often it is. Thus parents may choose assimilation in order
that their children will not suffer disadvantages in the future.
(Sometimes, in the case of immigrants, the decision is made long in
advance of setting foot on foreign soil.) They know that, while they will
suffer a loss, it is a loss that their children need never feel. 'Given the
negligible proportion of New Zealanders who are Hindi-speaking,'
Thakur remarks, 'I do not expect the state to provide the opportunity of
learning Hindi in the school system.... It would give me much joy to be
able to speak to my children in my mother tongue. It will bring me more
lasting satisfaction to see them gainfully employed.' As he observes even
more tellingly, 'We do not live in an ideal world. In the real world, educa-
tional choices entail opportunity costs' (1993: 136).

This point may be generalized further: many of the sufferings that
minorities endure are the consequence not of oppression but simply of
inescapable opportunity costs. When Mr Ahmad, a teacher with the
Inner London Educational Authority, discovered that his new-found
employment did not offer him the time to attend Friday afternoon
prayers at the mosque, he had to bear the consequences of his beliefs
himself, and either miss prayers or lose his job. It was not possible to have
the school bear the consequences of his need for a different sabbath.
The problem in this, as in many other similar situations, is not oppres-
sion but opportunity cost (see Jones 1994). What liberalism calls for in
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such circumstances is not that the disadvantaged be dismissed but that
they be given a fair hearing: that they or their case be considered impar-
tially, and without prejudice founded on their race or sex or on other
circumstances irrelevant to the matter ofjustice.

Yet here Young has another important argument to make: that impar-
tiality is an inadequate standard for addressing the claims of groups.
'Impartiality' does not serve justice; rather, it serves simply to mask
oppression. Her complaint is that claims about impartiality can turn out
to be a means by which the privileged group presents its own particular
norms as universal, and to that extent her point is sound. The argument
that 'it's the same for everyone' is clearly fraudulent when the rule is
systematically and unjustifiably biased against some. After all, the Nazis
persecuted anyonewith Jewish blood. Nonetheless, this only demonstrates
that even impartiality can, on occasion, be turned to unjust purposes; it
does not show that the problem lies with the aspiration to impartiality. At
most, it shows that claims about impartiality are contestable. The
response here should not be to jettison impartiality, but to take seriously
any challenge that an apparently impartial, or neutral and universal,
requirement is simply a partial one in disguise. (It is, of course, worth
bearing in mind that a similarly sceptical attitude should be taken
towards the challenger, since it is often those who would replace
impartial standards with their own who are most vociferous in their
opposition to prevailing standards.)

All this said, however, it would not do to deny that there is oppression
in liberal societies - and always will be under a liberal regime. This is so
not only because some groups are stronger than others and try to take
advantage of them, but also because the minority cultures within it
experience 'cultural imperialism'. While liberalism refuses further to
entrench such standards by giving them explicit recognition, it does not
claim to be able to eliminate them. There is no solution to this problem.
Iris Young, however, suggests that there is, since she thinks that a 'politics
of difference' will at least ameliorate the condition of the oppressed. Yet
the democratic solution is, in the end, no solution at all because it makes
no difference to the problem of oppression, and also brings with it other
evils of its own.

It should be said at the outset that it is far from clear how the
democratic principles Young enunciates would work in practice. In her
argument for the extension of the scope of democracy, she suggests the
'simple' principle that all the agents affected by an action should
participate in deciding the actions and their conditions. Yet given the
extent of our interdependence, this would give most of us a right to a say
in the affairs of innumerable public and private organizations. Australian
farmers would have to have a say in the formulation of US agricultural
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policy, since the American Export Enhancement Program affects them
more directly (and severely) than it does most citizens of the United
States. But even within the USA it would mean giving business the right
to participate in union meetings of the major labour unions; and labour
and business and various other groups the right to participate in the
decision-making processes of Harvard, Stanford and Berkeley. In Aus-
tralia, it would give miners the right to take part in the decision-making
processes of the various Aboriginal Land Councils. Even if, in all these
cases, participation were made less direct and intrusive, participation
would entail a substantial loss of autonomy for all kinds of associations.

Leaving this problem aside, however, the trouble is that the extension
of democracy makes no difference to the extent of oppression. At best, it
transfers some of the practice of oppression into the political realm. First,
a system which recognizes difference politically or publicly does not
necessarily confer advantages on the differentiated group. It may make
the group more visible, but it does not make it more powerful - par-
ticularly if it is a small minority. It may even weaken the group, partly
since enormous resources are needed to play the game of politics, but
also because to play that game the group has to enter a game which is
already going on, in which it is at a marked disadvantage. Perhaps more
importantly still, to play the game of politics the group - or its leaders-
have to become involved in the mainstream society in ways which have a
significant bearing on the identity of the group. There is no quicker path
to assimilation than political assimilation.

This last point should not be exaggerated. It may well be that, in
engaging in political activity, it is not the group but its leaders who run
the risk of being assimilated and losing their identity. But this brings out
a second disadvantage of politics for the group: it may, in the end, benefit
the elites rather than the group as a whole. The more the elites of the
group associate with their political counterparts in mainstream society,
the more likely their thinking (and their interests) are to diverge from
that of the group. There is no doubt that elites sometimes use their
political powers to further their personal ends, in some cases manipul-
ating the sentiments of the group to further their own careers (Horowitz
1985: ch. 5; Kukathas 1992: 113-14).

Even when elites are not acting self-interestedly, they often want to pull
the community in a different direction, and against the wishes of the
majority of the group. The problem here is not simply that this may move
the group in the direction of assimilation under the leadership of elites
who share more with the dominant society than with their communities
of origin. (Sometimes, it is the group that wants to assimilate while the
leadership wants to withdraw into further isolation.) What may also result
is the division of the group, or the exacerbation of existing conflicts
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within it. For example, an Aboriginal tribal community may wish to
accept an offer from a mining company of substantial royalties in ex-
change for permission to mine on Aboriginal territory, while its most
politically adept leaders may work to thwart the exchange because they
do not want the changes this would bring to the society. (This is one
interpretation of the 1996 conflict involving the Aborigines of North
Queensland and the miners of Century Zinc, and of the role of the
23-year-old Aboriginal activist, Murandoo Yanner.) To some extent,
politics may be unavoidable in such circumstances: groups are political
entities regardless of whether they are recognized in the democratic
processes of mainstream societies. But there is no reason to think that
further politicization would benefit the cultural minority, rather than
prove destructive of its ways, or even of the community as a whole. (See,
for example, the case of the Salish community: Anderson 1987. For
further arguments against politicization see Kukathas 1991.)

Engagement by minority groups in democratic politics has a further
disadvantage: it not only pits minorities against the mainstream society
but also brings them into conflict with each other. Even among groups
with plenty of shared interests there is scope for sharp disagreement.
Among Australian Aborigines there are divisions between urban and
rural Aborigines, 'full-bloods' and 'part-Aborigines', and also between
Aborigines of different 'tribes'. But there are also conflicts of interest
between Aborigines and immigrants, with Aborigines resenting the
concessions migrants receive for the protection of their cultures, and
migrants sensitive to charges that they, as part of the mainstream, owe
duties to Aborigines because of the society's history of past injustice. The
politics of difference, while it may give these different groups recog-
nition, also fuels their resentments and senses of grievance. Further fuel
is added when politics fails to deliver - and it invariably fails, since it
generates expectations faster than it can satisfy them.

Whether this is escapable is, however, another matter. Once groups
have mobilized in politics there may be no alternative but for others to
do likewise. The politics of group conflict, once certain players and
structures are in place, may turn out to be a prisoners' dilemma game in
which the strategic behaviour of each is governed by the competitive
situation of all. In this circumstance, there may be good reason for policy
to constrain freedom of association in order to prevent a tragedy of the
(cultural) commons. Against this, however, it has to be said that often it
is the state which is the cause of the tragedy that occurs when it turns the
strategic structure from one of co-operation to one of competition for
rents. This was clearly the case among ethnic groups in Australia, for
example, when attempts by political parties to buy the ethnic vote with
funding promises turned the relationships among ethnic communities
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into competitive conflicts. In the absence of such promises, the different
groups had more to gain by co-operation; but the existence of rents to be
gained turned the game into a prisoners' dilemma in which defection
was the dominant strategy. (On this see Sestito 1982.)

At best, the politics of difference do nothing to reduce the levels of
oppression in society, while serving further to divide one group from
another, and further alienating many of them from the mainstream of
society. Policies of affirmative action - indeed, preferential policies gen-
erally - provoke resentment against minorities. Perversely, they discredit
even benign or harmless forms of affirmative action practised informally
by individuals and organizations. For the politics of difference is a
politics, not of the 'peaceable kingdom' of the painting alluded to by Will
Kymlicka (1995), but of the 'Bonfire of the Vanities', painted in the lurid
prose of Tom Wolfe.

Without doubt, there will be oppression in society when minorities
find themselves in a dominant culture whose ways and outlook force
upon them the harsh choice of assimilation or marginalization. This may
happen even if no violation of rights takes place - if the political insti-
tutions are tolerant enough to allow dissenters to go their own way. In
showing that oppression may take a number of forms, and manifest itself
with subtlety as well as violence, Iris Young has pointed out an important
feature of the moral landscape of modern society (1990: ch. 2). One
might disagree with her understanding of the prevalence of oppression,
since her categories of oppressed groups are nothing if not inclusive
(excluding only able-bodied, heterosexual, young adult, white males), as
Kymlicka among others has pointed out (1995: 145). But one can still
agree with the point that oppression is manifest in various ways. The flaw
in Young's theory of oppression lies in the contention that politics holds
out the hope that oppression might be reduced, if not entirely overcome.
For in this theory, 'Thorough social and political democracy is the
opposite of domination' (1990: 36). But this neglects the fact that
domination and oppression can take place through social democratic
processes, particularly when so much of the energy of the participants in
those processes is devoted to the capture of the most powerful instru-
ment of oppression and domination we have known: the state.

In the end, the weakness of the perspective of the politics of difference
lies in its hastiness to embrace a politics of group therapy. The problem
is not to be solved by ministering directly to the needs of groups. The
politics of difference does not recognize this because, in the end, it rests
on too rosy a view of politics, which is underpinned by a faulty social
ontology. The surer appreciation of politics, and of the limits ofwhat may
be accomplished, comes only if we view the world through the lens
adopted-by liberal individualism.
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The Ontology of Liberalism

I began this chapter with the claim that the ontology implicit in liberalism,
far from being the weakness that its critics said it was, is really its strength.
The conclusion of the argument should, then, make good on this claim.

In Bosnia: A ShortHistory, Noel Malcolm introduces his study with this
observation:

Racial history is the bane of the Balkans. As anyone who has lived or travelled
in that part of Europe will know, there is no such thing as a racially
homogeneous province there, let alone a racially homogeneous state. Few
individuals in the entire Balkan peninsula could honestly claim a racially pure
ancestry for themselves. And yet, at many times during the last two centuries,
bogus theories of racial-ethnic identity had dominated the national politics of
the Balkan lands. One reason for studying the early history of the region is
that it enables us to see that even if it were right to conduct modern politics
in terms of ancient racial origins, it would simply not be possible. [1996: 1]

The lesson drawn here may sensibly be generalized further, for we should
be wary of the politics of identity. We should be wary of it because that is
precisely what it is: a politics of identity. The most seductive and
dangerous move in that politics asserts that identity is not political but,
somehow, natural or original. But identity is not natural, or original, or
permanent, or even necessarily particularly enduring. It is fluid, ever-
changing (to varying degrees), and inescapably political. Any social
ontology which begins with the assumption that the basic units of social
reality are groups is fundamentally disabled - or at least disables any
political theory which depends upon it. It is disabled because it cannot
account for the politics of group life, which is the story not only of the
interactions among groups but also of the creation of groups out of units
more fundamental still.

This is why the individualist standpoint is to be preferred. It is not
because individuals are somehow natural or original. It is rather because
this stance recognizes that the identity of groups - no less than the
identity of individuals themselves - is the product of the interaction of
individuals. Now, to assert this is not to accuse the critics of individualism
of reifying collectivities - Young, for one, is quite clear that groups 'are
real not as substances, but as forms of social relations' (1990: 44). Rather,
it is to acknowledge that, in order to understand groups as forms of social
relations, those relations must be seen as relations among individuals.
This does not require wholly denying that a 'person's particular sense of
history, affinity, and separateness, even the person's mode of reasoning,
evaluating, and expressing feeling, are constituted partly by her or his
group affinities' (1990: 45). It does, however, require denying that
groups 'constituteindividuals' (1990: 45, emphasis added). Groups affect
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the nature of individuals; but they do so because in groups individuals
affect one another, whether directly through personal contact, or in-
directly through the influence of the forms - the language, the art, the
religion, the physical and moral landscape - they have created or
sustained. Whether and how they continue to do so depends upon the
actions of individuals - both within and beyond the group.

A group, in other words, is an association. It is an association of
individuals. This is, however, the understanding of groups that Young
wishes to reject: for her a 'group' is different not only from an 'aggregate'
but also from an 'association'. An association, for her, is something which
is constituted by individuals who come together as already formed persons;
and the relationship of persons to associations is usually voluntary (1990:
44). The trouble with this model, she argues, is that it relies on a con-
ception of the subject as something of autonomous origin, and of
consciousness as something 'outside of and prior to language and the
context of social interaction' (1990: 45). It may account for formally
organized institutions such as clubs and churches - but not for groups. But
the trouble with this objection is that it depends upon a non sequitur: the
claim that to see a group as something constituted by already formed
persons is to see it as constituted by a subject of autonomous origin, and
existing outside the context of social interaction. Yet there is no need for
an individualist to make any such assumption, even while agreeing that an
association is indeed constituted of already formed persons. The in-
dividualist need not deny that the subject was itself formed by its (earlier)
social context. But to understand this,current, form ofassociation we need
to understand it in terms of the individuals whose interactions make it
what it is, and has become.

The critical assumption made by the individualist here is not that the
individuals who make up the group-as-association are autonomous, or pre-
social, but rather that they are actors. The social landscape, in the social
ontology in which this is a crucial assumption, is made up ofactors. To the
extent that there are other features on the social landscape, they are either
aggregates ofactors or else epiphenomena. The sum ofred-haired people
in society is an aggregate; the class of red-haired people (should someone
assert the existence of such a thing) is epiphenomenal. An association of
individuals is not merely an aggregate of persons, because the association
is understandable only in terms of the relations among the actors who
comprise it. A morgueful of musicians is not an association, let alone an
orchestra. Of course, individuals are not the only actors in society.
Associations can themselves be actors. 'An actor is a locus of decision and
action, where the decision is in some sense a consequence of the actor's
decisions' (Hindess 1987: 110). But associations can be made up only of
actors. Society is, in the end, made up only ofactors.
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In this regard, there are no groups in society, unless they are associ-
ations. For if they are not associations, they cannot act; and if they cannot
act, they have no place in any plausible social ontology, except as
epiphenomena. There are, in the end, only actors; and this means that
there are only individuals, or associations of individuals. Any reference
to other kinds of collectivities as actors 'would be allegorical at best,
presenting us with a complex story in the guise of something simpler,
and at worst thoroughly misleading' (Hindess 1987: Ill). (This does not
mean we have to deny the operation of things like crowds or mobs, for
example; we have only to maintain that, since they lack loci of decision,
they are not actors, and that their behaviour has to be accounted for in
terms of individual interaction.)

All this matters for politics. If we fail to recognize that groups in any
sense other than associations do not exist, it is tempting not only to reify
them but also to accord them a standing they do not warrant. We are
tempted to see them in the ways that many have tried to describe some of
them in the past - as entities which are purer, or nobler, or more worthy
than they really are. For groups, like individuals, are more calculating
about their identity than we might assume - since there is much to be
gained, economically and socially, by that choice.

The most important strength of the liberal individualist approach to
politics, however, is something which its critics see as a weakness.
According to Iris Young, this 'atomistic conception generates a political
theory that presumes conflict and competition as characteristic modes of
interaction' (1990: 228). Whether or not it is 'atomistic', liberal political
theory certainly does make this presumption. The human condition is
one of conflict. There is nothing in history that suggests that it has ever
been otherwise; and there is no plausible social theory that explains how
it might ever be different in the future. If that is so, the task of political
institutions is to palliate a condition it cannot cure. And political
theorists concerned about oppression in human society should learn to
set their sights a little lower, aiming at a theory not of liberation, but of
peace.

Note

Earlier versions of this chapter were presented to audiences at the Department of
Politics, Flinders University, and the School of Politics, Australian Defence Force
Academy. I would like to thank participants for some helpful comment and
criticism. Thanks for comments on the paper are also due to Rick de Angelis,
Robert Goodin, and Andrew Vincent, even though I was unable (or unwilling)
to attend to all of their many helpful suggestions.
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CHAPTER 7

Postcolonialism and Political Theory

Duncan Ivison

What does contemporary political theory have to learn from the recent
outpouring of postcolonial writing? What aspects of the normative
apparatus of contemporary liberal political theory, for example, are
brought into focus and into question by postcolonial concerns and
approaches? Despite the sometimes wilful obscurantism of postcolonial
theorists, and a tendency to reduce complex arguments and traditions in
political theory to easy slogans, I want to claim that there are enormously
important and relevant issues at play in their work that deserve careful
attention. They speak to some of the most pressing and distressing issues
of our day. Namely, they are relevant to an understanding of the 'politics
of recognition'; the 'bewildering landscape' of demands for cultural
recognition in late-modern political societies everywhere - north, south,
east and west (Tully 1995: 2; Taylor et al. 1992; Young 1990; Kymlicka
1995). The demand for recognition is linked to questions of identity,
whether on the part of an individual or a group. Identity is partially
shaped, as well as misshaped, by recognition (or its absence) by others.
The specific differences that are recognized (or not), and the particular
ways in which they are, have very real consequences - political, economic
and cultural - for the parties involved. Postcolonial theory, in part,
attempts to map and make sense of the interdependencies and
asymmetries between these differences and identities.

I begin with a discussion of some general themes in postcolonial
theory. I then turn to a central issue in contemporary political theory-
the idea of public reason - as a way of fleshing out some of the concerns
expressed by postcolonial writers about liberal political theory in
general. Finally I turn to a real and important set of postcolonial issues
confronting countries such as Australia and Canada - the claims of
aboriginal people concerning land and self-government. How are these
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distinctive claims understood, given liberal assumptions about the
reasoning of free and equal citizens in the public sphere?

Themes of Postcolonial Theory

I shall begin with a general sketch of postcolonial theory.' This is a
somewhat paradoxical exercise, in so far as postcolonialism privileges the
localized and specific over the general and global. Moreover, the dis-
continuities and differences between the various historical patterns of
colonialism and imperialism make it extremely difficult to establish a
general sense of postcolonialism, since it means different things to
different people with different histories (Dirlik 1994; Ahmad 1992).
Nevertheless, theorists persist in speaking of it as a general category of
discourse, or at least, as consisting of a distinctive set of thematic,
methodological and political commitments.

Cyan Prakash, for example, suggests a neat question to which post-
colonial (and 'post-Orientalist') work is an answer: how does the 'Third
World' write its own history? (1992: 383; Said 1978). For Prakash (and
others) it must do so in a radically anti-foundationalist and anti-essentialist
manner: 'It requires the rejection of those modes of thinking which
configure the third world in such irreducible essences as religiosity,
underdevelopment, poverty, nationhood, non-Westernness' (1990: 384).
Postcolonial criticism seeks to:

undo the Eurocentrism produced by the institution of the west's trajectory, its
appropriation of the other as History. It does so, however, with the acute
realization that postcoloniality is not born and nurtured in a panoptic
distance from history. The postcolonial exists as an aftermath, as an after -
after being worked over by colonialism. Criticism formed in this process of the
enunciation of discourses of domination occupies a space that is neither
inside nor outside the history of western domination but in a tangential
relation to it. [Prakash 1992: 8]

Thus the 'meta-narratives' told by nationalist, Marxist and liberal histories
and theories are tinged by Eurocentrism, the tendency to assume that
history is founded upon and 'representable through some identity -
individual, class, or structure - which resists further decomposition into
heterogeneity' (Prakash 1990: 397). Postcolonialism focuses on this
radical heterogeneity, or in the now famous phrase, on this subalternits?

The concept of subalternity is difficult to summarize since it combines
Marxist, structuralist, post-structuralist and 'post-foundationalist' his-
torical and theoretical influences. It is probably best understood through
a patient consideration of the impressive historical work produced under
the banner of Subaltern Studies (Cuha 1983; Cuha and Spivak 1988;
O'Hanlon 1988). However, we can isolate two key characteristics that
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156 DUNCAN IVISON

connect with the comments of Prakash cited above. The first concerns
the object of postcolonial concerns, and the second the account of
human and political agency implied therein.

First, subaltern studies focuses attention on 'the dispossessed' - the
particular forms of agency, subjectivity and modes of sociality (such as
customary laws and practices) ignored or 'subjugated' by colonial and
imperialist institutions, as well as by the universalizing and legitimating
modes of historiography and political theory that accompanied them.
Dipesh Chakrabarty, for example, takes the public/private distinction that
lies at the heart of liberal conceptions of citizenship and is deployed in
nationalist and liberal interpretations of Indian politics and history; he
argues that it displaces and suppresses the distinctive waysin which various
Indian subaltern communities challenged and contested liberal con-
ceptions of 'domestic space' and negative liberty. He claims these 'voices'
and communities are denied a place in a history driven by a European
model ofnation-state development and its attendant distinctions between
public/private, citizenship/communalism, and tradition/modernity
(1992: 10-12; cf. Das 1989; Cuha 1982; Bhabha 1994: 6).

Some of the core assumptions of liberal political theory therefore
render it incapable of capturing the complex, overlapping and ambiva-
lent mode of subaltern agency. Homi Bhabha refers to its 'hybridity';
identities constituted by 'inbetweenness' and movement - 'the overlap
and displacement of domains of difference' (1994: 2). It refers to the way
the civilizing mission of colonialism, for example, was partly undone
through the appropriation of the language and practices of civilityby the
natives. What was returned, as one missionary put it, was a 'sly civility', a
'mimicry' that was 'almost the same but not quite . . . at once
resemblance and menace' (1994: 99, 86; cf. Thomas 1994: 53-65).
However much colonialism dominates and subjugates the subaltern, he
or she can still speak; hybridity disrupts colonial domination. From this
a distinctive (and ethicized) concept of self emerges, one that operates in
the 'interstitial passage between fixed identifications [and which] opens
up the possibility of a cultural hybridity that entertains difference without
an assumed or imposed hierarchy' (Bhabha 1994: 4).

A set of distinctive political commitments follows as well. Bhabha, for
example, argues that the 'postcolonial perspective (in resisting holistic
forms of social explanation) forces a recognition of the more complex
cultural and political boundaries that exist on the cusp of these often
opposed political spheres' (i.e. between First and Third Worlds).

[It] forces us to rethink the profound limitations of a consensual and collusive
'liberal' sense of cultural community. It insists that cultural and political
identity are constructed through a process of alterity . . . The time for
'assimilating' minorities to holistic and organic notions of cultural value has
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dramatically passed. The very language of cultural community needs to be
rethought from the postcolonial perspective, in a move similar to the
language of sexuality, the self and cultural community, effected by feminists
in the 1970s and the gay community in the 1980s. [Bhabha 1994: 175]3

Equally, Chakrabarty calls for a 'radical critique and transcendence of
liberalism', where 'liberalism' is taken to be 'the bureaucratic construc-
tion of citizenship, modern state, and bourgeois privacy that classical
political philosophy has produced' (1992: 20). So some of the core ideas
of liberalism - of citizenship, civil society and negative freedom - are
categories 'whose global currency' can no longer be taken for granted in
so far as they have been deployed in the 'colonial theatre' in aid of
dubious projects aimed at 'civilizing' the natives or encouraging their
'development'." The native or subaltern who is incapable of being a
sovereign self-legislating subject (because of savagery, 'traditionalism',
inarticulacy, unruliness or poverty) cannot participate in the public
political space of civilsociety (cf. O'Hanlon 1988: 220-1). For it is within
civil society that the liberty and welfare of the individual is secured by
preserving both a 'private' domestic sphere of family life and personal
interests free from the gaze of the political, and a public political space
made up of diverse cultural, economic and political institutions and
practices within which these 'free citizens' participate and which they
help define.

Liberalism's narratives of citizenship thus have played a part in
assimilating to the projects of the modern state 'all other possibilities of
human solidarity' (Chakrabarty 1992: 23). Liberal diversity is too narrow
(Parekh 1995). However inevitable this process may have been histor-
ically, argues Chakrabarty, what still needs to be mapped is what 'resists
and escapes the best human effort at translation across cultural and
other semiotic systems, so that the world may ... be imagined as radically
heterogeneous'. This means exploring other 'narratives of human
connection' which are defined neither by the rituals of liberal citizenship
nor the 'nightmare of "tradition" that "modernity" creates' (23; cf.
Bhabha's discussion of a 'postcolonial contra-modernity', 1994: 6).

The focus on the subaltern then connects with a critique of, or at least
antipathy towards, liberalism, particularly the way it links citizenship to
conceptions of individual autonomy and rationality, and draws
boundaries between the public and the private in the various concep-
tions of state and civil society. There are complex issues and problems to
do with the alternative vision of subaltern agency which is sometimes
explicitly contrasted with the liberal (as well as nationalist and Marxist)
account. In recovering the subjectivity of the colonized - the 'autonomy'
of the domain of the subaltern as Cuha (1983) puts it - the danger is
simply to reinstate a reconfigured version of the sovereign self-legislating
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figure of Western political theory. If not, then it is not clear exactly who
or what is resisting or engaging in sly civility, especially given the way
many of these studies emphasize the extraordinary reach and complexity
of colonial domination. There is, I believe, a coherent response to these
important questions hinted at in Bhabha's notion of hybridity, but it is
never fully developed. The choice is certainly not between method-
ological individualism and a blunt structuralism, though I cannot
develop this here.5

There are also important issues to do with the extent to which 'post-
colonialism', as a general category of cultural and political critique,
lumps together incredibly disparate historical, social, geographical and
political phenomena to do with the aftermath of colonialism. For
example, as Thomas points out, it is not the case that colonial discourse
everywhere sought to diminish or disavow difference through assimil-
ation. It was sometimes concerned just as much to deny similarity. This
was done either through the assertion of hierarchical differences
(citizen/savage), or allowing only an 'authenticated' or official form of
difference linked with, for example, exaggerated and demeaning
accounts of exoticism and primitivism (Thomas 1994: 53). It is crucial to
establish the context and historical specificity of the various forms of
colonial governmental practices and discourses in order to understand
what it was that indigenous people or 'subalterns' were (are) enmeshed
within and resisting against. The difference between, for example, the
colonialism of the British empire in nineteenth-century India and the
settler-colonialism of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Australia or
Canada is significant. They cannot be reduced to a singular colonial logic
that subsequently generates a global postcolonial project.

Postcolonialism and Liberal Theory

Let us look more closely at the postcolonial critique of liberalism. In
particular, I want to use an example, the claims of indigenous people in
countries such as Australia and Canada, to unpack the concern ex-
pressed above about how liberal ideals of public space and citizenship
marginalize and exclude subaltern and indigenous people.

Bhabha writes of the need for the whole idea of a 'cultural com-
munity', as expressed in liberal political theory, to be radically rethought.
In many ways this is precisely what has been occurring in relation to 'the
politics of recognition' mentioned above. More concretely, the chal-
lenges and questions posed by postcolonial theorists are being con-
fronted in postcolonial countries struggling to accommodate and
recognize cultural difference in their constitutions and core political
institutions and norms. Aboriginal people in Canada and Australia, for
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example, are seeking recognition and affirmation of their claims to land
and self-government. These matters are immediately complicated by the
fact that such claims are not easily translatable into familiar categories of
liberal self-determination, nationalist anti-colonial and anti-imperial
movements, or communitarianism. Nor are the particular aboriginal
conceptions of property and self-rule easily compatible with those in a
generally liberal constitutionalist tradition.

So how are aboriginal claims handled, and where? Historically they
have been fought out in wars between settlers and indigenous people,
including forced removals from tribal lands, genocide and coerced
assimilation. More recently, domestic and international courtrooms have
become forums for confrontation, as indigenous people have struggled
to protect their customs and lands by appealing to non-indigenous
conceptions of justice and equality. And now legislatures too are con-
fronted with these claims, as important legal decisions have to be given
statutory effect, and current practices and norms have to be changed to
meet new (judicially imposed) standards. Direct political action by
indigenous people, whether through protests or land occupations or
other forms of campaigning, has also forced politicians and the general
public to confront these issues. The renaissance and popularity of
indigenous art and culture has provided another entry point for these
issues into mainstream society. These different domains interact and
overlap with each other to form a complex web of sites within which
indigenous claims are pressed and heard.

This web of sites can be described as forming, when linked, a meta-
public sphere (including other domains and activities I have not men-
tioned, such as various forms of media, etc.). In so far as a public sphere
can be defined generally as a common space within which members of a
society 'meet' - if only virtually - to discuss matters of common interest,
then clearly indigenous claims are at least prima facie eligible to be
included, just in being made in these various contexts. But if the
conception of public space is developed further, and we begin to see
what it would mean to do justice to the claims of indigenous people,
complications arise. The complaints of postcolonial writers - of
marginality and exclusion and the concomitant assumptions of cultural
homogeneity (or at least sharply limited diversity) - are relevant here.
The challenges raised by indigenous appeals to non-liberal conceptions
of property and self-rule provide a contemporary context to test these
concerns.

The meta-public sphere in liberal political theory is a moralized
conception, and not simply a neutral descriptive claim about the way
citizens interact in (any) society generally. For the opinions and
judgments that people form in the public sphere have normative
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significance. Namely, the government ought to listen to these views. First,
because they are (or should be) reflective and deliberative, and not
simply a bald declaration of preferences. And second, because if 'the
people' are sovereign, than the government is morally bound to pay
heed to them anyway (Taylor 1995: 262-5; Habermas 1989; Fraser 1992:
134-5). So ideally, in the public sphere, citizens debate and form rational
views that are meant to guide the conduct of government. The legitimacy
of the government in large measure depends upon its coercive power
being exercised in accordance with these rational views (i.e. being
justified in relation to them).

The public sphere provides a framework within which a particular
(liberal) mode of public expression or dialogue occurs. Following recent
discussions in contemporary political philosophy, we can label this
particular mode of expression in the public sphere a form of public
reason. Citizens engage in public reason when they reflect upon and
debate issues to do with the exercise of the coercive power of the
government, and with its legitimacy generally. We need to examine this
idea of public reason more closely, since it sets the boundaries as to what
counts as a genuine contribution to this dialogue of legitimacy. We can
then return to the question as to how indigenous claims for self-rule, for
example, are handled, given this concept of the public sphere and the
account of public reason circulating within it.

Public Reason

Given deep diversity about conceptions of the good and the best way to
live, the only way people can live together in complex societies is to find
some way of living with each other's difference. For liberals such as Rawls,
this entails finding some way of justifying the legitimacy of political
institutions and regulative norms of justice in terms that all (or at least
the vast majority) can accept, given 'reasonable pluralism' (1995; Barry
1995a).6 Establishing the requirements of legitimacy, that is, the permis-
sibility of using the coercive powers of the state, is not the same as con-
structing agreement on relatively specific rules ofjustice (see Rawls 1993:
226; 1995: 175-6; Estlund 1996). We concentrate on the former here,
since this is what postcolonial critics seem mainly to be concerned with,
as well as what the indigenous claims refer to in so far as they question
the legitimacy of a constitution or political system that does not
recognize their cultural distinctiveness.

For Rawls, legitimacy is closely bound up with the idea of public
reason. The 'liberal principle of legitimacy' states that 'our exercise of
political power is fully proper only when it is exercised in accordance
with a constitution the essentials of which all citizens as free and equal
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may reasonably be expected to endorse in light of principles and ideals
acceptable to their common human reason' (1993: 137). 'Common
human reason' alone, however, does not converge on the necessary
principles. It has to be focused on a specific set of questions and
grounded in a specific conception and ethos of citizenship. Hence the
account of public reason.

Public reason is characteristic of a democratic people: it is the reason of its
citizens, of those sharing the status of equal citizenship. The subject of their
reason is the good of the public: what the political conception of justice
requires of society's basic structure of institutions, and of the purposes and
ends they are to serve ... Public reason is the reason of equal citizens who, as
a collective body, exercise final political and coercive power over one another
in enacting laws and in amending their constitution. [212-14]

Public reason, then, is a mode of reasoning specific to political questions,
which might include criteria for the use and/or validity of certain
arguments and information in the political sphere. (Much rests on
elaborating just what is meant by 'political'.) They are meant as reasons
to be shared in the sense that they are reasons for each in virtue of being
reasons for all (Postema 1995: 69-71). The scope of public reasons is
crucial; they are distinct from 'non-public' reasons in so far as they
invoke reasons acceptable to all and not just to a particular group or
class. In recent liberal political argument, they tend to be principles that
can be shared and, sometimes, shared in the same way. Indeed, the
legitimacy (and stability) of liberal-democratic regimes is said to derive
largely from agreement on such fundamental principles.

Public reason includes a 'set of guidelines of inquiry that specify ways
of reasoning and criteria for the kinds of information relevant for
political questions' (Rawls 1993: 223). These guidelines specify the
modes of reasoning that may be used, and the types of considerations
that may be appealed to, in discussing political questions. But public
reason has 'special subjects'. It does not apply to the specifics of tax
legislation, or the regulation of the environment, or the funding of the
arts, but only to 'constitutional essentials' and questions of basic justice.
This is not to say that we do not, in our 'personal deliberations', reason
on the grounds of a whole range of 'background' philosophical, moral,
religious, political, and cultural beliefs. But in the 'public forum',
whether as members of political parties, as candidates, or as citizens,
when discussing (or voting on) matters to do with constitutional essen-
tials, the limits of public reason must be observed. We should not appeal
to what we see as the truth of a particular philosophy, religion, or other
'comprehensive doctrine', but instead confine ourselves to 'plain truths,
now widely accepted, or available, to citizens generally' (250-4). There is
a distinction between what we may believe to be a superior conception of
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the good, and what can reasonably be advanced as a foundation for
society's basic political institutions (see Rawls 1995: 140).

It is unreasonable to appeal to a 'nonpolitical value' in the course of
establishing the proper exercise of political power, because it proposes a
view about constitutional essentials that citizens, given the 'burdens of
judgment', are bound to disagree over. The burdens ofjudgment are the
sources of disagreement between reasonable people, the different
manner in which people weigh, value and assess evidence (Rawls 1993:
54-8). These burdens remain even in the course of the most free and
open discussion. Thus the 'burdens ofjudgment are of first significance
for a democratic idea of toleration' (58).

Convergence on this principle of public reason is part of the process of
converging on the two principles of justice." Rawlsian citizens must
exercise 'epistemological restraint' (or adopt a moderate scepticism) with
regard to their conception ofthe good when deliberating about regulative
political institutions (Barry 1995a: 177-83). For Rawls,no configuration of
institutional devices or 'invisible hand' mechanisms can conjure such a
convergence, and so he proposes an ideal of citizenship that derives from
his conception of the moral person as a citizen - the 'political conception
ofcitizens as free and equal' (and reasonable and rational). Co-operation
involves a moral'duty of civility', a willingness to 'listen to others, and a
fairmindedness in deciding when accommodations to their views should
reasonably be made' (1993: 217). Such 'fairmindedness' is exhibited
towards world-views which accept the burdens of judgment and seek
agreement on principles that do not go 'beyond the political' (1995: 145).
This is connected to Rawls's conception of the person as having two moral
powers. One is the' capacity to form, revise, and rationally pursue a theory
of the good' (the rational), and the other is a capacity for an effective sense
ofjustice (the reasonable) (1993: 48-54). This includes the willingness to
'propose fair terms of cooperation that others as free equals also might
endorse'; to acton these terms provided others do ('even contrary to one's
own interest'); and to recognize the burdens ofjudgment (1995: 134).

So why should citizens honour the limits of public reason? Part of
Rawls's response is that the requirement to act in accord with public
reason is grounded in the fact that people are reasonable - that they have
a higher-order motivation to act for public reasons (i.e. to suggest and
comply with 'fair political ideals', the second moral power). He assumes
that reasonable people have a higher-order interest in forming, revising
and rationally pursuing a conception of the good (1993: 30). The
concept of the person, in other words, presupposes the particular form
of practical reason required." This hardly helps justify the priority of the
right - the acceptance of public reasons as defined - to those who do not
have the higher-order desire in the first place. Moreover, there might be
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very different accounts of where the boundaries between public and
non-public reasons can be drawn, even accepting that abstracting from
particular standpoints is necessary for any kind of social co-operation,
given deep pluralism." It is not a case of having to justify it to those who
reject any form of reasonableness whatsoever, but rather to those who
reject, for example, the particular distinction between public and non-
public at the heart of Rawlsian reasonableness.'?

Rawls's conception of the political is closely related to consensus and
thus restricted to topics which reasonable people can agree on, given a
plurality of comprehensive doctrines. This is, at the very least, a contro-
versial sense of the political. Take his contrast between the political con-
ception ofjustice and a modus vivendi - which is 'political in the wrong way'
(1993: 39-40). Rawls presents the idea of a modus vivendi as an analogy to
relations between two hostile nation-states. A modus vivendi is akin to an
equilibrium point between the two; it is like a treaty that neither party has
an interest in violating, given certain circumstances (roughly equal
power, etc.), but will violate if the opportunity arises. This is similar, Rawls
claims, to a social consensus founded exclusively on political bargaining:
'social unity is only apparent, as its stability is contingent on circum-
stances remaining such as not to upset the fortunate convergence of
interests' (a modus vivendi can only ever be a stage along the way to a
'well-ordered society'; 1993: 147, 158-68). If society is to be a fair system
of co-operation, a pragmatic balance between different moral and
political views will not do.

But given deep diversity, a rational convergence on a single standard of
public reason appears remote. This is not a claim that it is unlikely that
anything can be agreed upon save for some vague Oakeshottian 'civil
association' or theory of the 'rule of law' a la Hayek.'! Rather, if it is
unlikely to expect convergence from or upon a single public standpoint
or standard, we should expect to find a mix of different levels of agree-
ment and points of convergence. Some will be more justified and fleshed
out than others, but all could be seen as part of the working out of a
diverse and fluid public sphere containing plural public reasons."

The greater the limits of public reason, the narrower the range of
possible interpretations of principles admissible to the public sphere.
And yet late modern politics is increasingly characterized by demands for
the expansion of this space, and for the recognition of diverse modes of
political identification and thus diverse modes of public justification.
This presses directly against strategies that rely upon the implicit 'fixed
points' of a bounded political culture as premises to be worked up into a
consensus on regulative first principles. In these circumstances, it might
be that it is Rawls's theory that is political in the wrong way, or at least
controversial in ways it thinks it avoids.
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Benhabib (1992), for example, argues that Rawls's account mis-
construes democratic politics in so far as he associates it with an
essentiallyjuridical model of public space that emphasizes conversational
restraint based on a prior distinction between public and non-public
reason (see also Bohman 1995; Tully 1995) .13 Her account of democratic
politics is very different: it is about challenging, redefining, and
renegotiating the divisions between 'the good and just, the moral and
the legal, the private and the public' (Benhabib 1992: 99-100, 106-7;
Fraser 1992). The kind of reasoning described by Rawls is less exemplary
of robust democratic deliberation, argues Benhabib, and more akin to
the reasoning of a parliamentary committee or federal agency (102).
Actually, the image Rawls provides is more precise. We are to imagine
ourselves as providing reasons in a manner similar to the way Supreme
Court justices are constrained to develop and express their judgments
publicly on complex constitutional issues (1993: 235-40) .14 For Ben-
habib, it is important to point out what is lost in this picture
of democratic deliberation; all 'contestatory, rhetorical, affective, im-
passioned elements of public discourse, with all their excesses and
virtues' (1992: 102; cf. Gutmann and Thompson 1995: 101-3). Allowing
for the development of a more 'critical public sphere' with an agenda
that is 'radically open' has its dangers too." But Benhabib argues that
such a public sphere, if properly construed and constructed, is in reality
more true to the democratic pedigree that informs any plausible account
of legitimacy in conditions of deep social and political diversity.

The crucial thing to note is that for Rawls, whatever the diversity of the
background culture of a society, there is 'but one public reason' based
on common human reason (1993: 220). Legitimacy depends upon our
being able to justify to each other (as free and equal citizens) the
coercive exercise of political power in terms that all (or a significant
majority) can accept. For Benhabib, given the radical openness of the
agenda of the public sphere and a proliferation of sub-publics other than
those of formal political institutions, there might be any number of
different forms of public reason. That is, there is more than one norm of
reasonableness in play. Reasonable epistemic diversity follows from
reasonable moral diversity. Legitimacy thus depends upon an openness
to the questioning of any normative assumptions or distinctions -
including those between the right and the good, public and non-public
- by all those affected by their actual or foreseeable consequences. It
follows from the existence of plural public reasons that there will not be
a singleimpartial standard or mode ofjustification upon which legitimacy
can be grounded. The difficult question then is exactly how the different
public reasons can be co-ordinated in such a way that a lack of consensus
does not engender an unwillingness on the part of citizens and groups
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to co-operate and negotiate, despite their often radical differences and
disagreements.

Indigenous Claims and the Public Sphere

Let us return to the example of indigenous claims in order to flesh out
these issues in more concrete terms, and to reconnect the discussion
more explicitly to the postcolonial critique of liberal political theory
discussed above.

A recent landmark High Court case in Australia has thrust these issues
into the centre of that country's public sphere. In Mabo v. State of
Queensland (No.2),16 a majority of the court held that the people of the
Murray Islands (Mer) retained native title to their land which was not
extinguished by the annexation of the islands to the colony ofQueensland
in 1879, nor by subsequent legislation. 17 The significance of the decision
was that the court abandoned the previously regulative doctrine of terra
nullius. As is well known, this doctrine enabled British colonizers to apply
the laws of England to newly settled areas where there was not a
recognizable set of laws already in place. It presumed, in other words, that
the territory was literally empty before their arrival. This was enlarged to
include settlement of lands inhabited by 'backward' or 'barbarous'
peoples, whose lawsor customs simply did not count as law.In overturning
this assumption, the court rejected the claim that the acquisition of
sovereignty by the Crown made it the universal and absolute beneficial
owner ofall land in the territory. If this were true, Aboriginal people would
be made 'intruders in their own homes', as Brennan]. put it in his lead
judgment. Judged by any civilized standard,' argued Brennan, 'such a law
is unjust and its claim to be part of the common law to be applied in
contemporaryAustralia must be questioned.' The common law cannot be
'frozen in an age of racial discrimination'.

The basic formula for the recognition of native title in Mabo was:
'Native title has its origin in and is given its content by the traditional laws
acknowledged by and the traditional customs observed by the indig-
enous inhabitants of a territory. The nature and incidents of native title
must be ascertained as a matter of fact by reference to those laws and
customs.'18 As one Aboriginal commentator has argued, the gist of this
claim is the recognition of an 'inherent right - an original right that does
not need to be granted by the Crown because it arises out of Aboriginal
law and custom'. Thus, 'Aboriginal law and custom is now a source of law
in [Australia]'. 19

The implications for self-determination and self-government, then, are
clear. If native title arises out ofAboriginal law and custom, then that law
and custom apply to other activities on that land. And if inherent rights
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to land exist, then why not inherent rights to self-government? Note that
self-government is meant to refer to a whole range of possibilities, and is
not exhausted by assumptions of international law about sovereignty
being necessarily related to independent statehood.t" Aboriginal govern-
ment might be considered as one strand of a larger web of entities and
institutional actors exercising discrete forms of sovereignty over terri-
tories and peoples within Australia - which has a federal system anyway."
But these possibilities are generally dampened by the court's reasoning
and, by extension, lend credence to those who deny such possibilities in
more overtly political spheres.

In an earlier decision, Mason CJ., quoting another justice, argued that
Aboriginal people have

no legislative, executive, or judicial organs by which sovereignty may be
exercised. If such organs existed, they would have no powers, except such as the
law of the Commonwealth, or of a State or Territory, might confer upon them.
The contention that there is in Australia an aboriginal nation exercising
sovereignty, even ofa limited kind, is quite impossible in law to maintain.V

The relevant point for our discussion is to note the assumption that
legislative and judicial organs do not exist save as those that would be
granted by the Commonwealth. As well, that sovereignty is only associ-
able with European-style 'legislative, executive [and] judicial' organs.

This last assumption follows a long tradition in colonial jurisprudence
and political theory. Defining the possession of sovereignty as hinging on
the existence of a particular form of civil and political society neatly
excludes any consideration of Aboriginal institutions and norms, and
thus any reasonable consideration of their claims. Indeed it was invoked
by Locke, amongst others, to justify the expansion of British colonization
in the Americas (Tully 1993: 137-76; 1995: 70-8). Are the democratic
goods of participation and self-rule realizable only in terms of concep-
tions of sovereignty (and popular sovereignty) derived ultimately from
Hobbes, Locke and international law? Could there be a form of self-
government for Aboriginal people that was neither imposed from above
nor merely ornamental? What about the distinctive constitutional norms
and practices ofAboriginal people themselves - norms and practices that
were in fact part of the intercultural context within which the common
law and constitutional law of settler-states developed (Slattery 1991; Tully
1995: 116-39)?

So here is one example of Chakrabarty's point. Key concepts in
Western political theory, and the institutions shaped in their image -
such as property, in the case of terra nullius, and sovereignty, in Mason's
opinion - can obscure the specific nature of subaltern or indigenous
claims, and thus constrain the possibilities for giving them their proper
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due. Reinforced in constitutional jurisprudence and common law pre-
cedent, two crucial strands of the meta-public sphere, these concepts and
assumptions have only recently come under critical inspection through
the prompting of indigenous political activism and a related radical
revaluation and rethinking of the history of settler-native relations.P
The reshaping of normative conceptions of sovereignty and property by
contemporary political theory surely needs to follow - hence the value
of the postcolonial challenge.

More positively, we can catch a glimpse of how a postcolonial sensibi-
lity might add to a richer and more complex understanding of the public
sphere and public reason examined above. In Canada, the Supreme
Court has recently established a justificatory threshold (in R v. Sparrow) 24

which governments must meet in order to modify 'existing' aboriginal
rights (which have been recognized in the Canadian Constitution). This
might result in a different interpretation of the distribution of sov-
ereignty in Canada, where it has been assumed that provincial and
federal governments always have supremacy over aboriginal laws and
customs (Macklem 1993). The 'Sparrow test' signals to legislators the
manner in which legislation affecting aboriginal rights will be inter-
preted by the courts, including the conventions, principles, and sources
that will be appealed to. The justificatory payoff is this: any legislation
regulating these rights is justifiable if and only if it passes a justificatory
test with reference to the customs and laws of aboriginal people, and the
recognition of an 'inherent theory of aboriginal rights' (Tennant 1991:
372-86). This has important consequences for the legitimacy of any
legislation that might affect aboriginal interests. A different practice of
justification is now in place; the onus shifts from the aboriginal claimant
to the Crown. More to the point, it changes the nature of what counts as
a 'public reason' to which aboriginal people can appeal, and the kinds
of concerns and arguments which non-aboriginal courts and legislatures
- and the public sphere generally - must engage with and take seriously.
It adds another dimension to a public sphere previously unable (or
unwilling) to recognize such claims and standards of justification.
Indeed, it changes its very shape, and thus the way in which citizens
understand themselves and each other in relation to it.

Postcolonial theory prompts critical reflection on the ways in which
political theory claims to give proper care and consideration to the
'strange multiplicity' of demands for recognition in late-modern
multinational and multicultural states. Given what is at stake in countries
around the world where such demands are the daily stuff of politics, this
is a significant contribution. To find answers to the questions it poses, we
must discover new lands in the often under-explored conceptual world
of normative political theory.
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Notes

I am grateful to Andrew Vincent for his encouragement, as well as to Paul Patton,
Barry Hindess, Philip Pettit, Will Sanders, Caroline West, Robert Goodin, Alex
Callinicos, and T. V. Sathyamurthy for valuable discussions, comments and help.

For more comprehensive reviews see Thomas 1994; O'Hanlon 1988;
Chakrabarty 1992; Dirlik 1994; Guha 1982; Guha and Spivak 1988.

2 Gramsci is one source of this concept of subaltern: '(not simply an
oppressed group) but lacking autonomy, subjected to the influence or
hegemony of another social group, not possessing one's own hegemonic
position' (in Bhabha 1994: 59).

3 The invocation of an affinity with feminist critiques of liberalism is striking;
Bhabha (1994: 10) and Chakrabarty (1992: 20), for example, refer
admiringly to the work of Carole Pateman.

4 Aside from Mill's extensive writings on India, see the impressive recent work
on the relationship between Locke's political theory and the dispossession
of Ameri-Indian lands in North America (Tully 1993), and on theories of
dispossession and conquest generally (Pagden 1988; 1995).

5 See 0 'Hanlon (1988) for a review of these issues and further references;
O'Hanlon and Washbrook (1992) claim postcolonial theory offers 'metho-
dological individualism' as an alternative to especially Marxist accounts of
postcolonialism. This seems a gross distortion of what Prakash, Chakrabarty
and Bhabha intend, even given the imprecision of their arguments. Cf.
Thomas 1994: 59-65 and his interesting use of Bourdieu. On political
identification generally, and especially the perverse effects of successful
collective action around identification, see Hardin (1995).

6 I adapt some of what follows from Ivison 1997, forthcoming.
7 Despite Rawls's explicit statement that PoliticalLiberalism abandons none of

the elements of justice as fairness outlined in A Theory ofJustice (1993: 7),
some have argued that he in fact does, or at least the logic of his account of
political legitimacy undermines the basis for the second principle dealing
with social and economic inequalities. See Barry 1995b: 874-915; cf. Estlund
1996: 68-78; and Rawls 1995: 171-5.

8 Cf. Rawls (1995: 148): 'No sensible view can possibly get by without the
reasonable and rational as I use them.'

9 Rawls insists that there is 'but one public reason' (1993: 220). But note (226)
that 'accepting the idea of public reason and its principle of legitimacy
emphatically does not mean accepting a particular liberal conception of
justice down to the last details '

10 For example, Habermas (1995: 129-30).
11 Cf. Gray (1993).
12 See the discussion of the conditions for legitimate political deliberation

which does not rely upon an assumption of an ultimate rational convergence
of views in Bohman and Rehg (1996: 79-99).

13 Note that public/non-public is not strictly analogous with the public/private
distinction, since Rawls is concerned with the nature of reason; there is no
such thing as 'private reason'. Non-public reason is what we find in the
'background culture' of society; the reason of 'associations of all kinds:
churches and universities, scientific societies and professional groups'.
There is also a form of 'domestic reason'; the reason of families as small
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groups in society, that contrasts with both public and non-public reason
(1993: 220 and n. 7).

14 Consider also the image of practical reasoning in A Theory ofJustice; we are to
imagine ourselves as delegates to a constitutional convention trying to
design institutions and procedures to accord with the two principles of
justice we have agreed to from the perspective of the original position.

15 See Holmes (1995: 202-35).
16 (1992) 66ALJR408.
17 There is now a huge literature on Maboand its consequences for Australia

generally. For a good introduction and background, see Brennan (1995);
Goot and Rowse (1994).

18 Mabo, p. 429.
19 Pearson in Goot and Rowse (1994: 180-1).
20 For a comprehensive discussion in relation to the United States and Canada,

see Macklem (1993: 1311-67).
21 Ibid., 1347.
22 Isabel Coe on Behalf of the Wiradjuri Tribe v. The Commonwealth of Australia and

the State of New South Wales (1993) 118 ALR 193 (quoting Gibbs J., Coe v.
Commonwealth (1979) 53 ALJR 403. In Milirrpum v. Nabalco Pty Ltd (1971)
17 FLR at 267, Blackburn]., though denying the existence of native title, did
remark that his findings of fact led him to conclude that Aboriginal
communities were characterized by 'a government of laws, and not of men'.

23 What is missing from this brief discussion is a theory about exactly how legal
decisions influence and mould discussions in the public sphere. Crudely,
given the limited opportunities historically and practically that aboriginal
people have had to make their views heard in overtly political forums such
as parliament or Congress, the courts of settler-states have been the focus of
aboriginal efforts. Governments (and public opinion) in Australia, Canada
and the United States have tended to respond to indigenous claims - if at all
- only at the prompting of major legal decisions (especially ones with serious
consequences for industries such as mining and natural resources).

24 (1990) 1 SCR 1075.
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CHAPTER 8

Legal Positivism and Political Power

Tom D. Campbell

This chapter presents a thesis about Legal Positivism and political power,
to the effect that positivism is a defensible theory which is addressed to
both the facilitation and the proper limitation of power in society. More
particularly, it is argued that Ethical Positivism, identified as an ethically
normative mode of Legal Positivism (Campbell 1996), is required to give
point and purpose to the constitutional doctrine of the separation of
powers. To articulate this broad thesis, some analytical work is under-
taken concerning varieties of power which is of general relevance to the
heartland of political theory. The object of this analysis is to identify the
sort of power that judges can exercise, and to work out how we might
distinguish between legitimate and illegitimate uses of judicial power.
The chapter concludes that, in an adequately functioning democratic
system, acceptable rationales for the doctrine of the separation of powers
imply that judges should not exercise political power.

The current critical orthodoxy is that Legal Positivism is a doctrine
which latently supports the mythological autonomy of law and hence, it
is argued, underpins the often hidden political power of judges and
lawyers (Cotterrell1989: 216--35). The consensus is that Legal Positivism
is a lawyers' theory which falsely legitimizes the role of judges and
enables them to exercise extensive political power without appearing to
do so (Hutchinson and Monohan 1986). Magisterially above the political
fracas, judges pronounce on what the law is; in fact, what they are doing
is deciding cases in accordance with their own individual or group
political judgment. This deception enhances judges' political power by
making their decisions unchallengeable outside the legal sphere. Secure
from political criticism or electoral pressure, the higher echelons of
judicial establishments wield substantial political power without any
accountability beyond the acquiescence of their peers.

172
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This scenario does not require us to impute conspiratorial designs or
calculated agendas to a group of persons who may be naive politically and
generally lacking in political mensrea. The assumed common sense is that
judges are a narrow and internally socialized collectivity largely unaware of
the political contestability oftheir social and economic assumptions; this is
quite enough to fit the system which Legal Realists and Critical Legal
scholars seek to render visible. On the other hand, the critical analysis is
compatible with the situation where politically aware and calculating
judicial officers make decisions that serve their own ends or their own view
of the public interest, while prudently disguising their objectives behind
the citation ofprecedent and fulsome verbal deference to legal principle.

Legal Positivism is standardly implicated in this charade, despite the
fact that the manifest function of the theory is to provide a basis for
sharply distinguishing law-making and law-application, a distinction
which positivists use to underpin the separation of legislative and judicial
power. The critical thesis is that the distinction between making and
applying law collapses, both in philosophical theory and in legal practice,
but that the public appearance of independence in judicial reasoning
gives it a political acceptability which it would not otherwise enjoy.
Countering the critical analysis of judicial reasoning as an ideology of
judicial power, which amounts to little more than posthocrationalisation
of decisions taken on other grounds, this chapter argues that Legal
Positivism, in its prescriptive forms at least, is a doctrine which can help
to limit the political power of courts and lawyers. The thesis is that Legal
Positivism can be a theoretical basis for effectively curbing the power of
courts and enhancing that of elected legislatures and democratic politics
in general, as well as protecting the liberty and equality of citizens as
individuals or groups. This type of Legal Positivism does not exclude the
historical realities which critical Realism exposes. It is clearly a superb
basis for the exercise of political power when those affected do not
realize that it is being exercised. Legal Positivism has indeed often served
to cloakjudicial skulduggery and maintain entrenched class dominance.
Nevertheless, positivism can still be utilized in good faith to provide the
wise and virtuous judge with a theory that maximizes democratic
accountability and gives substance to the ideal of the rule of law.

In debating the proprieties of the exercise of judicial power, Legal
Positivism confronts, not only the empirical critiques ofLegal Realism and
Critical Legal Studies, but also its historical rival, Natural Law theory. The
current resurgence of Natural Law is in part a counter to the Realist
contention that judges are not bound either by existing law or external
morality, and that whatever courts decide has the authority of law. A
question left largely unanswered by Legal Realism relates to the way in
whichjudges ought to make their decisions. This doctrinal void may be
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174 TOM D. CAMPBELL

filled by many different political approaches. Thus, the economic analysis
of law, in its normative forms, urges judges to decide cases on the basis of
some model of economic rationality (Posner 1977). Legal Realists them-
selves suggest a form of economic pragmatism. Other theorists provide a
framework for judicial decision-making from some form of Natural Law
that posits basic and universal moral imperatives for the general guidance
ofjudicial determinations as well as citizen conduct (Finnis 1980). Ethical
Positivism, in contrast, seeks to locate the required substantial moral
choice in the realm of the political process in so far as it is directed towards
legislative outcomes; the ethics of legal process is confined to the manner
in which the politically determined law is to be interpreted and applied.

As a general analytical and descriptive theory, Legal Positivism has lost
much of its credibility, and hence its ideological force. Many contem-
porary judges and most commentators take it to be evident that judges
make law, rather than simply interpret and apply it; they assume this as a
premise with which to justify quite radical judicial amendments of
current law and increasingly bold political uses of broad constitutional
provisions. Creative law-making used to be regarded as a primafacie abuse
ofjudicial power. Now it no longer needs to be hidden behind lip-service
to a judicial ethic that confines legal judgment to the application of legal
criteria, with legislatures as the sole ultimate legitimate source of new law.
Politicized judicial practice has been deftly unmasked by Legal Realists
and Critical Legal theorists; it is now the unashamed basis for asserting
the inevitability, and hence (fallaciously) the acceptability, of judicial
legislation. The constitutional consequence is a noticeable shift of
political power from legislatures to courts.

The effectiveness of the ideological role of Legal Positivism, as identi-
fied by the critics, is contingent upon its descriptive credibility. If the
political neutrality ofjudges is not given credence, then the exercise of
political power behind the mask of that neutrality is weakened. Legal
Positivism is now verging on the threshold of losing that credibility as a
descriptive theory ofjudicial practice. Moreover, by default and associ-
ation with its discredited descriptive variant, Legal Positivism is also
underrated as a constitutional ideal that can and should be cultivated. The
confidence trick is collapsing. Hence judicial loyalties are moving from
orthodoxies of Legal Positivism to the pragmatics ofLegal Realism or the
moralism ofNatural Law.Neither alternative is, however, a stable rationale
for the exercise ofjudicial political power. Legal Realism, as the theory that
the law simply iswhat courts tend to decide, lacks both a sense ofdirection
and the means to block the demand for political accountability. Natural
Law, as the theory that judges have a duty to apply universal moral
principles, accords ill with the pluralism of current moral outlooks.
Moreover, the overt politicizing ofjudicial roles that is involved in both
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tactics brings corollaries: the right of others to make political criticism of
judicial decisions; the demand for elected judges; the pressure on judges
to follow accepted social and political norms, to be educated, to be
questioned, to be pilloried and reduced to the status ofmere politicians. If
to resort to law is simply to engage in politics by other means, the protected
status of the legally skilled but politically neutraljudge is undermined.

All this has some way to run, as yet. In Europe and Australasia judici-
aries are flexing their constitutional muscles, resuscitating nineteenth-
century versions of the common law (Allan 1993) or importing global-
ized rights rhetoric for selective implementation, often on the model of
US constitutional jurisprudence. This makes it an exciting time to be
involved with legal philosophy and constitutional law, disciplines that are
heading for amalgamated intellectual dominance as the rout of black-
letter law continues. New forms of constitutional interpretation are
gaining ground; they offer suggestions as to how judiciaries might go
about selecting an interpretative approach on which to ground their now
accepted political role. Only rarely do we come across a contemporary
political philosophy which seeks to depoliticize judiciaries in the cause of
effective democratic government.

Ifwe are to counter these trends, the first task is not one of normative
political philosophy but of analytical political theory, the discipline which
is directed to the analysis and understanding of politics rather than its
reform. To arrive at any norms and strategies for the deployment and
control of political power, we require an initial analysis ofjudicial power
in contrast to political power. This analysis may then be used in the
formulation of a normative philosophy concerning the proper methods
and functions ofjudicial office.

Powers

When lawyers talk of judicial powers, they mean the legal capacities of
the judicial organs of government in accordance with adjectival or
'power-conferring' (that is, facilitative) rules. In particular,judicial power
is the legal capacity to hear and decide cases and make determinations
which are binding on the parties concerned. Thus, when judicial power
is vested by the Constitution in the High Court ofAustralia, the court has
the legal capacity to adjudicate such particular disputes as are brought
before it within its allotted jurisdiction, that is, the geographical area and
type of law for which it has the legal capacity to hear and decide cases
(Zines 1992: 151-84). As legal powers, these are dejure and by definition
legitimate within the legal system. In so far as they are viewed externally
to the legal system,judicial powers may be viewed also as political rights
requiring moral justification.
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Whether or not constitutions may be said to give judiciaries de jure
political power, however, is dependent on their content. Any de facto
political power deriving therefrom depends on the extent to which their
decisions are complied with. Thus, a de jure adjudicative 'power', if its
content is such as to permit or require judges to decide cases as they
please, gives judges dejure political power; if respected, it gives them de
facto political power as well. On the other hand, a dejure power, or legal
right, to decide a case in accordance with a specific set of consistent com-
prehensive and specific rules supplied to the judiciary, even if respected,
does not give dejure or defacto political power.

To explicate this analysis, it is necessary to relate lawyers' talk of powers
to the language of power in the discourse of political theory. Lawyers are
interested in the legal capacity to alter the legal status of particular
others. Political theorists are concerned with the autonomous or
independent intentional control of the conduct of others in ways which
may be contrary to the wishes and/or the interests of those others.
Power, in the social sciences, is something that enables the holder to
make a difference in other people's lives whether they like it or not (Dahl
1957: 203; Lukes 1974: 26), and to do so autonomously - on their own
account, as it were - rather than as mere instruments ofyet other people.

The dimension ofautonomy is a necessary feature ofpolitical, but not of
legal, power. However, if we enquire a little closer and ask what makes
political power political, as distinct from economic or religious, then
political and legal powers are less readily distinguishable in other respects.
The concepts 'power' and 'political' power are both strongly contested. A
large part ofwhat is meant by political power - where it is contrasted with,
for instance, bribery or brute force - is control exercised through the
possession ofauthority, that is, the ability to be accepted as having the right
to command or permit within a non-native system, political or legal. The
struggle for political power is in part the quest for such authoritative
control over others as is exercised through the medium of the mutual
recognition of the right to rule by rulers and ruled. The right to legislate is
a formidable and important form of political - as distinct from, say,
economic - power. It can be argued that authority of this sort is continuous
with the capacity to communicate and persuade with respect to social
behaviour (Habermas 1984; Foucault 1980).

Evidently, the exercise of political power also involves an element of
coercion, as one means of controlling others without obtaining their
consent. Indeed, the right to use force in such a way is characteristic, and
perhaps definitive, of political authority (Weber 1947: 132). However,
since political power has a necessary ingredient of authorityto command
(perhaps coercively), it cannot be said that legal powers are dejure and
political powers de facto. There is some truth in this contrast: political
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LEGAL POSITIVISM AND POLITICAL POWER 177

power that is not de facto, in the sense of being effective, ceases to be
regarded as political power because it lack the property ofactually control-
ling others. But only that defactocontrol of (perhaps unwilling) others that
involves the possession of de jure power is actually political power. This
analysis also has application to legal powers. When theorists explicate legal
validity, they deal in norms that enable people, especiallyjudges, to recog-
nize the rules that are authoritative in thatjurisdiction; but they must do so
in relation to effective systems, that is systems in which the rules identified
by judiciaries are acknowledged and adhered to in practice. In H. L. A.
Hart's terms, validity presupposes efficacy; that is, there cannot be a valid
law unless a given population, and particularly legal officials, generally
adhere to the system ofwhich they are a part (Hart 1961: 100-1). The con-
nection may be stronger to the point ofconceptual necessity in the case of
political power, but the contrastwith legal power is only a matter ofdegree.

The significant difference between political and legal power is, there-
fore, with respect to autonomy: a necessary feature of political, but not
legal, power. The relative independence that is a necessary feature of
political power, its identification with the source of control, is not a
necessary feature of legal power. Decision-making within a legal system
may be circumscribed in ways that lead us to say that the actors involved
do not exercise the autonomous dejure capacity to impose their will on
others, but still exercise legal power. On the other hand, the legal power
to legislate does have such dejure power and normally a measure of de
facto power as well (unless a legislature is entirely controlled externally) .
The same mayhold of adjudication, if this is defined broadly as deciding
particular cases, for this can be an open-ended de jure power allowing
immense defacto power in relation to particular cases. But, in contrast to
political power, adjudication can be circumscribed to the point where it
lacks any significant autonomy and consequently is not, in that case, an
instance of political power. Indeed, it may be said that the more
circumscribed the power, the more distinctively legal it is.

This approach does not conceptualize power in an old-fashioned
positivist model as a commodity or substance which can be hoarded and
spent, and even located in one supreme sovereign (Austin 1954). It is
understood that political power is a set of psychological and sociological,
as well as physical, relationships; these relationships produce certain
patterns of the distribution of benefits and burdens, in part through the
normatively accepted hierarchy of command. Moreover, political power,
so conceived, is not confined to the self-conscious attainment of such
distributions. Political power could be attributed to those who get their
way in competition with others even if it is not their intention to do so.

However, getting your own way may be regarded as twofold: in-
tentional, in so far as the conduct of the power-holders is directed at
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achieving their own objectives; and, at the same time, non-intentional,
with respect to overriding the wills and interests of others who may be
adversely affected by the manner in which the power-holders obtain their
objectives. The adverse impact on others is, in the latter case, something
that just happens, an unintended side-effect. Much social power is of this
nature, and it is to be distinguished from political power in a narrower
sense, which is the direct intention to exercise and control. Majority or
elite attitudes often prevail without in any way being overtly directed at
overriding the attitudes of minorities or majorities. We may speak of
societal power as this capacity to obtain desired benefits, irrespective of
the opposition or the lack of acquiescence of others, without seeking
authority to command others. Societal power constitutes the background
social reality which more self-conscious politics seeks to redirect. It is a
significant part of the context of intentional political power. Most ofwhat
happens in a society is not in any strong sense intended, and may be
ascribed to the operation of unchosen social, economic and material
factors. Politics, as popularly conceived, operates as an overt struggle for
position and influence; its effects are greatly exaggerated, and it operates
in a relatively non-malleable social field in the causal interstices of
human conduct. Conceptually, it is helpful to be stipulative here and take
politics to be the conscious struggle for control over others; we speak of
'societal power' when referring to the capacity unwittingly to affect
others to their detriment.

To attribute political power to judges is to imply that their role in the
legal process is such that their values and outlooks produce coercive
outcomes for the lives of others, even although their intention may be no
more than to apply the rules previously determined by legislatures. In
this case we have an illustration of societal as distinct from (intentional)
political power. It is generally agreed that, in a democratic society incor-
porating the idea of the rule of law, judges should not be involved in
overt and intentional political activity and should not exercise political
power as I have defined it. The deeper issue is whether the societal power
exercised by judges through the legal process, by virtue of the fact that
their values and outlooks have a significant effect on adjudicative out-
comes, can and should be controlled by overtly political process.

Where we go to from this point is dependent on the issues that are in
contention. The notion ofpolitical power, with its ingredients ofauthority
and force, points us to fundamental normative questions relating to the
justification of its existence, its distribution and its control. Even if we
regard all force as primafacieundesirable or wrong, given its multiple uses
in relation to evidently laudable goals, we may not wish to argue that the
exercise ofpower is necessarily an evil phenomenon. As a means it may be
tainted; it may be regarded as at best inferior to harmonious agreement
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and at worst entirely unacceptable (Campbell 1986) . These are matters
which give us reason for resisting power, or at least reason for allocating
power only to those whom we can hold accountable. We may require that
such allocations be justified in relation to their outcomes, in terms of
efficiency in the attainment of the objects that justify the political
organisation in question. Much political philosophy has to do with the task
of identifying those purposes which legitimate the exercise of force, and
the proper limits to impose on its use.

No political philosophy has come up with a satisfactory answer to the
problem of how to utilize and control political power within acceptable
perimeters. The tragic paradox of politics is that societies need organized
political power for many legitimate purposes, but the very existence of
organized and centralized power is an inherent danger to social well-
being due to its inherent potential to be used for purposes other than
those which justify its existence. This unhappy conjunction of the need
for, and vulnerability to, political power enables us to appreciate the
nature of Ethical Positivism as a theory: it articulates how and why we can
ameliorate the evil effects of political power and at the same time direct
its legitimate functions in a humane and effective manner. Hence the
tensions between political and legal powers.

Where legal powers are seen as contributing to political power, this
may be as part of an attempt to create channels for the effective exercise
of political power originating outside the legal system; or the legal
powers themselves may be an exercise of autonomous political power.
Ethical Positivism takes the former approach, favouring an analysis of
legal power which commends it as a channel for the political power of
others, including political power directed to the control of the societal
power of judges. Thus judicial power is not an independent source of
authoritative coercion. At the same time, however, the request that
political power be exercised via the medium of general yet specific rules
is seen as a potentially significant check on political power. It is in this
context of the ambiguous interconnections of law and politics that this
chapter proposes an analysis of political power which makes a degree of
autonomy, in conjunction with effective claims to exercise binding
authority, one of its defining features. Thus it clears the way for the
discussion of politics-free legal process as a feasible ideal.

Ethical Positivism

The legal theory of Ethical Positivism (LEP) sets out the importance of
precise, clear rules as the medium for the implementation of political
power (Campbell 1996). LEP is in the tradition of Legal Positivism in two
areas: its identification of valid law as the outcome of empirically
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identifiable actions; and its insistence that legal rules be empirically
applicable, in that it is possible to see whether or not actual conduct is in
accordance with such rules without at the same time making value
judgments about the conduct or situation in question. One ethical aspect
ofLEP is that the orthodox positivist image of law is to be taken not as an
attempt to describe actual legal systems but as a picture of an ideal
towards which actual systems may approximate. As a model, it calls for an
ethical rationale to justify the practices that constitute a positivist legal
system. Moreover, according to the theory, the model of positivist law is
ethical for another reason: this ideal picture cannot be realized unless
the legal establishment is sufficiently committed to adhere to procedural
and methodological requirements without being legally obliged to do so.

Current readings of Legal Positivism often assume that positivism goes
along with the liberal assumption that there can be a set of substantive
legal rules that are politically neutral; but this is not a tenet either of
traditional positivism or ofLEP. On the contrary, laws are taken to be the
expressions of a particular political will, whose justification lies not in its
inherent neutrality as between different social groups, but in the (usually
democratic) credentials of its origins. However, given the empirical basis
for the understanding and application of laws that meet positivist stand-
ards, formally good laws can be known and administered by officials who
understand but do not accept their substance; this does involve a degree
of procedural neutrality as a positivist objective. Such a procedural
neutrality does not extend to the substance of law.

While traditional Legal Positivism has its own (usually utilitarian)
specific value commitments, the theory itself is normally presented as a
mixture of abstract analysis of legal concepts and empirical claims about
the operation of actual legal systems. LEP, on the other hand, stresses the
significance of the ideal over the actual in the positivist model. Govern-
ment through empirically applicable rules is justified by its provision of
the possibility of the effective, fair, limited and predictable use of political
power (Campbell 1996: 49-58). It is also claimed that the positivist model
facilitates meaningful democratic decision-making. This aspirational
ideal of a political system focused on the choice and impartial implemen-
tation of empirically applicable rules is the backcloth against which we
can identify certain types of bias and oppression.

The core concept within LEP is the notion of general rules (Schauer
1991). Rules lay down what must or may be done or not done. They are
prescriptive and mandatory, removing or opening up certain choices for
the individuals and groups to whom they apply (Raz 1975: 35-45). Rules
carry the intrinsic prescriptive notion that what they require must or may
be done without any calculation of the consequences of so doing other
than those provided for in the rule or accepted overriding rules. Rules, at
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least as they feature in Legal Positivism, are hard-and-fast requirements or
permissions, rather than simply guidelines or rules of thumb. LEP defines
and defends the moral and practical priority ofsuch rules within a polity.

The most common liberal defence of government through rules is that
rules enable individuals to protect their liberty, or freedom of action.
Empirically applicable substantive rules, promulgated in advance of the
application, may limit freedom in the sense of a person's right to act as
they please. It follows that liberals, in general, support the minimaliza-
tion of law.Just as important for liberty is the fact that prescriptive rules,
when they are known in advance, enable individuals to avoid breaking
them and thus incurring the sanctions which follow from the
contravention of these rules. We may call this the liberty advantageof rule
governance (Campbell 1996: 52). An associated factor, also valued by
liberalism, is that the prior enactment of clear and empirically applicable
rules makes it reasonable to blame individuals for the harmful
consequences of violating those rules.

Legal Positivism does not favour the enforcement of moral rules as
such, but equally, it does not seek conduct which is thought to be
immoral. While particular rules may be morally either good or bad, the
fact that they are rules - that is, are general in form with respect to types
of conduct - makes them candidates for moral approval. They are suited
to realizing the ideal that rules ought to require conduct which is morally
acceptable. This moral-form advantage of rules does not provide moral
justification for any particular rule; but it does mean that the power
exercised through such rules is in a form which renders it open to moral
assessment. Morality has to do with the qualities of acts as a type of
conduct in specified types of situation. Laws are formulated in similarly
general terms and can therefore be readily assessed in moral terms.

Further, when government is conducted through the adoption and en-
forcement of rules, there are efficiency gains: the same questions do not
have to be revisited on each occasion of choice, and the mutual
interaction of decisions binding on groups can be foreseen and assessed
in the light of their objectives. This efficacious-choice advantageof rule gov-
ernance directs our attention to the benefits, rather than the dangers, of
political power, and serves as a pragmatic justification for the rule of law
(Campbell 1996: 60).

A bureaucratic element of efficacious choice is the use of rules to set
down the legal powers of public officials. This can limit as well as
empower, since, by implication, officials may act only within their powers.
Additional political advantages accrue from government-through-rules
when the government is democratic in form, for majorities have more
power when they can establish general ongoing rules rather than seeking
to make a long series of ad hoc decisions. Moreover, it is evident that
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majorities can exercise more extensive power through enacting general
rules than they can merely through electing officials.

This brief survey of some of the alleged advantages of adopting a
system of government via general rules illustrates the sorts of argument
which are relevant to the justification of LEP. Some of these considera-
tions relate to the facilitation of political power, others to its limitation.
All require some separation of law-making from the implementation of
law, for rules must have a relatively permanent existence and effect if any
of the advantages outlined above are to apply. On this basis, the power
we might want to give to judges is the power required for the implemen-
tation of rules; not the power to determine the content of these rules, or
the power to decide cases on their perceived merits in relation to back-
ground economic or moral goals. In summary, the division of functions
(law-making and law application) is not simply a matter of expertise: it is
a necessary feature of the rule governance on which the claimed benefits
depend. Government-through-rules has structural frameworks in place
which prevent legislatures from making ad hoc political decisions in
unprincipled ways, and which limit justiciaries in the exercise of their
societal powers in relation to individual cases.

The Limits of Legal Powers

The legal theory of Ethical Positivism works well for ordinary law. It is
more flakey in relation to constitutional matters, if only because a legis-
lature's dejure capacity as law-maker is dependent on constitutional rules
that are not themselves the creation of that legislature. Legislatures
cannot be constitutionally self-regulating without threatening the demise
of constitutional government. Or so it is standardly asserted, for instance
in R v. Kirby, Ex Parte The Boilermakers' Society of Australia (1956: 268).
Constitutional courts, it is said, must be ultimately responsible for deter-
mining the constitutionality of the activities of law-making bodies. Basic
principles of rule governance exclude any body from assessing the
propriety of its own conduct in relation to its constitutive rules.

Unfortunately for this thesis, the same principles appear to prevent
courts from assessing the constitutionality of their own activities. This takes
us to a constitutional form of the tragic paradox of politics. An ultimate
adjudicative authority is necessary for a political system, but no individual
or body ought to be ajudge in its own cause. The conundrum is how to give
courts such ultimate constitutional judicial power, without at the same
time handing to them unwarranted de facto political power. Systems to
minimize and provide remedies for the abuse of judicial office are
inherently problematic, for such systems themselves lack accountability.

There are difficulties in gaining even a theoretical foothold in the
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determination of what amounts to misuse of judicial power. While the
idea of the abuse ofjudicial office is constitutionally indispensable, there
is no neutral site from which to identify what does and what does not
count as abuse. The idea ofjudicial abuse cannot without circularity be
captured in law, for it is the source of law that is contested. Ultimately,
judicial legitimacy must be a matter of political, philosophical or judicial
ethics. Further, the content ofjudicial ethics with respect to such matters
as interpretive method or interstitial discretionary powers is also exten-
sively contested. One theorist's idea of abuse is another theorist's ideal,
and we are all theorists on such matters. Reasonable people may reason-
ably disagree about the proper role and methodology ofjudicial powers
within a polity, and therefore on the propriety of the different ways in
which judicial power may be exercised. There can be no constitutionally
decisive way of determining these issues as a matter of theory.

One way in which we may seek such objectivity as is attainable in such
matters is by drawing out the implications of the separation of powers
doctrine as explicated and as justified by LEP. LEP does not embrace the
sort of conceptualism that deduces interpretive methods from such
notions as representative government or the concept of discursive demo-
cracy, or from judicial power itself. Choosing a method for the inter-
pretation of a constitution is similar in character to choosing a system of
government. Who should properly make that choice is practically
insoluble as a matter of legal and political process, but it is possible to
construct an ethics which has application to the conduct of those who are
charged with the task of administering whatever governmental system is
adopted. Thus, while courts may have to have, in any federal system, the
ultimate say as to the interpretation of constitutional provisions that are
authoritative in their society, they should not therefore have ethically free
rein with respect to their interpretive methods. The impossibility ofsolving
the classic riddle ofguarding the guardians may entail thatjudges have the
de facto as well as the de jure power to decide such matters in any way
that they can get away with, but we need not accept that they have the
moral right to rewrite constitutions through expansive interpretive
methodologies. Judicial conduct in this regard cannot be legally, and
perhaps also politically, overridden; nor is it, exhypothesi,justiciable in some
higher court. But it does not follow that the judicial de jure powers of
constitutional interpretation cannot be described as being abused. A
constitutional court with the final say on constitutional matters has real
opportunities to wield constitutionally unwarranted political power.
Nevertheless, because of its constitutional ultimacy, the only legitimate
checks on its activities are self-administered ethical ones.

In this manifestation of the paradox of politics, we are denied the
benefits of a legal system without incurring the disadvantages of constant
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vulnerability to judicial impropriety. In the necessary absence of legit-
imate remedies for judicial abuse of de jure interpretive power, constitu-
tional courts are bound to have considerable de facto political power,
which is a measure of the gravity of their ethical responsibilities. That
said, it is not entirely clear that courts cannot in principle be, with
propriety, controlled by other branches of government when they step
outside their judicial functions. Thus, the Australian Constitution
confines the exercise of Commonwealth judicial power to the High
Court and other federal courts. Uncontroversially, this means that the
Parliament cannot act as a court and cannot tell courts how they must go
about their business in a particular case: 'Commonwealth legislation
proposing to direct a court exercising federal jurisdiction as to the
manner in which it should decide a particular case would be invalid as
an interference with the judicial power of the Commonwealth'
(Winterton 1994: 198). Certainly, legislatures cannot usurp judicial
power, but can courts usurp legislative power? The other side of the
constitutional warrant of exclusive judicial power could be that this
power is limited to judicial matters, as indeed was determined in the
Boilermakers' case (Attorney-General (Cth) v. the Queen; Ex Parte The Boiler-
makers Society ofAustralia, 1957).

This judgment leaves unresolved what constitutes a judicial matter.
The principle that 'the legislature makes, the executive executes, and the
judiciary construes the law' (Marshall CJ in Wayman v. Southard, 1825) is
used to prevent the legislature construing laws (New South Wales v. The
Commonwealth, 1915). It could as easily be used to exclude the judiciary
from legislating. It has been held that 'section I [of the Constitution],
which vests legislative power in a Federal Parliament at the same time
negates such power being vested in any other body' (Attorney-General
(Cth) v. The Queen, 1957: 311).

Further, it is possible to give positivist substance to the traditional view
thatjudges are bound to decide the cases that come before them in accor-
dance with existing law.Thus Deane, Dawson, Gaudron and McHughlJ. in
Brandy v. Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission (1995: 16):
'Another important elementwhich distinguishes ajudicial decision is that
it determines existing rights and duties and does so according to law.That
is to say, it does so in relation to pre-existing standards rather than by the
formulation of policy or the exercise of an administrative discretion.' On
these lines, LEP asks thatjudicial development of law be tightly restricted;
we should not, for instance, be content with laws that utilize very general
standards, such as 'oppressive' and 'unjust', whose application requires
politicaljudgment. Thus Windeyer in R. v. Trade PracticesTribunal; Ex Parte
Tasmanian Breweries PlyLtd (1970: 399) contends that 'the public interest is
a concept which attracts indefinite considerations of policy that are more
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appropriate to law-making than to adjudication according to existing law
... an exercise of the legislative or administrative function ofgovernment
rather than ofjudicial power'.

The orthodox position on the separation of legislative and judicial
power is that, while the Australian Constitution clearly reserves Com-
monwealth judicial power exclusively for the appropriate courts, this
does not exclude courts from exercising legislative or 'law-making'
power. This is unsurprising within a common-law jurisdiction. Yet there
are strong arguments against this position where it goes beyond filling in
gaps in existing law pending legislative action. First, legislative power is
explicitly given to the Parliament and, as a matter of constitutional inter-
pretation, it could be taken as understood that this is an exclusive right.
If not explicitly provided for in the written Constitution itself, it is a
convention of the Constitution derived from its British sources that the
Parliament is the legislative sovereign, and this can be taken to involve all
law-making. Historically, this may be countered by citing the continuing
role of the common law as a subordinate butjudicially developing source
of new law, but even if this tradition is not rejected as outmoded in a
democratic society, it evidently does not apply in the sphere of constitu-
tionallaw. Here we can draw on Brennan CJ's distinction, to be found in
Theophanous v. The Herald Weekly Times Ltd (1994: 124-6), between the
power to make common law and the power to make constitutional law;
the former, but not the latter, is a valid exercise of judicial power,
although it can be overridden.

The implicit denial of law-making power to courts, particularly with
respect to constitutional matters, is not a fanciful constitutional doctrine in
a field where the practice of drawing implications is common. A
developing list of Australian cases imply that judicial power must be
exercised in line with properjudicial process, as delineated in the rules of
naturaljustice or due process; we might extrapolate from this and draw the
conclusion that the substantive legal rules relevant to this process are the
pre-existing authoritative rules emanating from the legislature. It can be
further argued that it is an abuse ofdue process for courts to make up the
substantive rules as they go along. If federal judicial power must be
exercised 'in accordance with thejudicial process', as Brennan, Deane and
Dawson lJ. all insist in Chu Kheng Lim v. Minister for Immigration, Local
Government and Ethnic Affairs (1992: 27), then, on this implication, it must
be exercised in accordance with existing substantive law.

Currently, legal argument rages around whether substantive due
process is implied in judicial power. Leeth v. The Commonwealth (1992:
493) toys with the prospect, enunciated by GaudronJ., that courts may
decide that substantive inequality is a basis for legal invalidity whenever
the challenged law does not involve what the court believes to be relevant
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distinctions. Also, Deane and Toohey lJ. hold that it is 'the duty of the
court to extend to the parties before it equal justice, that is to say, to treat
them fairly and impartially as equals before the law and to refrain from
discrimination on irrelevant or irrational grounds'. This appears to come
close to the assertion of substantive due process by GaudronJ. Such dicta
open up the remarkable prospect thatjudicial opinion - as to substantive
equality or as to the relevance of distinctions embodied in legislation -
could be used as the basis for judicial review of enacted legislation.

Equally, however, these opinions may themselves be regarded as un-
constitutional, on the grounds that they are incompatible with the
separation of powers in so far as this involves the exclusive or superior
right of the Parliament to make law. In that case, we can argue from
implied due process to a conclusion different from that enunciated by
Gaudron, Deane and Toohey lJ., namely, that the courts must apply
existing law. This means that there could be an implied constitutional
right to Ethical Positivism.

Against this conclusion stands the judgment of Mason CJ. in
Polyukovich v. The Queen (1991: 532). There, Mason CJ. argues that the
presumption against retrospective legislation 'does not require that the
rule or standard should have been ascertained precisely before the deter-
mination is made in the exercise of judicial power'. Yet a measure of
precision in law-making is required for the prohibition on retrospectivity
to have any bite, for otherwise unspecific laws can be used to create
unforeseeable legal obligations. It can also be argued that considerable
precision is desirable, particularly in criminal matters, for reasons that
bear on the liberty advantage and other values that justify the ideal of
rule governance. Similar arguments can be deployed to prevent courts
using interpretive methods that free them from adherence to the rules in
question by enabling them to rewrite existing law when it seems contrary
to their view of current social values.

These considerations may be regarded as a retreat from a discussion
within political theory to an analysis ofthe constitutionallawofa particular
jurisdiction, thereby evading appropriate philosophical argument for
establishing a satisfactoryviewofjudicial power. One philosophical issue at
stake here is the shaky distinction between law-making and law inter-
pretation. To deploy the language ofabuse in relation to judicial practice,
and to make sense of claims to an implied constitutional right to Ethical
Positivism, we need an agreed working distinction between the inter-
pretation ofexisting rules and the creation of different or new rules. LEP
argues that the first activity, rule interpretation, and the way in which it is
carried out, are part ofjudicial legal power, and need not be exercised
politically; whereas the second activity, rule change, is a matter of
legislative power and is necessarily political.
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To sketch a positivist position on this issue, we may distinguish between
three possible species of 'interpretation': interpretation as compre-
hension, interpretation as bounded selection, and creative interpretation
(see Wroblewski 1992). Interpretation as understanding is part of the
capacity for meaningful language use (Davidson 1984: 141), but this does
not equate grasping meaning with interpretation in its other senses
(Dummett 1986: 484). Indeed, the idea of interpretation as compre-
hension is an enlarged and misleading conception of interpretation: it
confuses and diffuses the standard discourse of interpretation so that it
unhelpfully denotes all language-based understanding. Interpretation as
bounded selection, on the other hand, is a conception that encapsulates
the familiar practice of choosing between alternative meanings of a text,
both or all of which are feasible within the linguistic community in
question. This may be regarded, perhaps stipulatively in this context, as
genuine interpretation (Perelman 1980: 143-4). Finally, creative inter-
pretation is a conception which denotes more expansive developments
of texts, such as filling in gaps in the coverage of the text, altering con-
textually evident meanings to give more desirable outcomes, and in
other ways going beyond textual understanding and clarification to
develop the text for some further purpose beyond understanding and
the resolution of ambiguity (Hart 1961: 138-44; Dworkin 1986: 52).
While creative interpretation is often appropriate in such fields as artistic
performance and literary criticism, in the legal sphere it can be regarded
as an unwarranted and confusing extension ofjudicial method.

Following this scheme of interpretation types, we can articulate a
position: courts may go beyond interpretation as understanding (which
is not really interpretation at all), and use such methods as are approved
of to settle matters requiring bounded interpretation (their indispen-
sable role), while stopping short of changing contextually evident, plain
meanings for ulterior purposes (which may be classified as a primafacie
abuse ofjudicial power) . However, even if we can make sense of this ideal
of judicial practice, this does not show it to be the preferable theory.
These are matters on which we can all have views and on which there is
little agreement. The choices between so-called literalism and purposive
styles, or between formalism and teleology, or between rights-directed
and utilitarian tests, are all controversial. Yet a great deal of the distri-
bution of political power in a society depends on the outcome of the
struggle for theoretical supremacy on these matters in so far as this
affects the practice of courts. The dejure power to determine the inter-
pretive style of courts, limited as it may be in legal doctrine and open as
it may be in general to political criticism, cannot be restricted by in-
stitutions; in practice, it confers potentially substantial political power.

Legal Realists stress the truism that the rules that matter to those
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involved are the rules applied by courts, and therefore the under-
standing of the rules arrived at by courts is what counts. Those whose
understandings of the rules are adopted by courts are those who
determine much of the outcome of the case and therefore the distribu-
tion of the contested resources. More broadly, the capacity to determine
what interpretive method is deployed by courts affects the distributive
pattern of disputed resources. Thus, a strict adherence by courts to con-
textually clear meanings of a written constitution may ensure a measure
of political power in a legislature, while an open-ended, purposive
approach to a constitution gives extensive power to judiciaries who are
able to come to their own ideas as to what purposes are at stake and how
they are best realized.

In the context of the thesis that non-rule-based theories of legal
interpretation are unacceptable, legally or politically, it is interesting to
explore the role of legislatures in relation to the interpretation of their
own laws. Constitutional experts might argue that a parliament must be
able to determine how, in general, its laws are to be interpreted. The
Australian Parliament, in the ActsInterpretation Act 1901, lays down certain
principles of interpretation, including provisions that permit or enjoin
courts to have regard to the stated purposes of an Act when they have a
problem of interpretation. This Act in fact says thatjudges should depart
from the clear meaning of a rule if this will further the purposes of the
Act (s. 15AA).

The specific exhortation to follow purposes rather than rules is not, of
course, compatible with LEP, for it enables courts to unmake law by
reducing the rules to mere guidelines. As we have seen, it is part of the
idea of a real rule, as distinct from a rule of thumb, that it cannot be
departed from because of consequences not allowed for in the rule;
otherwise we have not a rule, but simply an injunction to do what is best
to reach a particular goal. It follows that any parliamentary right there
may be to determine interpretive method cannot be permitted to
undermine the rule-based nature of legitimate governance. And yet we
may accept a legislature's right to decide how its own rules are to be
interpreted, without agreeing that this power can extend to requiring
that its rules be ignored if they do not have the desired outcomes in
particular cases.

In practice, Australian courts have generally avoided paying explicit
notice to this provision of the Acts Interpretation Act. It may be that they
think it a constitutional impropriety for the Parliament to interfere in the
exercise of judicial legal power to this extent. It may be that the pur-
posive requirement isjudged to be in conflict with judicial process as set
out by LEP. But if the High Court is able to adopt whatever interpretive
method it pleases, however 'liberal' or policy-oriented it may be, then the
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Constitution's position on the separation of powers has been effectively
amended in a way that is not provided for in the Constitution.

Who, then, should decide what is to be the authoritative interpretive
method of courts? The answer is not self-evident. If courts must
determine constitutionality, it might seem that courts must choose their
method of constitutional interpretation. On the other hand, parliaments
have the right to make the rules; if the rules are not applied as the Parlia-
ment intended because of some unforeseen or unpredictable styles of
'interpretation', then the Parliament must have the right to change the
rules in the light of what the courts make of them, so that they are more
likely to have the outcomes the Parliament desires. In this case, legis-
latures should be able to establish how their rules are to be understood
and interpreted as a necessary part of their legislative power. Legislating
is a means of communication as to what must or may be done or not
done, and the purposes of the communicators can claim priority in
relation to how law ought to be understood.

It may only be in the case of constitutions that we have serious doubts
about the interpretive sovereignty of legislatures within their sphere of
competence, for constitutions are not usually the creatures of the
parliaments they legitimate. The role of a constitution is, inter alia, to
keep parliamentarians in line with the model of government established
in the constitution. And yet this power of constitutional interpretation
could be used to undermine the parliament's right to legislate generally,
by making it a matter of constitutional right for judiciaries to adopt
whatever interpretive method they please. Ethical Positivism, stressing as
it does that government must be via specific general rules, acknowledges
that there are problems in giving the power of determining constitu-
tional interpretive method to legislatures. On the other hand, giving the
courts an unrestricted capacity in this respect licenses an unbounded
and unlimitable acquisition of power by courts at the expense of
legislatures.

The LEP solution to this stand-off is to give the choice of interpretive
theory to courts, but to seek to establish political guidelines for the
exercise of that choice, adherence to which is a matter ofjudicial ethics.
That ethical system may be derived from a political philosophy, including
particular views of democracy, the separation of powers and the rule of
law. The substantive proposal of LEP with respect to the ethic ofjudicial
power over interpretive method is this: interpretation should be guided
by the disinterested search for clear contextual meanings that resolve
ambiguities and obscurities by transparent devices that promote predict-
able selection between the alternative contextual meanings of a text. It
follows that legal change in general, and constitutional amendment in
particular, should be pursued through the avenues established within
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that constitution. The argument that constitutions must be adapted to
changing circumstances, and that such changes may be read into existing
text byjudges, sounds plausible; but it undermines the normative control
of constitutions in the same way as loose purposive interpretations under-
mine the intentions of ordinary legislation.

Back in the real world, we know, of course, that courts are not pre-
sented with good positive law: clear, unambiguous, comprehensive and
consistent. Legal Positivists have always recognized that we need some
delegated legislation byjudges to fill these gaps, to resolve these inconsis-
tencies, and perhaps to make needed developments in areas where
legislatures have not the time, inclination or political will to venture.

Resort to the notion of delegated legislation is a neat wayof preserving
the integrity of democracy, but in political terms it is suspect. Delegated
legislative power in the hands of courts undermines those arguments for
the separation of powers that rest on their perceived and actual inde-
pendence. Further, it brings with it the danger of abuse of such delegated
power, as when clear and consistent law is ignored because in the opinion
of the court it is substantively ineffective or unjust. Also, delegated
legislation provides a new legal status quo, whose alteration requires
effort and the exercise of political power that may not be available at any
given time; therefore it may be, in effect, impossible to override it. Dele-
gated legislative powers bestow a substantial measure of societal power,
because it is usually more difficult to undo legislation than not to do it in
the first place. The burden of inertia, and the potential unpopularity of
any change in the law, give political advantage to judicial innovations.
Delegated legislation changes the political scene. It not only sets a new
agenda: it captures the high ground of established law, which is par-
ticularly powerful when popular opinion is against major legislative
amendment of recent judicially developed law.

Nevertheless, in both constitutional and ordinary law, there is no
evident mechanism for dealing with the paradox of creating, while
controlling, ultimate decision-making power in a society; if this is the
case, we have little choice but to explicitly acknowledge the necessity for
a powerful judicial ethic, involving self-restraint and interpretive
integrity. In practice, there is little that can legitimately be done, except
public criticism, when judicial office is abused and subverted in terms of
the norms of LEP. Perhaps only the desperate rely on the ethics of others.
But democratic rule governance is a desperate business, and we may have
no choice but to trust judiciaries with respect to the model of judicial
power they adopt.

The legal theory of Ethical Positivism sets out to circumscribe the
power of both politicians and judges, and to locate this circumscribed
political power in the hands of the former. But theories carry no clout
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unless they are accepted as models and guides by political participants,
including judicial ones. The defacto political power ofjudiciaries lies in
the legally unrestrictable, and in this sense legally legitimate, oppor-
tunities that judges have to adopt creative interpretations in and of their
roles. However, LEP holds to the political view that the interpretive
methods adopted should minimize the elements of political power that,
in the normal course of events, accrue to those who exercise judicial
power.,
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CHAPTER 9

Political Theory, International Theory, and the
Political Theory of International Relations

David Boucher

Theories of international relations, in both their behaviouralist and anti-
behaviouralist forms - that dominated the sub-discipline for sixty years
or so - self-consciously rejected political theory in an attempt to establish
their own intellectual credentials. Although subject to similar pressures,
international theory rejected the option taken by political theory of
defining itself in terms of its illustrious past, and missed the opportunity
of firmly anchoring itself on sound philosophical foundations. Para-
doxically, the 'English School', represented by Wight and Bull, far from
strengthening the intellectual heritage, undermined it: they failed to
employ discriminating criteria to differentiate genuinely philosophical
contributions from the merely polemical. The emphasis upon taxonomy
averted the gaze from the quality of argument. However, political theory
and international relations theory become genuinely united in focusing
upon the issue of identity, that is, the answers to the question 'Who am I?'
The consequent politics of recognition, inclusion and exclusion bring
into focus not only the politics of the nation, state and cosmopolitanism,
but also of gender, race, religion and ethnicity. All these forms of identity
are answers to the question 'Who am I?', and all are integral to a multi-
dimensional approach to the political theory of international relations. I
conclude by suggesting that much of the newly generated normative
political theory of international relations, from whatever intellectual
perspective, is directly addressing the key question long ago identified by
T. H. Green, and that is the ethical status of one's community and how to
extend it to become more and more inclusive of a wider range of people
we are prepared to regard as our neighbours.
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The Politics of Indifference

The sub-disciplines of political theory and international relations theory,
within the discipline of politics in the twentieth century, have tended to
go their separate ways. To a large extent international relations, and its
theoretically oriented practitioners, pronounced a unilateral declaration
of independence in order to establish its credentials as a worthwhile and
relevant academic activity. Political theory, traditionally conceived, and
international relations theory were deemed to inhabit two distinct
universes of discourse (Aron 1967).1 Three examples from the post-1945
period will serve to illustrate three tendencies in the process of differen-
tiation. On the one hand, the assault by David Easton (1951) upon
traditional political theory and his redefinition of the term to refer to the
formulation of hypotheses for empirical testing was also carried forward
in international relations. Kenneth N. Waltz, more sympathetic than
most to classical political theory, has rightly pointed out that the term
'theory' is used loosely among specialists in international relations, often
referring to any work that rises above mere description and which
includes some analysis. Rarely does it 'refer only to work that meets
philosophy-of-science-standards' (1979: 1). The criterion of what con-
stitutes good theory betrays a prevalent belief among theorists of
international relations that explanation must aim to approximate the
achievements of natural science. Theories, in Waltz's view,aim to explain
why associations or laws obtain. He complains that 'much of traditional
political theory ... is concerned more with philosophic interpretation
than with theoretical explanation' (6).2

The fostering of a dichotomy between political theory and inter-
national relations theory was particularly pronounced in the work of
Martin Wight, the doyen of the English school. Unlike Waltz, he was
vehemently anti-behaviouralist. Political theory, he argued, is mainly
preoccupied with speculation about the state, whereas international
theory concerns itself with the international community of nations.
Understood in these terms, there is no body of theory in international
relations comparable with the classic texts in political theory (Wight
1966: 18). By using such a narrowly stipulative definition of political
theory, Wight cuts international theory off from a rich source of
stimulus. 'International Theory', Wight tells us, 'can be discerned
existing dimly, obscured and moreover partitioned, partly on the fringe
or margin of ordinary political philosophy and partly in the province of
international law' (1991: 1). Despite his protests that international
theory approximates not to natural science, but to philosophy, Wight
engages in an activity that looks more like pre-Darwinian biology than
philosophy. Having stipulatively defined the rare genus international
theory, he sets about classifying its species and sub-species. Wight
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describes his adventures in theory as 'an experiment in classification, in
typology, and ... an exploration of continuity and recurrence, a study in
the uniformity of political thought: and its leading premiss is that
political ideas do not change much, and the range of ideas is limited'
(1991: 5).

A second form of anti-behaviouralist theory in international relations
brought the sub-discipline no closer to a reconciliation with political
philosophy. There was a wide range of fashionable, short-lived attempts
theoretically to reorient the discipline; from among them emerged the
activity of constructing models, or perspectives, to act as tools of analysis
in explaining international relations. The perspectives were Realism,
with its emphasis upon power and security; Pluralism, with its focus upon
interdependence and transnational relations; and Structuralism, with its
central themes of dominance and dependence. These offered ready-
made theoretical frameworks which could be refined and applied for
value-free, post-behavioural social scientific explanation.> Mervyn Frost
argues that all of the dominant approaches, including the so-called clas-
sical approach of Wight, Bull, Vincent and others, give epistemological
priority to the facts. This is what he has called the bias towards 'objective
explanation' in the sub-discipline, and is the main reason why normative
political theory has been largely neglected (Frost 1996: 12, 18-19).

The point of the chapter title will by now have become apparent.
Political theory and international theory are quite different things, and
where there is a superficial resemblance or point of contact the
inferiority complex is so overwhelming that it serves to stultify original
and philosophically rigorous thought about international relations. The
result, in Chris Brown's words, is 'an undertheorized and limited concep-
tion of international relations' (1993: 83). His view is that international
relations theory has to be seen as embedded in the broader project of
social and political theory. The growing acknowledgement that there is a
need for reconciliation is evident. Howard Williams, to cite one of
numerous examples, has gone as far as to suggest that in many ways 'the
study of political theory is the study of international relations' (1992: x).

Political theory as it emerged at the beginning of the twentieth
century defined itself in terms of its past. This reflected to some extent its
disciplinary origins, but also the dominance of philosophical idealism,
which contended that philosophy was indistinguishable from the history
of philosophy. Political theory constructed a canon of texts which served
as its legitimizing pedigree. Since World War II, positivism has dominated
the discipline of politics, privileging inductive and deductive knowledge
- empirical observation and analytic statements - over the opinion of
values. The emphasis upon the analysis and explanation of ordinary
language, made popular by Wittgenstein and Austin in philosophy, led
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to the near-death of normative political theory in the 1950s.4 While
Logical Positivism exacted its toll on normative political philosophy, it
did not succeed in displacing the great texts in the history of political
thought from their central place in the discipline of politics." David
Easton and his followers charged that the reliance of political theory
upon the classics was now redundant, except for the formulation of
hypotheses that could be empirically tested. Nevertheless, Leo Strauss,
Sheldon Wolin, Hanna Arendt, Eric Voegelin, Isaiah Berlin and John
Plamenatz drew heavily upon past thinkers in order to make contem-
porary political points.

Unlike political theory, international relations theory allied itself
much more closely with law, and particularly with international law.
World War I generated a considerable impetus for understanding the
conditions of world peace, and for exploring the means of establishing
and sustaining them. The improvement of the condition of humanity by
means of 'scientific study' (meaning scholarly and systematic study) and
the application of scientific methods to social problems were the primary
goals of the sub-discipline. Euphoria accompanied the establishment of
the League of Nations and a consensus developed around the idea of
liberal internationalism during the 1920s. These generated a widespread
belief that reason and rationality, given the. appropriate conditions,
would lead to the shared values of liberal democracies becoming
manifest in international agreements for the fostering of a shared
harmony of interests and the establishment of permanent peace and
security. Such a strong belief in the power and efficacy of reason was
necessarily premised on the belief that education in international affairs
would lead to progress in world understanding and co-operation. Along
with the chairs founded at the University College of Wales, Aberystwyth,
by David Davies in 1919 and at the University of London by the Cassel
Trustees in 1923 came the conscious attempt to establish a canon of
classic texts relating to the origin and development of the law of nations.
In the most ambitious and significant publishing venture in the history of
thought in international relations, the Carnegie Institution of Washing-
ton undertook to republish a large number of texts in Latin or verna-
cular languages, with English translations, in order to disseminate the
knowledge they contained to scholars and the interested public in all
countries of the world. Under the auspices of the Carnegie Endowment
for International Peace, the works of Ayala, Belli, Bynershoek, Gentili,
Grotius, Legnano, Pufendorf, Rachel, Suarez, Textor, Vattel, Vitoria,
Wheaton, Wolff, and Zouche were published. With the failure of the
League of Nations, the ideals for which these texts stood were largely
rejected by in ternational relations theorists.

Since 1945 most writers interested in the political theory of inter-
national relations have been happy to concur with Martin Wight's
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observation that - with the exception of Thucydides' History of the
Peloponnesian War, which is not a work of philosophy at all - there are no
classic texts in the philosophy of in ternational relations. Even Linklater,
who has done a great deal to revive interest in some of the classic
thinkers, drives a wedge between the political theory of international
relations and political theory proper, by suggesting that the former
considers issues that the latter does not. International political theory
questions the legitimacy of the division of humanity into states, and the
assumed primacy of obligations to the state over those to humanity. This,
however, is a stipulative definition; it is just as stipulative as Wight's
definition that political theory is speculation about internal matters of
state and international theory is speculation about relations among
states.

This is not to say that political theorists of international relations
believe that there is no heritage in the history of thought in international
relations. In fact they believe that there is a considerable heritage
scattered throughout a vast variety of literature. The reluctance to
acknowledge, or to establish, a canon has had a regrettable consequence.
This consequence I call intellectual egalitarianism. Because international
relations theory is first defined as an exceedingly rare and rather shy
creature, anyone of any degree of fame in whatever area of achievement
who happens to have said something on the subject has a right to be
heard. The quality of theorizing is secondary to the fact of theorizing.
The obvious need to expand the traditional classic canon of political
theory to incorporate international theorists has resulted in a failure to
apply appropriate qualitative criteria in discriminating who should and
who should not be included. Invoked alongside the great political
philosophers such as Hobbes, Rousseau and Hegel, are the international
jurists Grotius, Pufendorf and Vattel; polemicists such as Cobden, Bright
and Hobson; writers of distinction such as Tolstoy, Wells and Huxley;
along with distinguished statesmen such as Lincoln, Bismarck, Gladstone
and Churchill.

Until the beginning of the 1990s there was little interest in, or recog-
nition of, the place of ethical and political theory in international
relations, nor in the contribution which the history of thought or con-
temporary normative theory might have to make to understanding and
responding to the ethical and political dilemmas of the modern world.
The four decades following 1950 have aptly been christened the forty
years' detour, in which, for the most part, values might permissibly be
allowed a role in the choice of issue to be investigated, but not in its
analysis (Smith 1992).

The publication ofJohn Rawls's A Theory ofJustice in 1970 served to
stimulate a return to grand theory. The repercussions were taken up in
international relations theory by Charles Beitz, Michael Walzer, Terry
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Nardin and Mervyn Frost. While the works of these writers often draw
upon the classic theorists, the tendency is much more pronounced in
John Vincent, Michael Donelan, Andrew Linklater, Justin Rosenburg,
Janna Thompson and Chris Brown. The mistake that theorists of
international relations made was to cut themselves adrift from the
mainstream of political theory in order to develop their own theories
and concepts. The consequence was to deprive themselves of the
powerful background theories in which to embed their own thought.
The acknowledgement that many of the pressing world issues of today
are at once political and ethical, and that the answers to them need to be
firmly anchored in a systematic and comprehensive political theory, has
led a number of theorists to explore the viability of various background
theories. Thompson (1992) and Brown (1993), for instance, investigate
the value of 'cosmopolitanism' and 'communitarianism' in their various
guises and their capacities to generate and sustain answers to inter-
national issues of justice and rights. Frost (1996) follows Ronald
Dworkin's method of drawing up a list of settled norms in international
relations, and then interrogates background theories that are candidates
for sustaining them; utilitarian, contractarian, and rights-based justi-
fications. Frost's own theory is a version of communitarianism, or what
he calls a constitutive theory, derived from Hegel. Brown also subscribes
to this constitutive theory which refuses to privilege individuals over
communities (1994: 167) . Nardin's approach, while not normative in the
sense ofjustifying or recommending states' conduct, looks at the nature
of the association that gives rise to the law and morality of the inter-
national community." Adapting Oakeshott's distinction between civil and
enterprise association, with their respective non-instrumental and instru-
mental rules, Nardin (1983) suggests that the international community is
best understood as a form of civil association which he calls practical, and
in which the rules are constraints upon the actions of states with different
values, cultures, interests and beliefs. The rules are not instrumental in
achieving substantive goals and purposes, but instead provide the frame-
work in the context of which the various goals pursued by independent
states can be pursued.

Increasingly political theorists, such as John Rawls, David Miller and
Brian Barry, have come to acknowledge that the concerns of inter-
national relations are a continuation of, and indistinguishable from, the
traditional issues of political obligation, sovereignty, citizenship and dis-
tributivejustice. Critical Theorists such as Habermas (1993), Cox (1981)
and Linklater (1990a; b); anti-foundationalist postmodernist political
theorists of international relations, such as James Der Derian (1987),
R. B. J. Walker (1993) and Jim George (1994); and postmodernist
political theorists, such as William Connelly (1988) and Richard Rorty
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(1993) all have explored the implications of postmodernism for the
dominant approaches to international relations, particularly realism, and
for the issue of human rights.

Reconciliations

There has, then, been something of a renaissance in the political theory
of international relations. How is this activity related to political theory
itself? The fundamental question that links political theory and the
political theory of international relations is 'Who are you?' or, self-
referentially, 'Who am I?' In other words, the question of identity. This is
not simply a question of boundaries under a different guise at which
authority and legitimacy begin and end. Identities are not necessarily
territorially bound, although they may in some instances (such as
national identity) seek to be so; when they are, they may become integral
to the identity of competing national groups, as for example in Palestine
and the former Yugoslavia (O'Neill 1994: 77).

The question of identity is not perennial and transhistorical. It is
relational, not relative, in that it is asked in a context of conventions
which endows it with a point. If one gets the point of the question, then
in the terms ofJ. L. Austin (1962), one gains uptake. We live our lives, as
Mervyn Frost (1996) suggests, in the context of social institutions which
are constitutive of our identity. Who we are is bound up with what we do
and who we do it with.

The question of attachments and self-identity is complicated by factors
which go beyond self-perception. Self-identification is of little value
without recognition: recognition by those with whom one wishes to be
associated, and externally by those whose acknowledgement of one's
identity is deemed important. Recognition comes in all sorts ofways, and
the lack of it may have all sorts of consequences. In order for a nation to
qualify as a state, for example, to take the criteria proposed by Northedge
(1976), it is not enough that its leaders deem it to be so because it has a
physical identity and possesses internal sovereignty. It must also have
external sovereignty, that is, recognition by the community of states. It
must be welcomed into the club of the United Nations. Such issues are
related, of course, to the politics of inclusion and exclusion in which all
societies engage, and which critics, opposed to the notion of cosmo-
politanism, invoke as evidence of a deep-seated need for individuals to
'belong' in and be anchored to historically identifiable communities.
Walzer (1985), for example, contends that it is always a matter of priority
that societies establish rules that define membership. States themselves are
the classic expression of these patterns with their systems of inclusion and
exclusion relating to ideas on sovereignty, citizenship and territoriality
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(Linklater 1992: 82; Walker 1993: 179). Both R. B.J. Walker and Andrew
Linklater remark that the patterns of inclusion and exclusion that are
currently taken for granted are historically contingent. This point, of
course, cuts little ice with those empirical theorists of international
relations who are not interested in the origins or causes ofcurrent patterns
but are more concerned with their consequences (Mayall 1994: 183).

Our selves, then, are multi-faceted and a whole array of social institu-
tions are constitutive of our identities. Consequently, the calls upon our
loyalty and commitment, the factors that shape us and the demands we
make upon others, come from a diversity of directions; they are often in
the form of legal obligations, or strictly defined organizational norms,
but often in the form of conventional or moral claims arising in the
context of our participation in a practice. This is what Walzer calls the
divided self, divisible into interests and roles, identities, and the subject
and object of self-criticism (1994: 85-6). We stand, as Dilthey (1976)
suggested, at the centre of a system of interactions.

The state has traditionally in the modern period been the sustainer of
this constellation of values. The basic structural security to which all our
social institutions look for support has to be sustained. The modern state
is, of course, historically contingent; much modern political theory of
international relations is critical of its centrality, and its privileged
position especially in realist theories which still dominate the discipline.
The fact remains, however, that as the sustainer of all our cultural, social
and political institutions and practices it is the agent through which
citizens are collective actors on the world scene. Whatever the trend may
be towards alternative ways of responding to the major crises of our age
- nuclear proliferation, the hunger and poverty of 20 per cent of the
world's population, the imbalance in the ecosystem, and increasingly
repressive regimes and the systematic violation of human rights (Ekins
1992) - we continue to look in times of crises to the acknowledged and
legitimate authority of the state to act as a deliberative agent in setting
goals and devising plans to attain them. But what is the source of identity
that is able to act through the state?

Although national identity is a historically contingent fact of social life,
one can envisage other foci of social cohesiveness, such as religion,
gender, colour or class, being just as strong or stronger on certain issues.
To be a member of Christendom, a woman, black or working-class, all
have made strong claims to transcend nationality as the source of one's
primary loyalty and identity. National identity has, however, predomi-
nated. Even Marx's and Engel's internationalism eventually had to
accommodate the nation-state by suggesting that the revolution required
the working class first to come to terms with their own national bour-
geoisie. Yet, national identity is also too large and abstract an entity to
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generate the sort of unconditional loyalty that at times of emergency it
demands. The idea of nationality has to be sustained by more concrete
and immediate attachments. National consciousness, Janna Thompson
argues, rests on the foundation of the overlapping social relations that
sustain the groups and communities that individuals value (1992: 175).
Conflicts of interest may frequently occur between the obligations of the
various identities one shares, but which identities are primary at any
particular time depends not only upon the contingencies of the circum-
stances, but also upon the kind of person I happen to be. Principles are
always mediated by persons: when translated into the special circum-
stances of each, what one person regards as a duty may for another
person be outweighed by other obligations.

It is when the source of dignity and pride is threatened that national
identity takes on the more pernicious aspects of nationalism. However,
the unacceptable face of nationalism has tended to be that presented as
its typical manifestation (Kedourie 1993; Minogue 1967), and, when
understood in such pejorative terms, Hobsbawm (1990) may have had
some justification for suggesting that the age of nationalism was over,
only to be immediately proved wrong with a vengeance. The resurgence
of nationalism in Eastern Europe, and especially its identification with
ethnicity and ethnic cleansing - the modern euphemism for genocide -
has demonstrated the continuing destructive force of harnessing the
strong emotional ties of national identity to the ideals of political
liberation.

Elsh tain has argued that nationalism is neither in trinsically good or bad:
it is possible for it to be both (1995: 271). Both political theory and
international theory have been described as impoverished because they
fail to theorize adequately about nationalism (Seth 1993: 76). In relation
to matters ofinternationaljustice, in particular, 'itis above all important to
determine whether nationalist ideas have any validity from a moral point
of view: whether it is true that people ought to identify with their nation
and defend it, and if so, what this means as far as international relations
are concerned' (Thompson 1992: 127). Nevertheless, much normative
political theory of international relations conceptualizes the last two
hundred years in terms of the rights and obligations of the citizen, and
their relation to the rights and obligations of humanity, characterized in
terms of citizens versus people, communitarianism versus cosmo-
politanism, nationality versus universality, or cultural relativism versus
human rights. The attempts to ground our rights and duties come from
two categorially distinct standpoints. What is at issue between the
contending approaches is the source ofour claims and obligations.

On the one hand the community, often assumed synonymous with the
self-determining nation, is identified as the context within which rules
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and conventions emerge, and which give rise to our special moral rights
and duties towards our fellow citizens, and which have priority over any
we might have to humanity as a whole. Indeed, those duties towards
humanity to which the community subscribes, by being party to con-
ventions on human rights, are mediated by the political apparatus of the
community or nation, namely the state. As Miller reminds us, we must
not fall into the trap of using nation as a synonym for state. A nation is a
community of people with an aspiration to be politically self-deter-
mining, and the state is the set of political institutions that they aspire to
achieve (Miller 1995: 18-19). This community-generated morality is
maintained and sustained, both formally, by being codified in law, and
informally, by being embedded in social practices. Vincent sees this as a
form of cultural relativism not invented by post-imperialist nationalist
movements, but certainly popularized by them (1986: 37).

On the other hand, the source of our rights and duties is identified
outside the national community, in a higher law, or as a dictate of reason.
In order to avoid cultural imperialism (the imposition of a dominant
state's standards upon less powerful states) and cultural relativism (the
denial that there can be any transcultural standards), the moral basis for
judging the actions of states, it is argued, must rest on the assumption
that there is a community of humankind. This is what Michael Donelan
calls the 'primordial community of mankind' (1978: 90). It is pre-
supposed that moral discourse cannot proceed without some basic
shared values. The problem here, as Vincent suggests, is to reconcile the
idea that there are human rights that everyone should enjoy by virtue of
being human, and at the same time to acknowledge that their content
and importance are subject to contention (1986: 56). Natural Law
theorists, of course, acknowledge this problem. They are aware that the
basic abstract principles governing the primordial community, when
translated into human positive laws governing specific communities, vary
in their application and interpretation. They contend that there are self-
evident goods which all communities hold in common, and which are
presupposed in our relations with each other. InJohn Finnis's view, these
goods are life, sociability, being practically reasonable, delight in art and
literature, aesthetic experience, a desire for knowledge, and some form
of religious experience. These goods are pursued in different ways
(1980). The way that we seek knowledge, and indeed what is regarded as
knowledge, has changed considerably over time. Nevertheless, people
pursue knowledge by different processes of reasoning, and even the
sceptic is making a claim to knowledge in denying that there can be
certainty in these matters; this demonstrates a commitment to the value
of knowledge.

The historicist, of course, argues that when the pursuit of what is
claimed to be the same value over space and time is contextualized, it
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strains credulity to think of it as in any fundamental sense the same value.
And even if there is a coincidence ofvalues at a very abstract level, in what
way can this be said to constitute a moral community which has claims on
us as individuals? A resemblance of attributes, whether moral or physical,
may be sufficient for the purposes ofclassification, identifying us as human
beings or certain types of human beings, but something more is required
to designate something as a society or community, a collection of people
with which we feel a certain solidarity. Rorty, for example, argues that our
sense ofsolidarity - our sense ofothers being'one ofus' ,with its associated
beliefs - is historically specific and does not transcend time and insti-
tutions. Such beliefs, even when those who hold them are conscious of
their contingency, are capable of regulating action, and even of inspiring
people to die for them. He denies that a sense of identity centred on
humanity as the relevant focus can have the same power to move an
individual as solidarity with co-religionists, co-nationals, revolutionary
comrades, etc. He argues that 'our sense of solidarity is strongest when
those with whom solidarity is expressed are thought of as "one of us,"
where "us" means something smaller and more local than the human race.
That is why "because she is a human being" is a weak, unconvincing
explanation ofa generous action' (Rorty 1989: 191).

The idea of national identity, and of the nation as a source of moral
obligation, and even as the foundation of obligation to one's co-
nationals, is not incompatible with the idea of universal human rights
and of duties to humanity. But the idea of compatibility can be expressed
in different ways. The real issue is the relative moral standing of the state
and global society: when the obligations they dictate are in conflict,
which has priority?

First, we have the view that human rights move upwards, from the
community to the self-determining nation, and through the nation find
expression in the international community. This is the point thatWalzer is
making when he argues that maximal morality, the type embedded in our
societies and social practices, precedes universal minimal morality, which
is in fact abstracted from the former (1994: 13). Eleanor Roosevelt waswell
aware of the role of the community in upholding and sustaining human
rights when she asked: 'Where, after all, do universal human rights begin?
In small places, close to home ... ' (MacKinnon 1993: 83). A sense of
national identity embraces universal concepts, such as natural rights and
the right to self-determination (Elshtain 1995: 271). The United Nations
Covenants on Civil and Political Rights, and on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights maintain self-determination as a fundamental right of all
peoples. This was asserted as a human right in 1960 when the General
Assembly adopted the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples (Resolution 1514, XV). Effectively this is
an assertion of the rights of individuals within national groups, and an
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acknowledgement that national self-determination is the condition for
enjoying other human rights. Freedom of the nation precedes freedom of
the individual. Bernard Bosanquet (1997) argued nearly eighty years ago
that patriotism was perfectly compatible with humanitarianism, and
indeed the source and sustainer ofall that has been elevated to the status of
universal principles. In this he was following T. H. Green's example in
believing that human progress has consisted in a consciousness of a good
which the person holds in common with others." My well-being is not
transitory and is held in common with a group ofpeople whose well-being
is taken to be the same as my own, and in which I am interested by the very
fact that I am in terested in myself. In other words, mywell-being and that of
the group are almost inextricable. Any duties that I have to humanity arise
because of a gradual extension or widening conception of those people I
regard as included in the common good. It is the recognition ofmore and
more people as our neighbours and their inclusion in the moral com-
munity that gives rise to our obligations towards them. As Green says, 'It is
not the sense of duty to a neighbour, but the practical answer to the
question Who is my neighbour? that has varied' (Green 1899: 247;
Boucher 1994).

The cosmopolitan, on the other hand, who takes the individual as the
subject of a universal moral law - what Beitz calls moral or ethical
cosmopolitanism - is not thereby committed to an institutional cosmo-
politanism (1994: 124-5). The key idea here, as Pogge suggests, 'is that
every human being has a global stature as an ultimate unit of moral
concern' (1994: 90). The idea ofa global moral community of humanity
does not logically preclude the division of the world into smaller,
administratively manageable units in whatever political form may be
deemed most appropriate; states, federations, empires. Typically in the
modern era that unit has been the sovereign state, often coinciding with
a desire on the part of a community for national self-determination. The
points that the Natural Law theorist makes are that the division is not
absolute, and that states are merely more convenient administrative
apparatuses to sustain the common good of the communities they serve.
Together these states in co-operation with each other serve the common
good of humanity. In such a view there is an overlaying of responsibilities,
laws, rights and obligations, and at some point a conflict of duties may
arise between one's obligations as a citizen and as a person."

Where the state is seen as the basic unit in international relations, this
does not preclude the idea of an international morality. Such views are
expressed in terms of an international society of states which, in their
relations with each other, have both moral rights and responsibilities.
Sovereign states are the subjects of international law, and individuals are
its objects. To uphold a principle of intervention opens the way for
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interference by foreign states in the domestic affairs of others on the
most tenuous of moral pretexts. One may call this the legal sceptical
consequentialist or prudential justification of an international system
based on states. Alternatively, the acknowledgement of sovereignty may
entail mutual respect for each other's natural rights as 'moral indi-
viduals', and a subscription to the principle of non-intervention is an
expression of respect for these rights. The ground of the moral
obligation is typically Natural Law in such classic thinkers as Pufendorf,
Wolff and Vattel. But one may take the system of states itself, and not the
universal moral community of humanity, as the society of shared values
from which moral argument can proceed.

What emerges from the above discussion is a much less distinct
division between cosmopolitanism and communitarianism than much of
the literature tries to project. The focus upon identity reveals that an
emphasis upon universalism does not preclude recognizing the value of
the nation, the state, and other particularistic institutions, as agents of
justice. The particularistic moralities are derived from the universal
principles. On the other hand, an emphasis upon the constitutive nature
of the nation does not preclude universalism, but the universal morality
is, to use the terms of Walzer (1994), a thin universalism derived from a
thick particularism. In other words, there is a common recognition of the
moral significance of particularistic associations, and not even among the
constitutive theorists is there a commitment to the immutable validity of
the nation-state as it currently exists. There is a common recognition of
the possibility, and even the desirability (with different degrees of
enthusiasm), of extending the moral community beyond the state.

States and Beyond

I want in this section to illustrate that, whether from a so-called cosmo-
politan or communitarian starting-point, the same end is desired:
namely, an extension of the moral community that posits a certain
degree of universalism, while at the same time preserving difference and
respect for diverse identities. However, it is the mechanism by which the
extension takes place which remains at issue: whether, for example, the
means is Held's cosmopolitan democracy or Rorty's sad sentimental
stories. I will begin by looking at Mervyn Frost's constitutive theory,
which he uses to ground currently accepted international norms. Those
norms, in themselves, embody elements, such as respect for human
rights, which have a universalist component. I then go on to discuss
Walzer's attempt to show how thin universalism develops out of thick
particularism. Finally, from Linklater's critical theory perspective and
Rorty's postmodernism, I show how they both emphasize the historicity
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of identities, and the desirability of transcending those that currently
hold sway by more inclusive communities held together by a streng-
thened sense of human solidarity.

Mervyn Frost (1996) is committed to the state as the basic unit in
international relations. He takes the international system as given, and
tries to identify the settled norms associated with it and largely accepted
by its members. He then seeks to establish a background theory which
can be used to justify these norms and give some guidance in the difficult
ethical cases in international relations. Frost maintains that, despite the
absence of the kind of foundations for ethical theory of which philo-
sophers once dreamed, moral argument can still take place, and moral
conclusions can still be reached, by reasoning from the premises that we
hold in common. Like the Natural Law theorist, he believes that a com-
munity of shared values must be presupposed in order for moral argu-
ment to take place. He differs, however, in believing that, far from the
community ofvalues being independent of the modernizing state system,
it is this system itself which provides 'the idiom within which normative
argument takes place' (1996: 85). Whatever proposals are made for a
modification of the international system have to be made in the modern
idiom of the state, the discourse that already provides the vocabulary for
discussion. For Frost, recognition of one's state within the international
system of states is constitutive of one's freedom. Frost's whole approach
thus assumes that there is an international community beyond the state.

Walzer (1983) refuses to ground our ordinary notions of justice in
such fundamental principles as equal treatment, desert or inalienable
rights. We should, he contends, see justice as the product of particular
political communities at identifiable times, and our accounts of justice
should be constructed within the terms of reference dictated by these
communities. Within any society, particularly liberal societies, there is a
variety of social goods whose distribution is governed by different criteria
in their respective spheres of activity. However, the well-known com-
munitarian (an attribution which he renounces) in his famous book on
international relations begins by positing a minimal content to human
rights, the universal rights of life and liberty (Walzer 1992: 136). These
rights, irrespective of how we ground them, whether natural or invented,
are part of what we mean by being human. They are irredeemably a
feature of our moral world. The authority of the state rests upon the
consent of those who have authorized it to act in the interests of
protecting their rights. The state is the sustainer of a common way of life,
which it protects against outside interference. In so far as it fulfils its
purpose as a state, it is worthy of moral status. This entails the state itself
acquiring a persona and bearing the same rights of life and liberty
against other states who might without adequate constraints attempt to
impose their collective ways of life upon it. States have value and worth,
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not because they are like individuals, but because they provide collect-
ively for the pursuit of individuals' purposes. If states possess rights, as
individuals do, then it is possible to envisage a society of states, just as
there are societies comprised of individuals (Walzer 1992: 53-60).9 From
the priority of rights-bearing individuals who construct political commu-
nities, the priority shifts to these communities themselves (1992: 254).10

Elsewhere, Walzer has suggested that there is a minimal code of
universal morality constituting cross-cultural requirements of justice,
such as the expectation not to be deceived, treated with gross cruelty, or
murdered (1988: 22). Walzer, in fact, posits the idea of an international
society which he grounds, not on a natural or a hypothetical contract in
a Rawlsian original position, but on ideals and principles that have
become commonly accepted by leaders of states and their citizens. This
is because he wants to endorse difference while at the same time sub-
scribe to a 'thin' universalism. As suggested earlier, the universalism in
Walzer is not prior to, but instead a distillation of, the 'thick' morality
associated with communities. This is not what he calls 'covering law
universalism', which gives priority to a way of life as uniquely right, and
which can be used as the basis for imperialist arguments. Instead, his
universalism is reiterative, acknowledging that, subject to minimal
universal constraints, there are many different and valuable ways of life
that have equal rights to flourish in their respective locations, and
deserve equal respect to our own (Walzer 1990b).

The same Hegelian source which gives Frost inspiration also serves to
generate a more critical political theory of international relations. It
takes as its premise a philosophical history that has at its core the idea of
the development of human freedom. The development is an ideal one
in which the individual's feelings of estrangement and powerlessness are
overcome in more and more adequate social and international arrange-
ments. This is a philosophical history, inspired by Kant, Hegel, Marx and
Collingwood, which comprises a scale of forms, the essence of which is
the Kantian idea of the contribution made by various human associations
to the achievement of world citizenship. The current condition of inter-
national relations, as defined by Realists, is, in Linklater's view, at a point
where states are inadequately conscious of their ability to overcome the
structural systemic forces in the international system which they deem to
be out of their control. The task of Critical Theory is to provide an
account of ways of acting in the international environment that would
enable people to circumvent international systemic constraints and take
control of their history (Linklater 1990b: 14). Linklater's philosophical
history acknowledges that social and inter-societal relations are historical
creations which reveal people's capacity to create forms of life capable of
breaking down inter-societal estrangements which are barriers to
personal development. The account he gives does not depend upon
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historical verification because it is an ideal characterization of the de-
velopment of human freedom. The ideality of it does, however, depend
upon the acceptance of the initial premises. Like Marx, he assumes that
there is a human essence, or species being, from which individuals are
alienated in the smaller restrictive associations in which they are trapped.
The human formations, identified as tribes and states, do constitute types
of estrangement and powerlessness, and the larger associations, includ-
ing the universal community, contribute to greater individual freedom.
Implicit in the whole account is the idea that forms of attachment and
obligation that arise from particularistic associations (such as the family,
tribe or nation) are primitive, imperfect and even irrational in
comparison with the ideal end of a global community, in which obliga-
tions are owed to each other as individuals and not as members of lesser
associations. Progress is defined by Linklater as the process of ascending
to the level of ethical universalism. It is by no means clear, however, what
value would be placed on cultural diversity at this level at which a
Western liberal conception of freedom predominates. Linklater himself
has recently recognized that it is untenable to dismiss these attachments,
and has acknowledged the universal prevalence of the politics of
inclusion and exclusion.

This is a project which brings up to date the Idealist aspiration of
extending the moral community to include people we are willing to
acknowledge as our neighbours. The Idealist aspiration, however, had its
dangers. Idealists tended to be what Walzer calls 'covering law univer-
salists'. Taking the ideas of freedom and individual choice as central to
human development, from the vantage-point of the present, and viewing
any impediments to self-realization as regressive historical tendencies,
they were able, despite being communitarians, to eschew relativism. But
in doing so, they were affirming a way of life as right and desirable for
world moral progress. Many of the British Idealists justified imperialism
on the grounds that the more civilized nations had a duty to raise the
lower nations to be capable of self-government.

Contemporary theorists who acknowledge that particularistic com-
munities and the nation (but not necessarily the state) have to be
accommodated in any theory of cosmopolitanism seek to avoid the
implications of the Idealist path. Linklater's later position suggests that
what is needed is a balance between the need to identify transnational
values and respect for cultural differences (1992: 84) . The task ofa Critical
Theory ofin ternational relations, he tells us, is to go beyond Marxism and
develop a more adequate theory in which to anchor the state than that
tradition has provided. Following from this, Critical Theory 'must regard
the practical project ofextending community beyond the nation-state as its
most important problem - and notjust as a backdrop to the allegedly more
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basic struggle between antagonistic social classes' (Linklater 1990b: 171;
cf. 1992: 93). From the point of view of international justice, Janna
Thompson, for example, sees her idea of overlapping consensus among
overlapping or interlocking communities, the consciousness of which is
the basis of the ethical life of the nation, extending beyond state
boundaries. She shares with cosmopolitan democracy theorists the idea
that there is nothing inviolable about nation-states (Archibugi and Held
1995; Held 1995) . States themselves often comprise more than one nation,
and nations could in principle form the basis of cosmopolitan schemes.
Indeed, many interlocking and overlapping communities, such as
religions, social movements, learned societies etc., are already trans-
national. The conditions of justice in an ever-increasing association of
interlocking communities willbe freedom ofassociation and the openness
ofcommunities (Thompson 1992: ch. 9).

This differs from the Natural Law foundation to the community of
humankind in positing a historical identity to the moral obligations
incurred, first to the family, the tribe, the nation, the state, and then to
humanity. The broadening of the community within which the common
good prevails brings with it an extension of the obligations owed to a
larger number of people and eventually to humanity as a whole.
Curiously this is a position Rorty also advocates. He urges that we should
extend our sense of 'we' to include those whom we have previously
regarded as 'they': 'The right way to take the slogan "We have obligations
to human beings simply as such" is as a means of reminding ourselves to
keep trying to expand our sense of "us" as far as we can' (Rorty 1989: 192,
196). From the Natural Law perspective, this sentiment to treat everyone
as part of a world moral community is there from the outset. The
obligations to humanity, far from having a historical basis, are innate:
whether we recognize and act upon them or not makes no difference to
the fact that they exist. And if we come to acknowledge them at a later
time it does not alter the fact that they were there from the beginning
(Donelan 1990: 10-11).

Notes

Raymond Aron complained that 'theory' has become a much over-used and
abused word, particularly in the field of international relations where the
most banal observations are dressed-up under the guise of theory.

2 Twenty years earlier Waltz had developed his famous analysis ofwar in terms
of three images - the internal psychology of man, the internal structure of
the state, and the structure of the world state system - by drawing upon the
insights of classical political theorists, tempered nevertheless by the
assumptions of contemporary social science. See Waltz (1959).
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3 This characterization became widely accepted, and it still acts as a useful
heuristic device for teaching international relations to students. The most
influential perpetrators of what has been called the inter-paradigm debate
are Little and Smith (1991). The list of what passes as theory in the field of
international relations could be extended considerably, but it would not add
anything to the point that international theory has, on the whole, developed
independently of political philosophy, to the detriment of the former, and I
may add to the latter. For surveys of the various 'theories' of international
relations see Holsti 1987; Smith and Booth 1995; Groom and Light 1994.

4 In criticizing contemporary political philosophers, A. H. Hanson argued
that they have abandoned the claim to offer any practical guidance and
'remain content with the intellectually exciting but politically sterile task of
teasing out linguistic puzzles' (1956: 7).

5 Chris Brown attributes the parting of the ways largely to the demise of
normative moral philosophy following World War I (1993: 84--9). This does
not explain why international theorists did not take the route of political
theorists and define themselves in terms of their pedigree.

6 Following Oakeshott, Nardin takes the task of philosophy to be the identi-
fication and examination of the postulates that sustain and constitute given
human practices. See Michael Oakeshott (1933; 1975).

7 Of recent political theorists of international relations, Michael Walzer and
Andrew Linklater explicitly acknowledge his influence (Walzer 1992: 28,
n. 28; Linklater 1990a: 25-7, 30-2; Linklater 1993: 320-1).

8 Kant's cosmopolitanism, for instance, is fully cognizant of the existence of a
primordial community of humankind and of the impracticality of a world
state. The best that could be hoped for was a peaceful federation of states.
The world order for him rests on three types of right: constitutional right,
that is ideally a republican form of government in each state; international
right, the rights of states; and cosmopolitan right, the rights of individuals
in relation to each other. His criterion of morality, however, is universal. The
modern Kantian ethical cosmopolitan Onora O'Neill fully acknowledges
that nationality and other forms of community have an importance, and that
securing a national state may be instrumental in achieving justice for some:
for example, this looks to be the case with the Kurds. On the other hand, the
achievement of a national state may be just as likely to be the instrument of
injustice to others, as the nationality problem in the former Soviet Union
testifies (1994: 78-9).

9 Charles Beitz (1979) challenges similar assumptions. He argues that the
state is not autonomous in the way that the principle of non-intervention
requires. Modern states are heavily interdependent and unlike individuals
they do not have personalities that have to be respected. The moral worth of
a state cannot be attributed to its autonomy. Its value has to be assessed on
the arrangements it supports for contributing to the well-being of its citizens
and humanity as a whole.

10 He denies that he is a communitarian in Walzer (1990).
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CHAPTER 10

Method Matters:
Feminism, Interpretation and Politics

Elizabeth Frazer

I want to consider a particularly interesting and significant strand of
feminist political theory. It consists of two threads, and each thread
consists of separable fibres. The first thread is the commitment to inter-
disciplinarity. This embodies the eclecticism necessary to achieve a
rounded view of an object like gender, which can be studied from the
perspective of psychology, literature, biology, political science. This
should perhaps be labelled 'multidisciplinarity'. 'Interdisciplinarity'
prompts us to look at competing constructions of an object or phenom-
enon. Disciplinary perspectives might subtract from each other as much
as add. This perception of the tensions between disciplines possibly has
much to do with feminist women's uneasy relationship with the
academies. It is difficult to believe, as many academics and scientists have
believed, that anyone discipline can offer an adequate account of its
objects. For the purposes of this chapter, there is reason to be sceptical
about the pretensions of political studies (or political science) in two
areas: picking out objects of analysis (politics, political institutions,
political relationships) which are uniquely its own; and explaining those
objects itself, entirely from its own resources.

The second thread is the centrality a/interpretive method. 'Interpretivism'
encompasses the interpretation both of texts proper (films, books, the
life's work of an author or group), and of text analogues (social events
and social practices). It can refer to conceptual analysis, theory forma-
tion, or the construction of social reality as interpretation. Interpretivism
can be a strong commitment - underpinned by a principle such as that
the world is a text or is for social scientific and theoretic purposes like a
text. This might imply scepticism about causal analysis in social science,
or about deontological ethics. More weakly, interpretation (here it is
appropriate to drop the aggrandizing suffix '-ism') can be construed as a
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necessary first step in explanation or criticism. More weakly still, in-
terpretation is treated as just one of a range of analytic methods. My
argument that this is a significant strand in feminist political theory itself
emerges, of course, from an interpretive reading - the theme has not
been articulated very explicitly in that literature.

One purpose I have is to restate the principle that method matters. It
is not just what you do in political theory, as in the conduct of social
relations: it's the way that you do it. Of course, plenty of others have
agreed with this - the thousands of words within political theory about
'interpretation' testify to that. But feminist contributions add something
specific to debates about the interpreter's position, and thence to
debates about the process of interpretation. This brings me to another
concern I wish to address.

In anglophone political theory, in the era of the 'liberal-communitarian
debates', the threads of interdisciplinarity and interpretivism have often
been twisted together with a third: communitarianism. This also consists of
a number of separable fibres. To begin with, there is the commitment to
community as a causally significant social relation, more significant than the
individual, or the larger social entities of nation or state (although
sometimes these are construed as communities). Then, there is the com-
mitment to community as a valuable thing, and the associated commitment
to a series of values which maintain, enhance or constitute community-
such as solidarity and reciprocity. Finally, there ispolitical communitarianism,
which has two aspects. First is the idea that the community is the, or one,
correct locus for political action (by which I mean, action and practices
that are relevant to the power to govern - pursuing it, contesting it,
resisting it, influencing governors). Second is the idea that a primary
political (not simply moral) objective should be the building, main-
tenance and enhancement of communities and life in community for
individuals.

Within the communitarian literature there is a good deal of warrant
for linking interpretivism with communitarianism (Walzer 1983: xiv;
1987; Taylor 1985a; 1985b; MacIntyre 1981). In what follows I want to
argue that we should untwist this 'communitarian' thread. We should
retain some of its fibres, and discard others - notably a number of com-
munitarianism's implicit and explicit sociological theses. Interpretivism
introduces into social analysis an interpreter whose social identity and
epistemic standpoint cannot be effaced or glossed over so easily as can
that of the theorist or philosopher responsible for some other kinds of
analysis. The problem is that the category 'community' mystifies this
standpoint just as much as does the putative 'view from nowhere' or
'Archimedean point' that is a characteristic of the universalist and
deontological ethics the communitarians attack.
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Feminism and Interpretation

Interpretation has its place in feminist political theory at a number of
levels. First, an important strand consists of a research program devoted
to the rereading and reinterpretation of the texts of political theory (for
instance, Shanley and Pateman 1991). The feminist interpretation of
texts challenges traditional readings and the deployment of traditional
strategies to cope with the question of gender. One such has been to
acknowledge that particular conceptualizations of marriage, femininity,
household and so on are present in texts, but to argue (mostly with
unusual brevity) that these are irrelevant to the important questions
about governance, state, society and individual, liberty and equality.
Another is to ignore conceptualizations and arguments about gender
altogether. Feminist interpretation brings the treatment of these
phenomena and concepts to the centre, revealing the relations between
concepts of gender and sexual difference and others - polity, political
relations, equality, freedom and democracy. This interpretive process is
focused on the surface of texts: passages traditionally said to be
insignificant are brought to the reader's attention. In the process,
concepts like politics, state and equality are re-presented - shown to have
a gender component.

Second, feminists have conducted critique of texts. This means some-
thing specific - the elucidation of the unspoken or tacit assumptions, the
conceptualizations (of key terms and phenomena like subject, society
and individual) which must underpin the argument, if the text is to make
sense. A notable example of this is Patemarr's reading of the social
contract tradition. She points to the absence of women from the social
contract, their irrelevance in the processes of construction of state, civil
society and laws that are described; this can only be accounted for if we
presume that the question of the oppression of women has been dealt
with before the story begins, so to speak, in a sexual contract which is
hinted at in various ways in the social contract texts (Pateman 1988).
Here we have a closer reading of the text - one that notices rather than
ignores questions about marriage and sexual relations. Moreover, we
have a reading process where what is said licenses inference about what
is not said. In critique, the interpretive process delves deep 'beneath the
surface' of the text. Although authors do not explicitly address the
questions that are on the agenda of their readers and critics, we can
nevertheless enquire what the author would have said, had they
addressed the issue explicitly, or in the form the critic poses it.

Third, texts are interpreted as political texts, given feminist concep-
tualizations of key terms. For instance, feminists argue that the terms
'politics' and 'governance' apply in interpersonal relations, within the
putatively private or personal arena of kinship, family and household,
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and in relations and practices that are usually considered to be cultural.
This means that relations of domination and power in household and in
culture are susceptible to exactly the same kinds of questions of
legitimacy as are relations of domination and power in the state, and
involve similar processes. It also means that relations of power in these
contexts are causally connected with relations of power at the level of
state and inter-state relations, and the competition for the power to
govern states. Thus, feminists challenge the canon of political theory,
which has excluded texts like Mary Wollstonecraft's Vindication of the
Rightsof Woman, Virginia Woolf's Three Guineas, and A Roomof One's Own,
and Simone de Beauvoir's Second Sex. These texts precisely address
questions of governance and the competition for the power to govern.
Note that the usual criteria for canonical status are not themselves
challenged at this stage. This is not the same argument, as has been made
by Quentin Skinner and others, about the relevance of popular and
genre works, letters, diaries and speeches, to our interpretation and
understanding of political theory, although there may be independent
reasons why feminist theorists would advance that line of argument
(Skinner 1978).

A separate interpretive strand in feminist political theory focuses on
'facts'. If ever there has been a class of facts and body of knowledge that
vividly demonstrates, first, the interpretive basis of facts, and, second, the
need to continue to reinterpret facts and evidence, it is that of gender.
Facts about sexual difference frequently reveal that sexual difference is a
priori: a set of presumptions, in the light of which particular charac-
teristics are discerned and labelled sexual. It is not just sexual difference
that is a priori, but, rather sexual hierarchy. Concepts are prior to
observation and are an ingredient in interpretation - this seems to be the
best way to understand how 'prejudice' and 'bias' work (Tuana 1989).

Feminist method also calls for the interpretation of practices. The
relationship between normative bodies of ideas, the world we inhabit,
and individuals' actions and interactions, cannot be presumed. Any
exploration involves the scrutiny of mundane practices as well as arcane
and specialized ones. Critical analyses of practice go on to explore the
importance of action structured by norms in the maintenance of un-
equal power relations. They argue that one important aspect of critical
political action is to interpret and challenge these practices (not simply
the norms, not simply the actions) (Frazer and Lacey 1994: 268-73). This
inevitably involves interpretation. People who act in the light of available
normative justifications perforce interpret those norms; the critic or
scientist who studies what they do similarly has to interpret what they are
doing. Another way of putting this is to say that we need to scrutinize the
'gender sub-text of our societies' (Benhabib and Cornell 1987: 7, 11).
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Ifwe put it this way,we are making plain the hermeneutic principle that
all kinds of phenomena can and should, for the purposes of social
analysis, be conceptualized as text analogues, to be read.

Finally, we can also see conceptual analysis itselfasa species of interpretation.
Consider three common ways of thinking about concepts. First, some
think of concepts as bounded entities, with a clear and determinate
relationship with their referents. In this case, the analyst's job is to
delineate for the benefit of others the exact boundary, the relation
between the concept and relevant others, and the exact content of the
concept. This position tends to imply that philosophy offers us the tools
for the identification of the concept as distinct from the various
conceptions met with in ordinary discourse and argument. Second,
concepts can be thought of as having open frontiers, boundaries that are
only drawn by specific language users or social actors for specific
purposes (Wittgenstein 1958: s. 69). In this case, the analyst's job is
perhaps to interpret for the benefit of others where the boundaries have
been drawn: to detail for them by whom, under what circumstances, with
what success. It might be argued here that we should retreat from the
idea of 'concept' to that of 'term' or something similar. A good deal of
recent political theory deploys a third way of thinking about concepts or
categories: it sets out to show that concepts (certainly many of those of
interest and importance to political theorists, like 'woman' or 'equality')
are unstable and perhaps (rightly) unsustainable (Butler 1990: 1-13).
The method by which this is shown is frequently performative or
exemplary, rather than deductive or demonstrative. It is also shown by
examining the concepts in use, in texts. Hence, here, conceptual analysis
is intimately bound up with textual analysis.

Arguably, whichever of these three ways of conceptualizing 'concept'
we accept, the process of analysis begins, at least, with interpretation. The
object of analysis - the concept or term or category, its boundaries, its
stability from instance to instance of use - is not obvious. Concepts do
not come with their reference, implications, and elements clear and
apparent, written on their faces. Their appearance is, so to speak, in-
complete and partial- their fullness must be the outcome of a process of
interpretation.

If it is accepted that conceptual analysis itself is interpretive, then
interpretation runs very deep - deeper than if we accept the less con-
troversial claims that the conduct of interpersonal relations or the
apprehension offacts is in terpretive. There are, ofcourse, other important
threads in feminist political theory - for instance, hypothesis, con-
ceptualization, poetics and the exploration of meaning by exploration of
the echoes oflanguage, the semantic effects of thejuxtaposition of terms.
It might be argued that interpretivism is fundamental- that we cannot
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think any of these without acknowledging the place of interpretation. For
example, philosophers ofscience argue that there must be an interpretive
moment prior to measurement, or prior to the hypothesis or identification
of causal relations (Taylor 1985a: 29-31; Giddens 1976: 158ff.). Some
argue that, because the 'objects' of social science are themselves
interpreters - of themselves and others - causal explanation of human
action fails (Winch 1990). Similarly, we meet strong in terpretive claims in
ethics, such as Walzer's argument that invented and discovered moralities
alike are really in terpretations ofwhatwe already possess (1987: 19) . In any
exploration of concepts by juxtaposition or poetics, interpretation is
fundamental. But all this begs the question -what is interpretation?

A Model of Interpretation

There is, of course, a vast and complex literature on interpretation, and
there is no space in a chapter like this, nor much to be gained, from an
analytic discussion focused on varying approaches to interpretation and,
among other things, the disputes between them. Instead, I propose to
begin by constructing a model of interpretation.' To be more precise, I
shall set out the elements and relations of a bare-bones model (Figure 1),
and this will enable me to indicate the points that are subject to contro-
versy and briefly discuss what the bones of contention are. Obviously, this
model is very minimal. But it is not minimal enough to be quite
uncontentious. For instance, discussions of interpretation frequently
omit the audience at this stage (Taylor 1985a: 15-16).

1. A good deal of confusion about interpretation can stem from
theorists and philosophers focusing on different kinds of Thing
Interpreted. The Thing might be a perception or a sense impression, an
utterance, an action or behaviour (discrete or continuous), a sign, a
word/phrase/ sen tence, a text or discourse, an event, a state of affairs.

2. Debates about the relevance of Authors' or Actors' intentions can
be made more complex by cases where the nature of the subject of
authorship is contested (for instance, holy writings) or where the very
existence of an Author or Actor is contested (for instance, such signs as
thunderbolts, plagues, mountains; and indeed conventional gestures in
mundane social life) .

Thing Authorof Meaningof Interpreter Interpretation: Audience
Interpreted Thing Thing Productof

Interpreted Interpreted Processof
(or Actor) Interpretation

ii iii iv v vi

Figure 1 The elements of interpretation
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3. The Actor or Author might be a writer or producer of another text
or text analogue, deploying technology (say a photographer); a
participant in mundane social interaction and thereby a producer of
signs; a contested abstraction like God, or 'nature'; a dog or an amoeba.

4. Interpreter and Audience may be the same human individual. I may,
as it were, say to myself, 'Whatever does that mean?' and then, having
engaged in interpretation, respond 'Oh, it means ... '. But they are
equally likely to be different individuals. Both cases raise interesting
problems about the status of interpretations.

5. Meaning, of course, is analysed in many ways.
• The simplest view, and one that will not detain us long, is that

meaning is intrinsic to, or just attached to, the Thing. We could
depict this diagrammatically by superimposing box iii on box i.

• A second equally abstract possibility is that the meaning of the Thing
is just what the Author intends it to mean. Diagrammatically, this
would involve superimposing box iii on box i and across some
section of box ii that represents the Author's intentions. The
Interpreter, in this theory, has recourse to the intentions of the
Author in determining what the Thing means, and the Audience,
for their part, will make reference to both the Thing, and the Actor's
intentions, when they assess the goodness of the Interpretation.

• More often, theorists and philosophers consider the meaning of the
Thing to inhere somewhere and somehow in the space of relations
between the Thing, the Author's intentions, the Interpreter's pro-
cess of Interpretation, and the Audience. That is, meaning depends
on the relation between Things and social subjects (interpreters,
observers, interested parties).

Figure 2 The relations of in terpretation
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In Figure 2 I have added a new element: for each subject a background
or penumbra of already accepted or taken-for-granted meanings
(Background Meanings) into which interpretations of new things must
be assimilated, and in light of which new things will be interpreted or
new interpretations accepted. This introduces into the model the
'hermeneutic circle' of appeal to prior understandings and accepted
meanings which are themselves the outcome of earlier interpretations.
Note that the Audience is an audience of two kinds of objects: first, the
production of the Thing itself; second, the production of the Inter-
pretation by the Interpreter. Different theorists will locate the meaning
of the Thing differently on this diagram. For some it might be repre-
sented by a box, encompassing and probably cutting in some untidy way
across all the boxes in the top half of the diagram. For others, given
certain kinds of Thing (historical texts of political theory, perhaps), the
box would still mainly take into account the Author's intentions and
Background Meanings.

6. Many controversies in the philosophy and theory of interpretation
are, of course, focused on the location of Background Meanings in a
model like this. In Figure 2 I depict these as differentiated: the logic of
showing the Interpreter as having their own penumbra of accepted
meanings and understandings is that each Audience member also has
their own. Most interpretivist theorists would prefer a model like that in
Figure 3. Here, Interpreter and Audience, and indeed Author, are
participants in a shared universe of meaning represented by arcs A-B or
A-C. The social relations between Interpreter, Actor and Audience are

Background meanings

Background meanings

c B A

Production Production

Figure 3 Social relations, shared meanings and interpretation
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presumed to feature, among other things, shared language, under-
standings and meanings.

7. The consideration that Things typically do not come with their
meaning written plain upon their faces, together with consideration of
the complex set of relations that contribute to the production of inter-
pretation, makes clear the possibility that different Interpreters might
produce different Interpretations. This, of course, raises the problem of
adjudication between competing Interpretations. The fact that Things
do not come with their meaning plainly displayed could imply that the
meaning is obscured, or it could imply that the Thing in question does
not have a determinate meaning. Even ifit is not possible to pinpoint the
meaning of an object, we certainly should accept that some inter-
pretations might be in error or might prove false (Wittgenstein 1958:
212).

8. Consideration of the social relations between interpreter and
audience shows how an interpretation (in its 'product' sense) can shift
modality from the status of interpretation proper, to that of 'fact' or
'accepted as true', or even 'commonsensical' or 'authoritative'. In this
process, audiences can lose sight of the interpretive status of inter-
pretations! They can become sedimented: to all intents and purposes, as
brute a set of facts as one could wish to meet. On the other hand, the
riposte 'That's just your interpretation' is an unambiguous declaration
of doubt, scepticism, or dissent.

It seems clear that social power is a relevant factor in the acceptance or
sedimentation of interpretations. If the Interpreter is a 'big cheese', their
interpretation 'That Thing is x' when articulated and promulgated to an
audience, will prompt the thought' "The Thing is x" is true', and thence
'T is x.' If the Interpreter is a 'little cheese', the outcome might be rather
different. Of course, a significant development here might be a split in
the audience (Figure 4).

Thought 1: 'Interpretation
" ,," Thing is x is true'

""

Thought: 'Interpretation
Thing is y is true'

Figure 4 Rival interpretations and split audience
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Here is an example: Rousseau's conception of gender has, in recent
textbooks and other scholarly works, been glossed over or ignored; where
it has been addressed, interpreters have presented it as worthy of only
passing note, irrelevant to our consideration about Rousseau's and others'
conceptions ofstate, society, government, etc. It is fair to saythat mostwell-
meaning scholars and teachers would take the line, 'Ofcourse Rousseau's
conception of political rule and participation excluded women among
others - this aspect of his work is shared by diverse eighteenth-century
thinkers.' Having noted and perhaps lamented this, we can pass on to
thinking about the general will and the common good on their (gender-
neutral) merits. Let us call this Interpretation 1. There is an alternative
view: that the very notions of political rule and governance themselves
depend upon a conception and theory of gender, upon a rejection of the
feminine; and that therefore we are forced to pay attention to the meaning
ofgender when we try to conceptualize and articulate a theory of politics
for us. Let us call this Interpretation 2; it has not become part of the acad-
emic and pedagogic mainstream. We do, though, in political theory as in
other disciplines, now have a split audience. Why is this? It might be argued
that feminist readers of Rousseau are just wrong; although, interestingly,
I have never seen this argument explicitly made out. The more plausible
argument is that dominant readings of the Western political tradition, as
gender-neutral, really (despite the overt misogyny within them) are just
that - dominant. Doubtless, this dominance in turn can be accounted for
by a range ofcomplex interests - interests both in the weaker sense ofwhat
people are interested in and curious about, and in the stronger sense of
what states ofaffairs it is in people's material interests to maintain.

A different kind of example is also salient. Feminist politics in the last
twenty-five years has focused .largely, deliberately, on challenging and
changing mundane practices, especially but not only those in which the
sex of the protagonists is, broadly speaking, relevant. One result of this
emphasis has been an explosion of conflict about what particular words,
gestures, classes of actions, and so on mean: that is, what they signify,
what connotations they have, what they do in the contested space of
relations between the sexes. Consider a mundane case in which an Actor
considers their gestures and words to have just a polite interrogative
meaning, such as 'May I buy you a drink?' An interlocutor may interpret
them as having the evaluative content of deliberate bad manners and
impoliteness, and take them to be an insult. Other members of the
Audience, knowing the relative social status of the two protagonists, may
consider that the Actor has severely misjudged the social context and is
behaving with the wrong degree of familiarity.

Doubt is cast, when we consider both these examples, on the principle
that interpretations should be adjudicated, as Taylor puts it, by reference
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to 'our understanding' (1985a: 17). Of course, 'our understanding'
might yield to us an appreciation of the range of possible ways in which
these gestures, in this context, might be interpreted by a variety of kinds
of social actor. But 'our understanding' does not get us very far in
adjudicating between these competing interpretations. If we take the
view that all of these competing understandings are justified, as it were,
we raise the spectre of idiosyncratic and subjective multiplication of
interpretations between which adjudication is well-nigh impossible
(Warnke 1992: 10).

Walzer attempts to steer a middle course between subjectivism and
objectivism. He characterizes the interpretative task in ethics and political
theory as the retrieval of the understandings a community has of itself, its
values, and the world: 'to interpret to one's fellow citizens the world of
meanings that we share' (1983: xiv). But he also emphasizes the critical
role of the interpreter. Shared meanings and everyday practices might be
incoherent, there might be contradiction between principles and
practices; the best reading might be a new reading (1987: 29-30). Critics
can exploit the larger meanings of key terms to reveal weaknesses in
conventional usage (1987: 43). ButWalzer, like other interpretive political
theorists, underestimates conflict over meaning and interpretation, the
political nature of this conflict, and the associated normative questions of
responsibility. For instance, it may be culpably ignorant ofan agent not to
understand, say, the sexual meanings that are for certain social subjects
pressingly implied by certain kinds offamiliarity with others.

To insist upon this, of course, prevents us from sitting on the fence
regarding a theory of meaning and a normative theory of interpretation.
This approach accepts that the meaning of a word, utterance, sentence
or gesture is a matter of convention. But conventions are, by their very
nature, susceptible to shifts over time and across contexts, and suscep-
tible to dispute. Further, there are connotations, echoes, traces of sup-
pressed or almost abandoned reference, traces of old or superseded or
potential performances; these form a shadowy and elusive aura around
any use of a word. This is also a site of contestation. Meaning is indeter-
minate and interpretation is unavoidable. Moreover, protestations of
innocence in the deployment of word or gesture become bad faith - the
protestations of someone who does not understand how language in its
broadest sense works, and therefore lacks social know-how which ought
to be non-optional.

Consequently, we cannot reserve the term 'interpretation', as Wittgens-
tein recommends, for cases of conscious confrontation of something not
understood, and a conscious process of classification, slotting it into a
particular place in one's understood world (1958 II: xi; Searle 1995: 134).
Rather, this analysis suggests that all understanding (even of simple
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referential terms) is interpretive; all deployment ofterms, all linguistic and
conceptual choice likewise, whether it is fully conscious and deliberate,
habitual and unreflective, or wholly unconscious. Ofcourse, this does not
preclude the apprehension ofothers' utterances and texts, and one's own
choice ofwords, being careless, reckless, mistaken, ignorant or unhappy.

How then, can we conceptualize and theorize the background mean-
ings by reference to which new things are interpreted and understood, and
which constrain these interpretations? This emphasis on the elusive, on
the partially disclosed and half-remembered, on the shifting and coming
into articulation ofnew meanings in new contexts, clearly militates against
us thinking of this as anything like a straightforward corpus ofdefinitions.
There is no dictionary ofmeanings to which all speakers have in principle
the same access, as though the background or universe ofshared meanings
just is the Oxford EnglishDictionary. Although some words do have widely
agreed core meanings, no core meaning is entirely resistant to change or
contestation. Most interesting words - abstract nouns, theoretical terms-
either lack such core meaning, or consist just in partially overlapping,
imperfectly convergent use.

Social Standpoints

My discussion so far hints that what might generate new interpretations
of meaning is new or newly understood social positions. The example of
conflicting readings of political theory, for instance, is based on the
emergence within the academy (or incursion into it, depending on your
politics) of a distinctive strand of feminist theory and scholarship. The
example of conflicting interpretations of mundane gestures, words and
practices problematizes above all social position.

Interpretivism, per se, thinks of the interpreter as positioned in lan-
guage, within a range of concepts and meanings. These meanings
inevitably constitute the ingredients by means of which the interpreter
can get to grips with an object of interpretation, and then constitute the
points of reference that can be brought to bear injudging the success or
acceptability of the interpretation. This idea of a linguisticposition is also
extended to the interpreter's audience, or those for whom the objects
are interpreted. In a good deal of feminist theory, and elsewhere, we find
the insistence that these subjects are not only linguistic, and epistemic,
but social. Subjects inevitably occupy a social standpoint, and this social
standpoint is every bit as important as, and indeed systematically con-
nected with, their linguistic and epistemic standpoint (Hartsock 1983;
Harding 1986: 141-53).

This insight has generated the huge corpus of feminist interpretation
of the meaning of texts from a social standpoint which takes gender to be
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important; of practices, from a social standpoint which cannot take for
granted that masculinities are epistemically, ethically or politically
neutral; of terms, utterances, and concepts from a social standpoint
which is sensitive to implications for sexual relations.

A good deal of this work is sociologically commonsensical. For instance,
Baier spells out an interpretation of liberal individualism from the point
of view of a woman - that is to say, a person who cannot avoid the issues
of how to give children loving care, or who should take responsibility for
reproductive decisions (1994: 7). I say this is 'commonsensical', not
pejoratively, but meaning that, given the distribution of responsibilities,
burdens and benefits in industrial societies, it is difficult to dissent from
the sociological judgment that a creature with these particular charac-
teristics is very much more likely to be a woman than a man. Others have
proceeded from the standpoint of a 'mother' or a 'parent', and have
asked how we can then interpret social contract theory, or the liberal
ethical tradition, or conventional understandings of political priorities
(Held 1990; Ruddick 1984). Nel Noddings (1984) takes the standpoint of
'teacher' as a starting-point for judging some conventional ethical
approaches. Some have argued that the standpoint of the oppressed is
peculiarly epistemically privileged: the person who stands in this place
sees more, understands more, develops better social skills, than the
dominator (Matsuda 1986; Smith 1987).

Debates about the relative merits and demerits of these projects can
focus on a variety of issues. For instance, notwithstanding the failure of
many philosophers to abstract themselves away from their social, specif-
ically their gender, standpoint, it should nevertheless be an enduring aim
of philosophy to do this. To substitute the standpoint of teacher, or
woman, for that of detached man, is not to further this philosophical
project. Philosophy, unlike social life, should not consist of competition
and conflict between social positions. I shall return to this below. For
now, it is important to notice that to argue that specific social standpoints
creep into philosophical analysis and interpretation is not to imply that
we lack the tools to analyse just this. A separate debate focuses on how
strategically helpful, as well as morally valid, it is to elaborate the stand-
point of 'mother' or 'woman' as the vantage-point for the development
of philosophy and theory.

Consideration of this last question takes me to a discussion of the
deployment of standpoint theory which is sociologically critical rather than
commonsensical. If the social positions of woman or mother are them-
selves the outcome of unequal power struggles, or of the sedimentation
of the authoritative interpretations of priests, philosophers and judges,
or of the use of material and symbolic force, it is a grievous mistake for
women now to embrace them (Dietz 1985). Yet another tendency in
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feminist interpretation has been based on sociological and philosophical
irony. The most notable proponent of this is Luce Irigaray, who takes up
the standpoint of 'woman' as constructed in masculine texts. She turns
the philosopher's concept of femininity as formless, undifferentiated,
and unbounded against him; this mimesis provokes in the archetypically
masculine reader precisely the fears that generate the negative category
of woman in the first place. The writing brings the reader to read sexual
difference as such (Irigaray 1991).

Irony, or something like it, is an important element elsewhere in
feminist interpretation. In the encounter with the text and authoritative
interpretations, not much more is needed than a simple reading -
preferably out loud - of the relevant passages. The interpretation (the
process) is done in the shared laughter; it barely has to be articulated
else. Disgust, outrage, and genuine mirth are contained in this laughter,
the laughter of the audience; it is these that adjudicate the interpretation
(the product) as 'successful'. Laughter de-authorizes dominant inter-
pretations. Perhaps the price of making an interpretation authoritative
is that it is not funny; once it is funny, it perforce loses its authority with
those who find it so. But paradoxically, feminist laughter also de-
authorizes (in the eyes of their enemies) the feminist interpretation:
feminist interpretation will be contested for the foreseeable future. A
gladiatorial contest is set up here, of laughing interpreters and their
supportive audience against dominant interpreters and theirs.

The anger in such mirth is an impetus to political action. There are,
of course, disputes within feminist politics about strategies. The ex-
plosion of theory, the insistence upon the blurring of any sharp dis-
tinction between theory and practice, and the politicization already
mentioned of mundane micro-relations have in turn led to a recent
reaction which seeks to redefine the distinctions between these forms of
political action, and action in the public sphere (Dietz 1985; Mouffe
1993). In the course of these debates, doubt has been expressed about
the capacity of rhetorical strategies, like laughter, irony or textual
redefinition, to dislodge dominant conceptions. Where interpretations
are institutionalized, the battle has to be fought, in other words, on the
terrain of those very institutions. Nevertheless, the terrain in which
laughter and anger and reinterpretation proceed - the pages ofjournals,
in theatre, in the seminar room and elsewhere - is also a properly
political terrain.

Finally, and relatedly, a significant strand of feminist interpretation is
sociologically utopian, although I hasten to add that these utopias - concep-
tions of how the world might be - are highly constrained by conceptions,
interpretations, of how the world is. The answer to the question how the
world is is a matter of interpretation. Whether an episode of child care is
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an episode of 'work'; whether a gesture is an insult, or an expression of
structural power; whether a good is needed; whether a constraint is
political- no amount of conceptual analysis settles the question of what
counts as what in the real world. All of these, and countless other
phenomena of social life, are the subjects of contested interpretations.
By pinpointing the extent to which particular interpretations are con-
sistent with widely accepted understandings, parties to these contests
gain ground. By exploiting ambiguities of meaning, interpreters can
redefine and resignify.

In so doing, interpreters and theorists can construct visions of how the
world might be (Benhabib 1986). These utopian visions are quite ex-
plicitly grounded, though, in extant fragments of ways of life, extant
meanings and understandings. Just as critique of texts articulates
meanings that are suppressed, but present by implication, so this critique
of social arrangements articulates possibilities that are already present.

Interpretivism and Communitarianism

We have met the fear that, because an interpreter has an idiosyncratic
and unique position within discourse, and is in command of a unique set
of concepts and understandings, interpretations are correspondingly
subjectivist and incorrigible (Warnke 1992: 10). Most theorists, though,
emphasize that interpretations are corrigible and acceptable by
reference to conventional understandings (Skinner 1974: 284-5). The
successful interpreter exploits their membership of, or at any rate, close
acquaintanceship with, a group - the group whose members constitute
the audience for their interpretations.

The question I wish now to address is: what is the nature of this group?
And the answer to that question that I wish particularly to oppose is that
it is a community.

According to Taylor, where there are shared meanings - and that
meanings are shared is itself understood by those who share them - the
relevant individuals are tied together by the special relationship of
community. Common meanings, in this sense, are the basis of com-
munity (Taylor 1985a: 39). When we ask whose understandings must be
appealed to in order to judge interpretations, we answer, the commun-
ity's. But we should note the equivocation here: are common meanings
constitutive of community? or are they a condition of community? We
meet the same ambiguity in Sandel's discussion: common meanings -
a common vocabulary and a background of implicit practices and
understandings - constitute community. A spirit of benevolence, shared
aims and particular values are not sufficient for community in this sense
(Sandel 1982: 172). Whether this means that shared meanings are a
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necessary, or a sufficient, constituent of community is unclear from this
and related passages in Sandel's argument. At this point I do not
complain that these theorists interpret the concept community in a way
that attributes to it a minimal content (although I want to take issue on
this point too). My complaint is that the concept is analysed in a way that
fails to address this equivocation, let alone resolve its ambiguity.

Of course, the concept of community is under-theorized and under-
analysed, as well as ubiquitous, in political philosophy (Plant 1978).
Theorists tend to invoke it, give examples of it, and illustrate the kind of
conduct we might expect to find within it, but they rarely analyse it except
very sketchily. It seems to me we can identify a clear fallacy here: the
inference from shared meanings to some kind ofcollective, association or
consociation seems reasonable; the inference to community does not.

It is commonly remarked that the concept community slips between a
descriptive usage and a prescriptive or evaluative usage. It is also remark-
able, but unremarked, that within the descriptive category, we find a
good deal of slippage between community as a relation, and community
as an entity. It seems to me that the very grammatical possibility of this
slippage is partly responsible for the peculiar attractiveness of the term -
compare 'community' with related terms like 'solidarity' and 'recip-
rocity'. In speaking of community, theorists seem to be speaking of a
concrete social formation or entity; and this seems to add substance to
theory. In my view, this slippage is best seen, then, as part of a further
element of the concept: community as above all a term that generates
rhetorical echoes (Lacey 1996a: 112).

On the whole, analyses of community within political theory attend to
the quality and kind of the relation between the putative members, and
attempt to be noncommittal about the exact shape of the social entity.
For instance, Mouffe characterizes community as an ethical relationship
- the political community is constituted by an ethico-political bond which
binds the participants (1994: 66-7). G. A. Cohen characterizes com-
munity as a context in which we serve and are served, and our service
responds to the needs of others (1994: 9-10). Obviously, both these
characterizations add a good deal to Taylor's minimal conception
focused on common meanings, although Mouffe adds that membership
of political community requires the acceptance of a specific language of
civil intercourse (1994: 67). In the context of legal theory, Dworkin
conceptualizes the 'community of principle', which comes as close as is
possible in the modern world to a true community (1986: 206-15).
Although it is not always spelled out, these characterizations go beyond
the putative facts of shared language, meanings or interpretations; they
also carry an implication of members' commitment to continued common
life. It is certainly made clear by serious sociological communitarians -
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Murray Bookchin, for instance, emphasizes people's own economic
power and their own 'institutionalization of the grass roots' (1995: 222).

This takes us closer to the ordinary-language usage in such contexts as
community action, community work, religious community and locality.
Usually, sociological research reveals, people deploy the term 'com-
munity' (for instance, in talking about their local area) declaratively-
they are declaring their own commitment to furthering common life -
and persuasively - they are hoping that others will join them (Farrar
1995). That is, some actually existing social formation (a locality or
neighbourhood, even a workplace or an interest group) is described as
community with an explicitly prescriptive intent. The use of the term 'com-
munity', rather than 'neighbourhood', or 'locality', or 'network', and the
appendage of the suffix community to 'gay', 'black', 'Protestant' and so
on, also has another inescapable (although hardly ever articulated) con-
notation: that of transcendence. It is unwise to ignore the etymological
relationship between community and 'communion': here we have the
slippage from relationship to entity within the concept of a transcendent
association of souls (Fraser 1987).

These two aspects, ofcommitment and of transcendence, give the term
community its peculiarly powerful character. Just as 'community' is
invoked in pursuit ofcommitment, so it is also invoked in pursuit ofa sense
of transcendent connectedness one with another. But the two aspects also
make community, as a social entity, difficult to realize. Where people do
build and sustain community, they need, on the one hand, to secure
commitment and assent from members in some way,and on the other to
enact - usually through the use ofsymbols, and the periodic enactment of
ritual- the transcendence. This experience of transcendence is typically
fleeting, although real enough. But it does not substitute for solid social
relationships and practices as the foundation for social change and new
waysofliving. In addition, it is precisely these symbolic and ritual aspects of
community that engender the dissent and resistance that is felt from, for
instance, gay people who contest the inclusivity that such practices express.
Of course, that communities are fragile does not make them less real, nor
less worthy ofour hopes. For the purposes of this chapter, though, my main
point is that shared meanings, or shared interpretations, seem barely to
warrant the epithet 'community'.

In any case, interpretation and the challenge of reinterpretations, the
interrogation of concepts, the refusal to accept accepted meanings - all
these disrupt any cohesion that might exist within the population of
persons who share a natural language, or a set of meanings. Shared
meanings are clearly a necessary threshold for any kind of interaction,
including antagonism, dispute, argument: anything more than the most
wordless physical violence. But the existence of a threshold tells us
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nothing about the quality or nature of the social relationships and
collectivities that lie beyond it. Shared meaning, as the history of feminist
and other political and social movements shows, can underpin unstable
coalitions, fragile alliances, social groups of many degrees of robustness,
enmities and antagonisms. Similarly, alliances and coalitions can be
made across differences of meaning. Indeed, given any theory of
meaning which is the least bit sceptical about meaning being fixed
independent of context, then we had better be able to do this.

Feminism, Interdisciplinarity and Politics

I have argued that the view that interpretations can be validated (or not)
by 'the community' is methodologically unhelpful. This does not mean
that groups or populations of persons who share meanings and existing
interpretations are not significant for the acceptance of interpretations:
it seems almost trivial to say that this must be so.

I have also argued that interpretivism, or interpretation at least, is
central in political theory and, indeed, in political practice. Disputes
about meanings are important political disputes. Feminist theorists and
activists then face the problem of how to validate, and secure acceptance
of, their reinterpretations.

Undoubtedly, at moments when material relations are changing (as for
instance the present period of entry of women into changing waged
labour markets, the decline of traditional male occupations, and the
reconfiguring ofpatterns ofrelationships within workplaces) , it is easier to
secure rather widespread acceptance of changes in meaning. The newly
perceived importance of traditionally women's ways of relating to col-
leagues makes it easier to redefine as offensive certain patterns ofrelations
that feminists, and women more generally, have always found offensive.
But this is not to say that meaning change follows passively on material
change - rather, the particular interpretations of material change that
become widespread themselves depend on prior efforts to redefine mat-
erial relations. Similarly, in so far as there is any hope ofaltering the norms
and procedures ofpolitics and public life in polities, it is important to have
on the agenda, to have articulated, feminist interpretations ofwhat politics
means, and has meant, to and for women. It is important to have articu-
lated feminist critique of the conduct ofpolitics, and to have pulled out of
present practices what iswidely acceptable (albeit perhaps not dominant)
and what is dominant (but not acceptable to the critics). It is only by
building on existing normative fragments that we can realize utopias.

Like other social actors, feminists are both interpreters and the
audience for interpretations. Acceptance or rejection ofexisting interpre-
tations involves, in part, considering the social identities of the producer of
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the interpretation and the audience addressed - the conventional and
shared meanings the interpreter was banking on in his efforts to have the
interpretation accepted. Production of reinterpretations involves con-
sidering the social identities of the relevant audience(s), and partaking of
(or exploiting) common meanings. Acceptance of feminist interpreta-
tions and reinterpretations requires shared understandings - shared, that
is, across alliances or coalitions; or shared by those who stand on a
threshold ofagreement about values and understandings. But it is import-
ant that, at the same time as this is an appeal to or deployment of shared
meanings, it is also a rejection of, dissent from, some accepted meanings.
Feminist politics, for instance, refuses to share 'accepted' conceptions of
the good or proper way to organize governance and work; it refuses to
concede to the dominant diagnosis of how power is exercised, and who is
oppressed in what respects.

If such dissent from shared meanings is to make any progress at all
with the individuals who maintain the shared understanding, there must
be a moment, a threshold, over which communication occurs. This is
likely to be a slow and possibly painful process. It relies on difficult
dialogue within shifting coalitions of interlocutors. Within these alli-
ances, coalitions and conversations it is important for individuals to be
aware of who their fellows are, if they are to make reliable judgments
about assent to or dissent from interpretations.

This kind of insight is more apparent in feminist work than elsewhere.
This is mainly because feminist research and theory has made plain the
complexity of 'femininity' - and ipsofacto of masculinity. Indeed, much
work on gender casts doubt on the idea that here we have any deter-
minate set of traits and social phenomena that actually constitute an
internally consistent category.

In many discourses 'femininity' has no particular content apart from
its difference from 'masculinity' - women are. everything that men are
not. Obviously, this does not constitute a possible identity to live up to.
And gendered life is so replete with mimicry, ironic performance, and
socially grounded attempts to instantiate specific gendered attributes,
that the social critic is faced with a cacophonous pantomime of gender
identities (Butler 1990). Other strands of political theory make assump-
tions, implicit or explicit, ofwhat women will or might do. Theorists, like
Baier, point out that liberal philosophers can ignore questions of the
body and its reproduction, the care ofchildren, and so on, only because
they can reasonably presume that women will undertake certain tasks -
theory, that is, exploits culturally encouraged traits and habits (1994: 7).

All this means that, in attending to the social standpoint of an in-
terpreter or members of the audience for our own interpretations, we
have to attend not only to people's material position, but also to their
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sense of who they are and with whom they feel allegiance and alliance.
Here I am identifying a reflexively political aspect to interpretation itself.

There is also an implication here for both political activity and political
studies and theory. Political theory has an inevitably hypothetical
element: it must contain propositions about what people will do under
certain circumstances. In so far as it is prescriptive, it must exploit cul-
turally encouraged traits and habits. Both of these aspects lock political
scientists and theorists into interaction with practitioners of other disci-
plines. The whole interpretive approach commits the political theorist to
an acknowledgement of the social basis of meaning, and the importance
of practices.

This commitment to interdisciplinarity determinedly avoids any
tendency to reduce politics, political phenomena and events to some-
thing else. It does not reduce politics to economics, whether exchange
(as some liberalism does) or production (as in a good deal of Marxism) ;
nor to 'culture' as some communitarians tend to. Neither does it, pros-
criptively, attempt to eliminate political relations in favour of traditional
social stability - as in some varieties of conservatism.

Feminists have shared many of the antipathies to politics found in
liberalism, Marxism, and elsewhere - although with a distinct inflection.
They have insisted upon the political relevance and political nature (that
is the relevance for rule and governance and relationships of power and
authority) of personal conduct in private and domestic settings; they
have included our organization of such homely events as meetings, and
the running of projects and organizations, and the production and
circulation of cultural artefacts - images, texts, performances. As I have
emphasized, they have been aware of the power involved in making
meanings stick, and the importance of authority in establishing inter-
pretations. These tendencies have been coupled with suspicion of state
power, and scepticism about the efficacy of legislation and, therefore,
party and parliamentary strategies. On one hand, this has led to a correct
identification of a political aspect to most social contexts and events; on
another, there is an obvious danger of losing the specificity, and specific
importance, of political relations.

In this connection, it is possible to identify the specifically political
aspects of the vast range of social phenomena, events and relationships,
without thereby committing ourselves to saying that the relevant event is,
through and through, political. So, for instance, the authoritive inter-
pretation of some behaviour as innocent mateyness, as against the dis-
senting interpretation of the same behaviour as an oppressive expression
of social domination, has a political aspect, as well as linguistic, moral,
social, psychological and doubtless other aspects. It is part of the task
of political studies to conceptualize and study specifically political
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relationships and their connection with other - moral, economic and
psychological - relationships between persons. But if we acknowledge
that 'political' entities, institutions, relations and events are not purely
political; if we acknowledge that there is no discrete chunk of the world
(state capitals or city halls) where we (:an look and find just political
things, then we are committed to interdisciplinarity.

Note

1 I consulted the following texts prior to working out this 'model': Hartsock
1983; MacIntyre 1981; Searle 1995; Skinner 1974,1978,1996; Taylor 1985a,
1985b; Walzer 1983,1987; Warnke 1992; Winch 1990; Wittgenstein 1958.
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CHAPTER 11

The Political Philosophy ofDeleuze and Guaitari

Paul Patton

It is difficult to read poststructuralist philosophers as political theorists,
since their work does not appear to engage with the problems and
normative commitments of mainstream political theory. In the case of
Deleuze and Guattari, this difficulty is compounded by their own highly
idiosyncratic terminology: when they discuss politics, it is in terms of
machinic assemblages, becomings, nomadism, forms of capture, pro-
cesses of reterritorialization and deterritorialization, and the like. The
concept of deterritorialization is particularly important and will be
discussed further below. To illustrate its role in Deleuze and Guattari's
political theory, and its relation to other concepts, consider the section of
A Thousand Plateaus entitled 'Micropolitics and Segmentarity', in which
they take up the concept of segmentation of social space as developed by
anthropologists. They argue that the social fabric of modern capitalist
society is segmented in a variety of ways, in its economic and political
organization no less than in its language and its organization of desire.
Different types of segmentation result in different kinds of line through
social space: molar lines, which correspond to the forms of rigid segmen-
tation found in bureaucratic and hierarchical institutions; molecular
lines, which correspond to the fluid or overlapping forms of division
characteristic of 'primitive' territoriality; and finally, lines of flight or
deterritorialization, which are the paths along which things change or
become transformed into something else.

As individuals and as collectivities, Deleuze and Guattari argue, we are
composed of different kinds of lines. What they call 'micro-politics',
'schizoanalysis' or social 'cartography' may be understood as the study of
these different lines and their interactions in a given social field. While
lines of flight are associated with 'absolute de territorialization,, molar
and molecular lines are associated with distinct kinds of territoriality.

237
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These correspond to different ways of organizing or occupying social
space. In the sections dealing with nomadism and the state-form in
A Thousand Plateaus, Deleuze and Guattari contrast sedentary or state-
governed social space with a nomadic relation to space. Although they
sometimes contrast macro-politics and micro-politics with reference to
these kinds of segmentation of social space, they insist that the distinc-
tion is not a matter of scale; nor is it a matter of material, as opposed to
psychological, levels of social reality. It is a qualitative distinction between
kinds of social space, rather than a numerical distinction between
different spaces. Even the most rigidly hierarchical institution also has its
molecular forms of association, its informal and unstable channels of
influence and communication.

It is possible to translate some of this terminology into the language of
anglophone political theory, and to find in the work of Deleuze and
Guattari conceptions of freedom, power and domination, or even
theories of the state and revolution (Patton 1994). But there is always a
remainder that does not translate, a point at which the normative
dimensions of their work do not map onto those of mainstream political
theory. For example, they appear to be unconcerned with issues of poli-
tical community; they are more interested in ways in which society is
differentiated or divided than in waysin which it is held together. In their
social theory, as well as in their account of individual subjectivity, Deleuze
and Guattari privilege the processes of creative transformation and the
lines of flight along which individuals or groups are transformed into
something different to what they were before. It is possible to find in
their work a conception of freedom, but one which corresponds neither
to negative nor to positive freedom. The capacity to attain one's deepest
goals, and the capacity to act without hindrance in accordance with one's
desires, both imply a degree of stability in the assemblages of desire
which define subjects of freedom. The work of Deleuze and Guattari
points to the ways in which individuals or societies may undergo radical
transformation in connection with a given line of flight, and suggests that
freedom consists in the capacity to undertake or to withstand such
ruptures. Their ideal of freedom is closer to Nietzsche's ideal of self-
overcoming, with all that this implies regarding the loss of the self that
has been overcome.

Political Orientations

In everyday political terms, the sympathies of Deleuze and Guattari were
those of the post-1968 libertarian French left. Their public intellectual
activity did not distinguish them from a variety of other neo-Marxist,
existentialist, anarchist or left-liberal intellectuals who signed the same
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petitions and took part in the same demonstrations. They were associ-
ated with a number of causes, such as the rights of prisoners and immi-
grant workers, support for Italian intellectuals accused of complicity with
terrorism, opposition to the French nuclear strike force and to the Gulf
War, to name but a few. They shared many of the political and theoretical
orientations common to this milieu: a concern for the micro-politics of
social life, for the political effectivity of desire, and for the unconscious
investments which playa part in macro-political movements. While they
were neither semioticians nor theorists of 'discourse' in Foucault's sense
of the term, they acknowledged the importance of language and its prag-
matic dimension for modern political life. While they were not Marxists
in any traditional sense, an anti-capitalist thematic pervades all their
writings, up to and including their final collaboration, What is Philosophy?
(1994). In an interview with Antonio Negri first published in 1990,
Deleuze reaffirms his view that any political philosophy must take
account of the nature and evolution of capitalism, which he describes as
a fantastic system for the fabrication of great wealth and great suffering.
He goes on to point out that what they found most useful in Marx was
'his analysis of capitalism as an immanent system that's constantly over-
coming its own limitations, and then coming up against them once more
in broader form, because its fundamental limit is Capital itself' (Deleuze
1995: 171). In Anti-Oedipus and A Thousand Plateaus, they develop their
own account of capitalism as a unique mode of co-ordination and regula-
tion which is immanent rather than transcendent to the social field, in
contrast to earlier forms of empire which operated by transcendence and
by the 'overcoding' or capture of existing social and economic processes.
Whereas earlier forms of empire extracted rent or other forms of
obligatory payment, Deleuze and Guattari argue that capital functions in
the manner of an axiomatic system which is indifferent to the content of
the propositions it connects: it operates by means of the axiomatic
conjugation of decoded flows of labour, money, commodities and,
increasingly, of information.

Although Deleuze and Guattari accept aspects of Marx's social and
economic theory, there are significant points at which their conceptual
and normative commitments do not map onto traditional Marxist views.
They reject the Marxist philosophy of history in favour of a differential
typology of the macro and micro assemblages which determine the
character of social life. They reject the idea that contradiction is the
motor of historical progress: for them, a society is defined less by its
contradictions than its lines of flight (1987: 216). On their account,
capitalism is a deterritorializing process as well as a reterritorializing one;
hence the importance of the idea mentioned above, that capitalism
continually pushes back its own limits. Capitalist economic organization
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may indeed constitute an axiomatic system inseparable from the fabric
of modern social life, but it does not follow that particular axioms cannot
be removed or replaced by others. Deleuze and Guattari do not envisage
global revolution at the level of molar economic and political institu-
tions; rather, they advocate a process of experimentation that amounts to
permanent revolution at the molecular level. They provide a conceptual
language in which to describe the impact of social movements that
impose new political demands upon the qualitative or cultural dimen-
sions of social life.

What is important, in their view, is a 'revolutionary becoming' which is
in principle open to anyone (Deleuze and Parnet 1987: 147). What they
mean by this is not simply resistance to the mechanisms of capture and
reterritorialization which define forms of the state, but the invention of
new forms of subjectivity (feminist, ecological, queer) and new forms of
connection between these deterritorialized elements of political life.
Recent examples might include alliances such as those forged between a
women's movement and a peace movement, or between a politics of
indigenous land claims and an environmental politics. It is not the cap-
ture of state power which interests them, but rather the forms of social
change which take place alongside or beneath any given form of state,
and the manner in which these changes react upon political institutions
themselves. More generally, they contrast the dynamism of such forms of
social nomadism with the essentially parasitic and reactive character of
state power. They point to examples from logic and computational
theory, as well as the natural world, to show that centralized control
mechanisms are not essential to the functioning of complex systems
(Deleuze and Guattari 1987: 15-18). Does this mean that Deleuze and
Guattari should be considered a new species of anarchist?

Todd May has suggested that the political perspective which they share
with some other poststructuralists may be considered an offshoot of the
anarchist tradition: 'This new anarchism retains the ideas of intersecting
and irreducible local struggles, of a wariness about representation, of the
political as investing the entire field of social relationships, and of the
social as a network rather than a closed holism, a concentric field, or a
hierarchy' (1994: 85). However, May also notes that these poststructur-
alist thinkers abandon several key assumptions of classical anarchist
thought, such as the repressive conception of power, and a belief in the
essentially benign and co-operative character of human nature. While
their poststructuralist politics does share the anarchist suspicion of
political representation, it is no less suspicious of attempts to turn the
principles of non-coercive and non-hierarchical organization into a
blueprint for society as a whole. As May points out, it remains a tactical
rather than a strategic style of political thought, directed at particular
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or local forms of revolutionary-becoming rather than wholesale social
change.

Up to this point, I have emphasized the terminological inventiveness
of Deleuze and Guattari and their normative commitments; my intention
is to suggest that they represent a novel political perspective, shared
perhaps by others such as Lyotard and Foucault. I now want to consider
the sense in which, by creating new concepts and new means for the
expression of this political perspective, they are engaged in political
philosophy of a thoroughly conventional kind. I shall do. this first by
considering the meta-philosophical reflections set out in What is
Philosophy? Second, I will argue that the concepts they put forward are as
important for their normative content as for their descriptive value.
Finally, I will return to the concept of deterritorialization in order to
demonstrate the peculiar normativity of their political philosophy.
Deleuze and Guattari outline a conception of philosophy which in many
respects parallels Foucault's description of his genealogical approach as
a form of critical engagement with current limits to thought and action.
Like Foucault, they consider philosophy to be inherently political, a form
of critical reflection upon the present. While they have no illusions about
the efficacy of philosophy alone, they argue that it does and should have
a utopian vocation. Despite their reservations about the term 'utopia',
they suggest that 'it is with utopia that philosophy becomes political and
takes the criticism of its own time to its highest point' (Deleuze and
Guattari 1994: 99).

In their own philosophy of nature as well as their political philosophy,
it is the concept of deterritorialization which bears the weight of the
utopian aspirations of Deleuze and Guattari. They invent this concept in
Anti-Oedipus, then refine and extend it in A Thousand Plateaus before
applying it to thought itself in What is Philosophsi" They use it to describe
social and economic processes such as those which Marx described in
Capital in his chapter on primitive accumulation: in their terms, Marx
recounts the deterritorialization of money from the sphere of exchange
which occurs once it can circulate as capital, along with the deterritori-
alization of rural workers which occurred as a result of the Enclosure
Acts, and the consequent reterritorialization of labour in the early forms
of capitalist industry. Fundamental to the concept of deterritorialization
is the contrast between earth and territory (terre and territoire): like
Spinoza's natura naturans and natura naturata, earth and territory are the
two components or dimensions of nature. Territory is in the first instance
territorialized earth, but it produces its own movements of deterritori-
alization; conversely, earth gives rise to processes of reterritorialization
and the constitution of new territories. Deleuze and Guattari align
philosophy with the creative aspect of this complex process, describing it
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as utopian in a sense that involves the absolute deterritorialization of the
present and therefore the possibility of creating new forms of individual
and collective identity. By its very nature, they argue, philosophy sum-
mons forth 'a new earth and a people that does not yet exist' (1994: 108).

Philosophy, Concepts and Events

In an interview published at the same time as A Thousand Plateaus,
Deleuze described his work with Guattari as 'philosophy, nothing but
philosophy, in the traditional sense of the word' (Deleuze 1980: 99). By
philosophy, he means the invention or fabrication of concepts. In some
respects, this is an uncontroversial idea: political philosophy provides
many examples of conceptual invention, from Plato's Republic to modern
concepts of civil society, justice, power and community. The novelty of
Delcuzc's conception of philosophy emerges only when his concept of
'concept' is examined more closely. lVhat is Philosophy? elaborates the
constructivist conception of philosophy which had been more or less
explicit throughout Deleuze's earlier work. This conception is summed
up in Nietzsche's comment that philosophers 'must no longer accept
concepts as a gift, nor merely purify and polish them, but first make and
create them, present them and make them convincing' (1968: 220).
Such a conception implies an object peculiar to philosophy as well as a
particular skill, namely the ability to bring out the 'potentiality of the
concept'. The philosopher is 'expert in concepts and in the lack of
them': the philosopher knows which are not viable because they are
arbitrary or inconsistent, and which ones are well formed, consistent and
therefore likely to be effective (Deleuze and Guattari 1994: 3). I propose
to illustrate their claims about the nature of philosophical concepts, and
the constructivism of this account, using the concept of the social con-
tract as an example.

A primary thesis is that concepts are singularities: 'Every creation is
singular, and the concept as a specifically philosophical creation is always
a singularity' (Deleuze and Guattari 1994: 7). But a concept is always a
complex singularity: concepts are always a matter of articulation, of
establishing certain kinds of linkage between components. Thus in the
case of Hobbes's social contract, there are a number of component
concepts, each with its own history and internal complexity. These
include the state of nature, the restless desire for power, human reason,
and the sovereign or Leviathan which results from the compact. A
change in one of more of these elements changes the nature of the
contract. This occurs in Locke, when the parties to the contract are
characterized not as subjects of a relentless will to power but as property
owners subject to natural laws; and in Rousseau, with the introduction of
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the concept of the general will. Rawls's contractarianism involves the
altogether different concept of a hypothetical original position in which
rational agents choose principles of social justice behind a veil of
ignorance as to their own social position and fortunes. In each case, the
concept of a social contract is singular, and its singularity is determined
by the complex relations between its components.

Concepts also have a history, which may include their history as com-
ponents of other concepts and their relations to particular problems: 'A
concept lacks meaning to the extent that it is not connected to other
concepts and is not linked to a problem that it resolves or helps to
resolve' (Deleuze and Guattari 1994: 79). The concept of contract has a
long history in political thought prior to Hobbes. It is transformed in
part by virtue of the specific problem to which he relates it, namely the
constitution and legitimation of civil authority. Because concepts are
always created in relation to particular problems, and because different
problems themselves may be interconnected, any given concept is
located in a particular nexus of problems, and hence, in a series ofvirtual
relations to other concepts. The concept may be modified or recast by
being brought into relation to a new problem and new concepts. The
history of a given concept is not linear but may zig-zag through a variety
of different problems: 'In any concept, there are usually bits or com-
ponents that come from other concepts, which correspond to other
problems' (Deleuze and Guattari 1994:18).

Deleuze and Guattari thus conceive of concepts as open-ended total-
ities which contain the potential for links to other concepts. In this
respect, their conception resembles Wittgenstein's notion of open con-
cepts, which was once used to support the thesis of the 'essential
contestability' of political concepts. However, Deleuze and Guattari are
concerned less with the undecidability of particular concepts than with
the manner in which virtual relations with other concepts constitute the
'becoming' of the concept in question. This refers to the particular paths
along which the concept might be transformed into something else.
These paths derive from the manner in which components of a given
concept may enter into proximity with those of other concepts, zones in
which the elements of one concept cannot be discerned from those of
another. Consider the concept of power which informs Hobbes's social
contract: his argument - that individuals in the state of nature become
caught up in a competitive drive for ever more power - appears to antici-
pate Nietzsche's will to power. In fact, it is not the same concept of power
in each case. From the Nietzschean perspective of power as an active
force, Hobbes's conception of power is reactive; his social contract
amounts to the institution of a community of slaves, whose only remedy
for the inability to keep promises is to establish a power sufficient to
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compel observance by fear of punishment. Hobbes does canvass, only to
put aside as implausible, another basis upon which people might be held
to their contracts: namely, the moral strength of those individuals whose
pride does not permit them to break their word. By contrast, Nietzsche
invokes precisely this noble character type in envisaging the possibility of
a sovereign individual 'who has the right to make a promise' (1994: 40).
Nietzsche is commonly criticized for his individualism and his lack of any
concept of political community. Yetby retracing this path from a reactive,
towards an active, modality of power, which must be regarded as a
potential inherent in Nietzsche's concept, we can envisage a transforma-
tion in the concept of political community which is the outcome of the
social contract (Patton 1993: 158-9).

The components of a concept are not like individual terms falling
under a given concept as in the set theoretical model of concepts as
extensional classes. Rather, they are intensive elements, pure singularities
such as the individual subject of power, natural law, the state of nature
and so on. Unlike the situation in science, where concepts are extensive
and hierarchized, Deleuze and Guattari argue that philosophical con-
cepts have 'neither constants nor variables but pure and simple vari-
ations'; these are internally ordered according to the zones or thresholds
of interconnection that make up the internal consistency of a particular
concept (1994: 20). Concepts may therefore be understood as a certain
kind of 'rendering consistent' of their components. The components
and their consistency in a particular concept are two distinct dimensions
of the concept, but they are related in that the consistency is established
only by means of the existence ofa certain 'communication' between the
components. For example, in Hobbes, the relative weakness of human
beings, combined with their rationality, ensures acceptance of the
rational precepts or laws of nature that lead to the compact with the
sovereign. On this account, a philosophical concept has as much in
common with a film or a piece of music as it does with a demonstrative
statement. Like a concept, a film represents nothing. Rather, it creates its
own universe: it has a plane of consistency, characters and a style of
composition, which are like so many intensive features of the film as a
whole. Just as we might say that a film does not exist apart from its
components (its shots, sequences, its assemblages of sound and image),
so Deleuze and Guattari describe the concept as the intensive and
variable unity of all its components: in these terms, a concept is 'the
point of coincidence, condensation or accumulation of its own com-
ponents' (1994: 20).

Deleuze and Guattari insist upon the creativity of philosophy and upon
the importance of creating new concepts; this suggests both affinities
with, and differences from, other intellectual activities. They allow that
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not all forms of creative thought need produce concepts. On the con-
trary, they use the term 'concept' to distinguish the object and materials
of philosophy from those of science and art, suggesting that 'only
philosophy creates concepts in the strict sense' (1994: 5). Science aims
at the representation of states of affairs by means of mathematical or
propositional functions; art does not aim at representation at all, but at
the capture and expression in a given medium of the objective content of
particular sensations. Philosophy's exclusive right to concept creation
means that it has a distinct object and vocation, but ú ç 'pre-eminence or
privilege' with regard to these other activities. Art, science and philo-
sophy each construct their own distinctive planes as a means of imposing
order upon chaos: art constructs planes of composition, just as science
continually reconstitutes its planes of reference, and philosophy trans-
forms its planes of immanence.

Philosophy shares certain characteristics with each of its neighbouring
forms of thought. It is like art, especially modern art, in that it does not
refer to or represent independently existing objects or states of affairs;
but it is like science in that it fulfils a cognitive rather than an affective
function. Science provides knowledge of states of affairs, things and
processes that are defined as external to its functions. By contrast, philo-
sophical concepts do not refer to objects or states of affairs but express
events. The concept is knowledge of a particular kind, Deleuze and
Guattari argue, but 'what it knows is the pure event' (1994: 33). There is
thus a twofold semantic difference between philosophical and scientific
statements, which encompasses both the nature of their respective
objects and their relation to those objects: scientific statements refer to
bodies and states of affairs, while philosophical statements express
events. It follows that philosophy does not provide discursive knowledge
of the kind provided by the sciences. It does not provide proof of its
claims in a manner that may be disputed from the standpoint of the facts.
Concepts are not like scientific propositions, which are defined by their
reference; concepts are like works of art, which do not refer to objects or
states of affairs outside them. Concepts are autopoetic, self-positing
entities, defined not by their relations to things or states of affairs but by
their internal and external consistency, by the relations between their
elements as well as by their relations to other concepts. In this sense,
Deleuze and Guattari argue, the concept 'has no reference: it is self-
referential, it posits itself and its object at the same time as it is created'
(1994: 22).

In part, what is at issue here is a distinction between thinking and
knowing. This distinction may be traced back to Kant's distinction
between concepts of understanding and ideas of reason, and it resonates
throughout Deleuze's defence of non-representational conceptions of
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thought in his earlier work. In Difference and Repetition, with explicit
reference to Kant's transcendental Ideas, Deleuze developed a con-
ception of Ideas as the specific objects of thought in terms that closely
resemble the later account of concepts. For Kant, however, philosophy
provides a non-empirical knowledge of the transcendental conditions of
empirical, moral and aesthetic judgment; for Deleuze and Guattari, in
contrast, philosophy provides a non-empirical knowledge of pure events.
These are incorporeal entities that subsist over and above their empirical
actualizations, in the sense that the social contract is the pure event of
the incorporation of political society under a rule of law; it cannot be
reduced to its actualization in different societies at particular moments.
In a material sense, Deleuze and Guattari allow that events are indistin-
guishable from the bodies and states of affairs in which they are
actualized, but the specific task of philosophy is to extract events from
the ongoing encounters between bodies and states of affairs: 'Every
concept shapes and reshapes the event in its own way. The greatness of a
philosophy is measured by the nature of the events to which its concepts
summon us or that it enables us to release in concepts' (1994: 34).

Moreover, it is not just any event which philosophy seeks to extract but
those hitherto unconceptualized events that shape our present and
future reality: philosophy creates new concepts, and when it extracts an
event from bodies and states of affairs the task is 'always to give them a
new event' (Deleuze and Guattari 1994: 33). Deleuze always aligned his
conception of philosophy with that of Nietzsche on two points:
opposition to those whose ultimate aim is the recognition of what exists;
and preference for an untimely thought which seeks to invent new
possibilities for life. Foucault invokes a similar conception of thought in
his introduction to The Use ofPleasure, when he suggests that philosophy
consists in 'the critical work that thought brings to bear on itself'. He asks
rhetorically: 'In what does it consist, if not the endeavour to know how
and to what extent it might be possible to think differently, instead of
legitimating what is already known?' (1985: 9). Similarly, when Deleuze
and Guattari suggest that philosophy is a vector of absolute deterritori-
alization, they mean that it is a form of experimentation, a means of
acting upon present social reality. Obviously, philosophy as the creation
of concepts cannot by itself bring about or actualize what its concepts
express (political society under a rule of law,justice, equality between the
sexes), but it contributes to this process. The characterization of a new
event affords new means of description and action. It may enable us to
become conscious of the dynamics in which we are engaged, and to act
in awareness of the becomings to which we are subject. In these terms,
philosophy's utopian vocation is achieved when the events to which a
philosophy gives expression are those which are at work in the present
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and which point towards a different future: 'the concept is the contour,
the configuration, the constellation of an event to come' (Deleuze and
Guattari 1994: 32-3). In Difference and Repetition, Deleuze described the
act of thought as a dice-throw, meaning that thinking is a form of experi-
mentation. For the same reason, Deleuze and Guattari comment: 'Philo-
sophy does not consist in knowing and is not inspired by truth. Rather, it
is categories like Interesting, Remarkable or Important that determine
success or failure' (1994: 82). The Interesting, Remarkable or Important
concepts are those which summon 'a new earth and a new people', those
which act upon the present for the benefit of a different future.

However, it is not for philosophy itself to decide which concepts
express events of this kind. Deleuze and Guattari link their account of
the utopian vocation of philosophy to a pragmatic response to the ques-
tion of the value of particular philosophical concepts. While philosophy
involves the determination of events and their attribution to bodies and
states of affairs, the value of such thought lies outside itself. Philosophy
can offer guidelines for well-formed, as opposed to flimsy, concepts; but
it cannot offer criteria for judging the importance of events, nor rules for
the attribution of events to states of affairs. One of the advantages of this
pragmatic constructivism is that it enables us to understand why philo-
sophical criticism alone is largely ineffective. A concept such as the social
contract cannot be disproved by reference to the facts, or even by
another concept of the origin of political community; it can only be
displaced. For example, the contractarian tradition might be discredited
by drawing attention to the implicit sexual contract on which the social
contract is founded (Pateman 1988). Alternatively, the classical concep-
tion ofa uniform citizenry subject to a single body of law,upon which the
contract is founded, might be challenged by drawing attention to the
requirements of social justice for indigenous populations in postcolonial
societies (Tully 1995).

Deleuze and Guattari give a constructivist account ofphilosophy, which
appears to raise a problem for the apparent descriptiveness of much of
their writing. Their account of capitalism as an immanent axiomatic
system, mentioned above, provides one example ofan obvious descriptive
claim. Deleuze also published under his own name a short 'Postscript on
Control Societies'. In it he sought to supplement Foucault's analysis of
disciplinary power in Discipline and Punish by arguing that new mech-
anisms of control had displaced the techniques of power that Foucault
described (Deleuze 1995: 177-82). What are we to make of such appa-
rently empirical claims? Negri sees in them a kind of neo-Marxist social
science concerned to trace the evolution of capitalism and its forms of
economic, social and political regulation. He finds in A ThousandPlateaus
'the fundamental elements of the renewal of historical materialism, in
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function of the new dimensions of capitalistic development' and sees the
book as providing 'a perfectly operational phenomenology ofthe present'
(Negri 1995: 104, 108).2 Granted that concepts playa significant de-
scriptive role in the social theory ofDeleuze and Guattari, comments such
as these seem to miss something essential. The primary concern is not
empirical social science, but normative political philosophy. The de-
scriptive function of their concepts is subordinate to the ethical function
served by giving expression to particular events. In effect, in describing
concepts as non-referential, Deleuze and Guattari sayno more and no less
than Foucault does when he claims that political philosophy (his own
included) produces fictions." The concept of the social contract is
acknowledged, even by its defenders, to be a fiction. Its function is not to
represent an actual state ofaffairs, but to sustain a larger fiction about the
nature of modern political societies: namely, that they are in principle
composed of more or less autonomous, and more or less rational,
individual subjects. This fiction serves to legitimate the existence of
centralized government by suggesting that the free consent of those
subjects is the ultimate moral foundation of government. Deleuze and
Guattari, in their account ofphilosophical concepts, give a precise sense in
which such concepts are fictions. Moreover, they spell out a sense in which
philosophical fictions can nevertheless produce effects of truth and, as
Foucault says, 'fiction' or help to bring into being something which does
not exist.

Ethics of Deterritorialization

On the basis of this account ofphilosophy and the peculiar effectiveness of
its concepts, we can assess more clearly the contribution of Deleuze and
Guattari to political thought. Ultimately, this must be judged by reference
to the particular concepts they have created. As suggested above, they
propose concepts that do not map onto even the most enduring fictions of
Western political thought. They are concerned with neither the legit-
imation of government, nor its delegitimation, but rather with the
transformation of existing forms of government of self and others. Their
social theory involves no reference to individual subjects of freedom or
autonomy, much less to notions of contract or consent. It is couched
entirely in non-subjectivist terms, and it refers only to abstract assemblages,
lines and processes of various kinds. They propose concepts that express
movements of individual or social differentiation as well as capture,
individual self-overcoming as well as self-constitution. In all cases, the
primary processes are the movements of transformation of existing
identities. Deleuze and Guattari describe a world in which the overriding
tendency is deterritorialization. Stable identities or territories are
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secondary formations upon the mobile earth. This ontology is an ethics in
Spinoza's sense. Its normative commitments are immanent to its philo-
sophy ofnature as well as its social ontology. In all cases, it presents a world
understood as a complex ofinterconnected assemblages (earth, territory,
forms of deterritorialization and reterritorialization), where the over-
riding norm is that ofabsolute deterritorialization.

At the end of A Thousand Plateaus, the authors outline a normative
typology of processes of deterritorialization; they distinguish three dis-
tinct types on the model of the three lines of social segmentation
discussed at the beginning. The first is the case in which the deterritori-
alized element is immediately subjected to forms of reterritorialization
which enclose or obstruct its line of flight. In this case, deterritori-
alization is negative. In the second case, deterritorialization is positive
but goes nowhere because it fails to connect with other forces or lines of
flight. In this case, deterritorialization remains relative. The third and
most important case, from an ethical point of view, is that of absolute
deterritorialization: 'Deterritorialization is absolute when it ... brings
about the creation of a new earth, in other words, when it connects lines
of flight, raises them to the power of an abstract vital line ... ' (Deleuze
and Guattari 1987: 510). This refers to a type of movement qualitatively
different from relative, or merely quantitative, change. It has to do with
the creation of new territories, and of new subjectivities which inhabit
those territories in nomadic rather than sedentary fashion. While the
molar dimension of individual or collective life can generate forms of
relative deterritorialization, it is the molecular or nomadic planes of
social existence which give rise to absolute deterritorialization.

Deterritorialization is defined with deceptive simplicity as the move-
ment or process by which something escapes or departs from a given
territory (Deleuze and Guattari 1987: 508). Yet it is a complex concept
in a number ofways: first, because it forms a pair with the corresponding
movement of reterritorialization; second, because each of these pro-
cesses involves at least two elements, namely the territory which is being
left behind or reconstituted and the deterritorializing element. A
territory of any kind always includes 'vectors of de-territorialization',
either because the territory itself is inhabited by dynamic movements or
processes or because the assemblage which sustains it is connected to
other assemblages. In the case of Marx's account of primitive accumula-
tion, the development of commodity markets is one such vector of
deterritorialization in relation to the social and economic space of feudal
agriculture, encouraging the shift to large-scale commercial production.
The conjugation of the stream of displaced labour with the flow of
deterritorialized money capital provided the conditions under which
capitalist industry could emerge. In this sense, Deleuze and Guattari
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point out, 'deterritorialization is never simple but always multiple and
composite', as well as being 'inseparable from correlative reterritorializa-
tions' (1987: 508-9).

Reterritorialization does not mean returning to the original territory,
but the different forms of reconnection or rebinding of a deterritori-
alized element in connection with some other assemblage. In this
context, Deleuze and Guattari distinguish between the connection of
deterritorialized flows, which refers to the ways in which distinct de-
territorializations can interact to accelerate one another; and the
conjugation of distinct flows, which refers to the ways in which one may
incorporate or 'overcode' another, thereby effecting a relative blockage
of its movement (1987: 220). This concept of conjugation opens up a
'zone of indiscernibility' through which the concept of reterritorializa-
tion may be connected to concepts of state and the forms of capture
associated with historically distinct kinds of state. What they call the state-
form is an abstract machine of capture; it includes among its specific
actualizations the different kinds of imperial, ideological and mon-
archical capture effected by various kinds of political state. On their
account, capital constitutes a novel form of capture because it conjugates
the flows of money and commodities from within. As a result, it inverts
the previous relationship between state and economic capture, since
modern nation-states become 'models of realization' of this axiomatic
system.

Deleuzian ethics is not prescriptive, but it does offer a conceptual
language in which to describe different responses to processes of
deterritorialization and reterritorialization. Depending upon the level of
the analysis and the nature of the individual assemblages, these responses
might be interpreted as moral attitudes, micro-political or macro-
political tactics, or even principles of institutional design. Depending
upon the subject position adopted within the complex dynamics of any
such process, they might be used to characterize responses from the
perspective of the de territorializing or the deterritorialized assemblage.
It may be helpful to conclude by suggesting some contemporary
applications. Consider the event of colonization as this was replayed
throughout the New World between the sixteenth and nineteenth cen-
turies. As noted above, the fundamental opposition between earth and
territory implies a contrast between a primary 'Surface or field of
potentiality, and the forms of organization, regulation or codification to
which this is subjected. The occupation and clearing of land was a
primary modality of colonial territorialization: it formed a basis on which
the European institutions of property, law and government could
subsequently impose their own secondary reterritorializations. William
Connolly points out that 'territory derives from terrere, meaning to
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frighten, to terrorize, to exclude' (1995: xxii). Certainly the terrorization
and exclusion of indigenous peoples was a precondition of the formation
of modern territorial states in many parts of the New World.

In Australia, this was accompanied by a legal reterritorialization which
denied the existence of any form of indigenous title to land, on the
grounds that the only peoples present were so lacking in social or
political organization as to be incapable of such rights. In Mabo v.
Queensland (1992), the Australian High Court recognized a form of
native title at common law for the first time since colonization. Against
the background of effective legal capture of the land, which was con-
sidered to be the status quo in Australian law prior to this judgment, this
recognition of native title, and the admission that it could survive the
Crown's claim to sovereignty, opened a path of legal and political deter-
ritorialization. The judgment created legal grounds on which native title
could be established, thus reclaiming a quantity of indigenous land from
the mass of unalienated Crown land. In strictly legal terms, this was never
more than a form of relative deterritorialization of the legal status quo,
since the overriding right of the Crown to annul such title by grants of
land remained in place. Even so, in political and economic terms, it
amounted to a line of flight that threatened to disrupt important state
interests, notably mining investment and pastoral property values. The
government of the day was therefore impelled to undertake a secondary
reterritorialization by legislative means: it passed the Native TitleAct 1993,
which served to validate mining and other leases, and to regulate the
procedure by which native title claims could be made. Over and above
the immediate economic and political interests at stake, this response
amounts to the reaffirmation of the integrity of a colonial society
founded upon a primary territorialization and exclusion. A more gen-
erous response might have exemplified what Connolly calls 'an ethos of
critical responsiveness to social movements seeking to redefine their
relational identities' (1995: xvi). Connolly finds in such an ethos the basis
for a far-reaching revision in the political imaginary of contemporary
democratic societies. In the present case, such an ethos might have
expressed a capacity to accommodate the indigenous population's right
to land, along with a capacity to accept the revision of the moral and legal
boundaries of the colonial society.

On the other hand, consider the possible responses to this post-
colonial line of flight from the standpoint of the indigenous land rights
movement. One response might seek to resist any secondary reterritori-
alization, and to maintain as far as possible a legally and politically open
space in which native title claims might be pursued. This would be to
maintain a space of becoming in which as many options as possible were
kept open." In Deleuzian terms, this corresponds to a purely negative
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deterritorialization. Creative reterritorialization is absent. A different
response might seek to pursue the legal and political lines of flight, but
always with a view to establishing and maintaining productive connec-
tions with other political forces. The example of an alliance between
indigenous landowners and Greens serves to illustrate what is meant by
the connection, as opposed to the conjugation, of relative deterritori-
alizations. The possibility of further connection between such creative
political initiatives and a responsive national polity might lead to the
emergence of 'a new earth and a new people'. In other words, the
creation of new forms of economic and cultural independence for
indigenous communities, along with new boundaries to the self-
conception and power of the national community in relation to them,
would be a form of absolute deterritorialization of the colonial polity.

Notes

I am grateful to Andrew Vincent and especially Moira Gatens for their helpful
comments on earlier drafts of this chapter.

1 The term derives from Lacan's use of 'territorialization' to refer to the imprint
of maternal care and nourishment on the child's libido, and the resultant
formation of part-objects and erogenous zones out of the conjugation of
particular organs and orifices such as mouth-breast. In Anti-Oedipus, Deleuze
and Guattari used 'deterritorialization' in this psychoanalytic context to refer
to the freeing of the 'schizophrenic' libido from such pre-established objects
of investment (Holland 1991: 57). In A Thousand Plateaus, the concept is
further developed and applied in a variety of contexts, to musical as well as
social 'territories', to animal behaviour as well as language.

2 In similar fashion, Best and Kellner read Anti-Oedipus as 'a materialist,
historically grounded, Foucauldian-inspired critique of modernity with a
focus on capitalism, the family and psychoanalysis' (1991: 85).

3 'I am well aware that I have never written anything but fictions. I do not
mean to say, however, that truth is therefore absent. It seems to me that the
possibility exists for fiction to function in truth, for a fictional discourse to
induce effects of truth, and for bringing it about that a true discourse
engenders or manufactures something that does not as yet exist, that is,
"fictions" it' (Foucault 1980:193).

4 Such a refusal of closure would correspond to the critical gesture of
deconstruction in so far as this is modelled upon the proliferation of the
signifying relation. Thereby every sign defers to another sign and meaning
is disseminated in the constant deferral from sign to sign (Deleuze and
Guattari 1987: 112).
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CHAPTER 12

The Object ofPolitical Theory

Barry Hindess

My title can be understood in two rather different senses. In the first, the
object of political theory is, quite simply, politics itself. Accordingly, this
chapter could reasonably be expected to explore the diverse ways in
which 'politics' and related terms have been understood. In fact, I have
addressed this issue elsewhere (1995c; 1996). I have argued that most, if
not all, contemporary understandings of politics can be seen as based
upon (or descended from) diverse metaphorical elaborations of the idea
of politics as attending to the affairs of the polisor to the respublica. That
is, they can be seen as variously derived from idealized representations of
the public life of the cities of classical antiquity. What these idealizations
share is an image of politics as the government of a community of
citizens: a community consisting, at least in part, of autonomous political
actors. Such an image of politics implies a corresponding view of a non-
political domain, but the precise distinction between the two domains
has always been open to dispute; the various boundaries that have been
proposed have invariably been regarded as somewhat insecure. As a
result, the political or governmental sphere is usually thought to be in
danger of corruption - if not in fact as already and inescapably
corrupted - by the invasions of concerns that properly belong elsewhere,
while the non-political domain is thought to be in danger from the
tyrannical reach of government. These twin threats lie at the heart of the
problem of 'institutional design', which has been a major theme of
political theory in the modern period.

This chapter focuses on the second understanding of my title, in which
'object' is taken in the sense of aim, purpose or objective. In this sense
the object of political theory is commonly understood as being to make
normative recommendations about matters of political concern. Political
theory, in other words, is a distinctly normative enterprise; it is distinct
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THE OBJECT OF POLITICAL THEORY 255

from, say, positive theories of politics whose aim is to provide a scientific
account of how politics can be understood in relation to other aspects of
social life. The greater part of this chapter examines the normative
presumptions of political theory and the grounds on which they rest. I
argue that the enterprise of political theory presupposes a view of the
political theorist as speaking to (and speaking for) a presumed com-
munity of reasonable persons. In the modern period this imaginary
community has itself often been seen as standing for a substantially
larger whole - for humanity, the West, or particular nations within the
West. While this view of the political theorist is clearly fanciful, it
nevertheless plays an important part in what has come to be known as
political theory. If political theory is not what it pretends to be, this
chapter considers how its pretensions are to be understood.

Usages of Theory

The Journal ofPolitical Philosophy advertises itself as being'devoted to the
study of theoretical issues arising out of moral, legal and political life' . If
political theory is understood in this broad sense, then it may take a
considerable variety of forms, and there is nothing of any general
significance to be said about its aim, purpose or objective. However, there
are also more specific usages. One ofthem is clearly represented in Arnold
Brecht's programmatic entry on 'Political Theory' in the International
Encyclopedia oftheSocial Sciences; it is a product of the behavioural putsch in
American political science. It identifies theory with scientific theory, and
'political theory' with that faction's narrowly sectarian view of what a
positive, scientific theory ofpolitics should be. Since a positive account of
politics must resolve the contentious boundary issue noted above, it is
clear that this or any other candidate for a positive theory ofpolitics will be
congenial to some political agendas and uncongenial to others. If only for
this reason, distinctions between positive and normative theories of
politics are never as clear as their supporters would prefer.

A second, more specific usage of 'political theory', and one which
most concerns me here, understands it as a distinctly normative enter-
prise. Even this usage covers a considerable variety of understandings,
but what is of particular interest to this chapter is not so much the
differences between them as the common ground on which they rest. As
a provisional demarcation of this territory, consider David Held's intro-
duction to his Political Theory Today. Held's book includes contributions
from a wide range of intellectual standpoints, and his introductory
discussion aims to provide a concise survey of the field. Held notes that,
in spite of considerable disagreements, his contributors share a view of
the project of political theory as comprising a number of distinct tasks:
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256 BARRY HINDESS

'first, the philosophical - concerned, above all, with the conceptual and
normative; second, the empirical-analytical - concerned, above all, with
the problems of understanding and explanation; and third, the strategic
- concerned, above all, with an account of the feasibility of moving from
where we are to where we might like to be' (1991: 20). It is the explicit
(rather than surreptitious) inclusion of the first and third of these tasks
which distinguishes this understanding of political theory from the
sectarian, scientistic understanding noted above.

I return to the normative and strategic character of political theory in
a moment, but first there is a further demarcation to be made. As
Andrew Vincent notes in his introduction to this collection, the modern
usage of the term 'political theory' is of comparatively recent vintage.
Nevertheless, while the term may be new, political theorists commonly
write as if the thing itself has been around for some time. The explicit or
implicit invocation of tradition - stretching back at least to David Hume,
if not to the supposed birth of politics and democracy in the cities of
classical antiquity - is an aspect of the contemporary understanding of
political theory that deserves more attention than I can give it here. For
the moment, let me just say that the invention of tradition is as much a
feature of political theory as it is, say,of contemporary nationalisms. The
traditions invoked in such cases are retrospective constructions; they
make use of real or imagined continuities with the past as the means of
representing what are said to be essential characteristics of the present.
In the case of political theory, the treatment of, say, Hume, Augustine or
Aristotle as if they too were participating in what is now the academic
discipline of political theory risks both the anachronistic reading of their
work and a corresponding misunderstanding of the distinctive features
of contemporary political theory itself.

With these strictures in mind, this chapter focuses on the character of
contemporary political theory. Although, as we shall see, it makes con-
siderable use of the past on which political theory claims to draw, it
makes no claim that the dead white males of the tradition should be
regarded as political theorists in the modern sense. As a normative enter-
prise, political theory involves an account of how things should be, often
together with some kind of acknowledgement that this is not how things
are. The appearance of a gap between ideal and mundane reality, then,
provides the impetus for liberal projects of institutional design and for
numerous styles of critical political theory. However, there is considerably
more to political theory than the fact that its practitioners each have a
view of how the world should be: this characteristic hardly distinguishes
political theorists from many of their contemporaries.

The distinctive feature here is that political theorists commonly treat
the question of how things should be as the starting-point of a certain
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THE OBJECT OF POLITICAL THEORY 257

kind of theoretical enterprise. In this section I characterize the enter-
prise of political theory in terms of its political, disciplinary and ethical
qualities before turning to the significance which political theorists
especially tend to claim for it.

The Political Quality ofPolitical Theory

At the beginning of Between Philosophy and Politics,]ohn Gunnell refers to
the myth 'that academic discourse about politics is equivalent to political
discourse' (1986: 1). The academic discourse in question here is that of
contemporary political theory, and Gunnell's remark is clearly directed
against what he regards as the pretensions of its mainstream prac-
titioners. Many readers no doubt sympathize with Gunnell's position on
this point. Nevertheless, it should be noted that his description of this
presumption as a myth is misleading for at least two reasons. First, it
supposes that we know what political discourse is, and that the general
run of academic discourse about politics is obviously not part of it. The
problem with this supposition is not that it misrepresents the political
significance of academic discourse, but rather that it turns on a definitive
resolution of boundary issues, which, as I noted in my opening para-
graph, are more properly seen as indeterminate.

The second, and more serious, problem concerns the suggestion that
normative political theory is 'about politics'. If we adopt the view of
'politics' that seems to be entailed in Gunnell's understanding of
'political discourse' - as concerning the current practices of, and major
influences on, governments, parties and leading figures within them - we
have to say not only that contemporary political theory has little direct
impact on politics, but also that much of political theory is not about
politics at all. In fact, the term 'political' does not qualify political theory
in the way that, say, 'genetic' or 'literary' might be said to qualify genetic
or literary theory. Political theory has a 'political' quality not primarily
because it examines 'political' institutions and practices (although it
often does), but rather because the normative issues it considers are
presented as if they were (or should be) pertinent to political decision.
Indeed, in spite of its limited political impact, it is only a little misleading
to say that the primary mode of normative political theory takes the form
of advice to the Prince - a figure which, like Hobbes's sovereign, may be
thought of as an individual or an 'Assembly of men' (Hobbes 1968: 227).

To say that this representation of political theory is even a little
misleading is also to say that there are certain respects in which it has to
be qualified. First, the advice given by political theory is often provided
at one or more removes from the practical matters on which the Prince
may have to decide. Political theory, in other words, often addresses
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258 BARRY HINDESS

issues which (or so it maintains) should be considered in the preparation
of such advice - thereby leaving the political pamphlet, memorandum or
position paper to be put together by someone else. John Rawls's A Theory
ofJustice, for example, would not normally be regarded as a manual of
practical advice on government. But, suitably interpreted by Raymond
Plant, the principles set out in Rawls's work reappeared in Roy
Hattersley's Choose Freedom: The Futurefor Democratic Socialism, a piece of
(unheeded) advice to the Prince written by the then deputy leader of the
British Labour Party.

Second, while the more influential styles of political theory recom-
mend principles which ought to be implemented in governmental
practice, there is an alternative style which recommends quiescence or
resignation. This often takes the form of conservative or liberal advice
insisting, albeit for rather different reasons, on the limits to what politics
can achieve. Alternatively, expecting little from even the best of Princes,
it takes the form of a Straussian word to the wise, a therapeutic discourse
in which perceptive readers are advised to adjust their hopes and
expectations to a somewhat unpromising reality.

Third, 'the Prince' stands for a variety of governmental functions
which, even in the most dictatorial political regimes, are rarely brought
together into the hands of a single individual or assembly. In fact, some
important governmental functions are often thought to be very widely
dispersed. An influential early example of this view appears in Locke's
discussion of the 'Law of Opinion and Reputation', which he presents as
playing a major role in the formation and maintenance of public
morality. Locke invokes the image of a mode of governing individual
behaviour that operates through everyday interactions within a substan-
tial moral community (1957, II, ch. 28). In our liberal and democratic
polities, what I have called advice to the Prince may well be addressed (at
some remove) to political leaders, to public officials in specialized fields
of administration, to the judiciary, or to what is thought to be a broader
moral community of reasonable persons. This last mode of address has
an important place in the history of political thought, and it constitutes
perhaps the most influential form of academic political theory in the
West today. Thus, when contemporary political theorists refer to 'our'
moral intuitions, beliefs or interests, the presumed addressees normally
include substantially more than the theorists concerned and their actual
readers. The presumption is that political theory speaks to, and speaks
for, a national (or larger) moral community consisting mostly of persons
who are not themselves political theorists.

Finally, it is important to recognize cases in which the rule of the Prince
(or the dominant moral community) might be perceived as illegitimate.
A significant body of political writing takes the form of advice, not to an
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THE OBJECT OF POLITICAL THEORY 259

established Prince, but rather to his challenger: advice, in other words, to
the Pretender. Locke's Two Treatises was certainly read in this way in much
of continental Europe (Koselleck 1988). Here too, in our liberal and
democratic polities, the more influential challengers are those who seek a
compromise with the Prince, rather than his abdication or the overthrow
ofprincely rule. It is in this spirit, for example, that 'politics ofdifference'
theorists (Phillips 1991; Yeatman 1994; Young 1990) urge the incor-
poration of those who currently find themselves excluded from the
dominant moral communities ofcontemporary societies.

Much of what I have said here about political theory as advice to the
Prince applies equally to contemporary economics (which, unlike
political theory, has an undeniable impact on politics) and to its pre-
decessor, political economy. Both of these might be described as govern-
mental discourses of a rather specialized kind - and even, in certain
respects, a rigorous kind.1 In order to identify the distinctive character of
political theory's advice, we must also take account of its particular focus
on principles or values, that is, of its disciplinary and ethical qualities
which I consider below.

TheDisciplinary Quality ofPolitical Theory

Paul Patton's contribution to this collection outlines Gilles Deleuze's
view of philosophy - and of political theory in so far as it can be seen as
a branch of philosophy - as 'the fabrication of concepts'< This is
Deleuze's version of a misleading, but all too common, view of the
discipline as a romantic and heroic enterprise whose history is essentially
a history of great names and the achievements (the new concepts) for
which they are famous. To say that this is misleading is not to deny the
reality of either great names or the appearance of new concepts
(although it seems odd to suggest that the fabrication of the latter is the
distinctive province of philosophy) - or even of intellectual progress in
certain limited respects. My point rather is that this romantic view hides
substantially more than it reveals; in particular, it obscures (and Deleuze
may intend it to overcome) the character of philosophy - and of modern
political theory - as a disciplinary enterprise.

Philosophy is a disciplinary enterprise most obviously in the sense that
the greater part of the practice of philosophy consists in the training (of
oneself or of others) to be able to rehearse certain kinds of argument
and to apply them in what are thought to be appropriate contexts. To
study philosophy is to work on oneself, and to work, in particular, on
one's habits of thought and argument. At least in its modern Western
forms, philosophy is a spiritual exercise of a distinctly intellectual kind.
Bodily techniques, such as fasting, recitation, or the use of drugs, play no
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260 BARRYHINDESS

significant part in philosophical training; unlike training in dance or
music, both of which have a significant spiritual component, philo-
sophical training is not concerned with mastery of bodily technique.

Readers familiar with Pierre Hadot's studies of Greek and Hellenistic
philosophy (Hadot 1995) will recognize several elements of this brief
characterization of the disciplinary quality of philosophy - a quality that
it shares with academic political theory and, indeed, with much of the
humanities and social sciences academy. Hadot argues that ancient
philosophy should be seen as a way of life, or rather, as a number of ways
of life which share certain distinctive characteristics. In particular, the
discipline of philosophy aimed to develop in each of its practitioners an
inner attitude of wisdom and serenity in the face of the world. It was, as
Martha Nussbaum presents it, a discipline of spiritual therapy." To insist
on its therapeutic character is not to deny the importance of demonstra-
tion and proof, say, in ancient physics or mathematics; but it is to main-
tain that the advancement of knowledge was not the primary concern of
ancient philosophy. On the contrary, reason and argument were valued
primarily because of their role in the spiritual formation of the initiates.
This subordination of argument and demonstration to the requirements
of spiritual formation accounts for the extraordinary longevity of the
main Hellenistic schools of philosophy.

As Hadot (1995) presents it, then, the principal significance of philo-
sophical discourse among the ancients was as an aid towards, and a
training in, the practice of philosophy as a way of life. Innovation within
that discourse was valued primarily to the extent that it served those
functions. In the modern period, on the other hand, while the idea of
philosophy as a way of life still has a considerable appeal, philosophy is
nevertheless identified primarily with philosophical discourse - and with
the 'fabrication of new concepts' within that discourse. Hadot suggests
that the emergence of this more constrained view of philosophy can be
attributed to the victory of Christianity in the late Roman world. As a
result, philosophical discourse was subordinated to the requirements of
theology, and thence to the maintenance of Christianity (rather than
philosophy itself) as a way of life. In the modern period philosophy has
broken away from many of its theological shackles, but the primacy of
philosophical discourse over the practice of philosophy as a way of life
has nevertheless remained.

Hadot clearly regards this modern understanding of philosophy as
unfortunate, and in its place he favours a return to what he sees as the
fuller understanding of philosophy as a way of life. I leave this aspect of
his argument to one side for the purposes of the present discussion.
What matters here are two other issues. First, in spite of the considerable
changes that he notes, Hadot nevertheless writes as if there were a
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THE OBJECT OF POLITICAL THEORY 261

substantial degree of continuity between ancient and modern philo-
sophy. This suggests that much of the disciplinary character of the earlier
practice of philosophy remains, albeit in a somewhat attenuated form.
In particular, competing schools of thought play a major role in the
contemporary practice of philosophy. As a result, the demonstrative
functions of argument coexist with, and are sometimes dominated by, its
function as rehearsal or elaboration of the standpoint of one or other
school; its aim is the spiritual formation of the neophyte and the spiritual
progression of firm adherents as much as, if not more than, the conver-
sion of members of other persuasions.

Second, alongside the increased significance of philosophical dis-
course in the modern period, there are a number of other changes
which play no part in Hadot's discussion. One, which I alluded to above,
concerns the proliferation of disciplines, with the result that much of
what might once have been seen as philosophy is conducted under other
disciplinary labels. There has been a corresponding narrowing of the
disciplinary focus of what is now regarded as philosophy itself. The
phenomena of competing schools can also be found in political theory,
and all the other academic disciplines which have emerged from what
Kant (and many others) once saw as the province of the philosophy
faculty.' The more important change for our purposes concerns the
character of 'philosophical' discourse itself - including here the
theoretical discourses of the humanities and scientific disciplines. As
Hadot presents it, the philosophical discourse of the ancients aimed to
induce an inner attitude ofwisdom and serenity in the face of the world;
in contrast, the corresponding discourses of the moderns frequently
have a distinctly activist or interventionist pretension. This pretension is
clearly encapsulated in Marx's eleventh thesis on Feuerbach: 'The
philosophers have only interpreted the world ... ; the point, however, is
to change it.'

What is at issue here may be variously described: as the rise of the
world view of modern science, with its fusion of activist and contem-
plative aspirations; as what Weber and Critical Theory call the rationaliza-
tion of the modern world and the domination within it of instrumental
reason; or as the emergence of the orientation that Heidegger (1978)
identifies as 'the essence of technology'. Heidegger's description seems
to me the most useful, in part because it is also the most abstract and
general. The technological orientation sees the world as consisting of
forces which, at least in principle, can be identified and harnessed to
human purposes. On this view,all natural phenomena, including human
individuals and aggregates, can be seen as a standing reserve of energy
which could be put to use once the relevant forces had been properly
identified.
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262 BARRY HINDESS

This last point might seem to have taken us a long way from the
disciplinary quality of political theory. I have stressed it here because the
phenomena of spiritual formation and reinforcement that are associated
with the existence of competing schools of thought now both coexist and
compete with the rather different functions of argument and reason that
arise from a technological orientation." Alongside the view that our
desires should be adjusted to the world, philosophy, and political theory
in particular, now teaches that the world should also be adjusted to our
desires - at least if we ensure that the latter are suitably realistic. We
should, of course, expect that the relationships between spiritual
formation and technological orientation will vary in different areas of
intellectual activity, with competing schools playing a major role in some
cases and a relatively minor role in others. In the case of a normative
enterprise like political theory, where competing schools have an
undeniable importance, the technological orientation which assumes
that the world can and should be adapted to our purposes appears in two
of the three tasks set out in David Held's characterization of the
discipline with which I began this section. First, there is the 'empirical-
analytical' task, requiring at least a gestural recognition that normative
recommendations furnished by political theory should take account of
the relevant scientific knowledge of society," The other task is 'strategic':
consideration of specifically normative issues frequently seems to aim not
only at inducing an inner attitude of serenity and wisdom but also - if
somewhat abstractly - at the activist's question ofwhat is to be done. This
combination brings us to the ethical quality of political theory.

The Ethical Quality ofPolitical Theory

The distinctive ethical quality of contemporary political theory is not a
matter of its character as a predominantly academic discipline - that is,
of operating in terms of professional standards and a professional aca-
demic ethos - since, with only minor variations, it shares that character
with other academic disciplines. Nor is it to be found in the fact that
political theory deals with ethical materials such as values and principles,
since this is also true of certain kinds of empirical social scientific
enquiry. Max Weber's studies of the economic ethos of the world reli-
gions provide a particularly notable example.

In addition to these features, political theory is presented (at least by
its practitioners) as if it had a distinctive moral value of its own, not only
for the practitioners themselves and for their pupils but also for the wider
community to which they belong. This is something that one would not
necessarily expect to find, say, in the enquiries of sociologists or political
scientists into the values which exist in a particular community and the
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practices to which they give rise. While such enquiries may well result in
recommendations, these normally take a conditional form: 'If you wish
to obtain X, then our findings suggest that you must do ... '. Political
theorists frequently make recommendations of that kind, of course, but
they also go further to recommend the values or principles which we
should aim to implement. Where the responsibility of the empirical social
scientist is to aim at a certain kind ofvalue-freedom, the responsibility of
the political theorist is to affirm a commitment to particular values.

As I noted earlier, this last feature is seen to be desirable not only as a
moral quality of the political theorist as a person, but also as a central
moral component of the political theory which that person elaborates:
political theory is to be both dispassionate in the style of its argument,
and morally committed in its substance. This expectation accounts for
what can only be called the moral impatience exhibited by many political
theorists in their treatment of those who, while clearly having commit-
ments of their own and elaborating theoretical arguments of a politically
relevant kind, refuse to provide their commitments with an appropriate
theoretical foundation. The most obvious recent examples of such im-
patience are the treatment of Foucault, Lyotard and other French post-
structuralists by Taylor (1986), Habermas (1989) and numerous others
sympathetic to the claims of Critical Theory. The complaint in such cases
is not that the former are amoral in their personal conduct, but rather
that, where their theories should present dispassionate arguments
offering moral guidance, they manifestly fail to do so. The significance
of this complaint is a consequence of the peculiar disciplinary and
ethical qualities of political theory and, in particular, of two assumptions:
first, that the spiritual formation of initiates is an important part of the
argumentative practice of political theory; and second, that the spiritual
formation in this case should promote an orientation to the world which
is both moral and instrumental. A theory that rejects the second
assumption will be seen as inducing a spiritual formation which is
morally incomplete, if not in fact destructive: it threatens the corruption
of academic youth.

Political Theory and the Modern Problem of Government

It would not be difficult to imagine something like a modern Western
society in which political theory of the kind outlined above had no
significant presence. Political issues would still be addressed in such a
society, and many of them would be subject to dispute, but they would be
addressed in ways that were not much affected by the specialized
concerns of academic political theory. Indeed, the fear that we might be
approaching, or already be in, such a condition is a significant feature of
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the work of many contemporary political theorists. Why does it matter?
Why, in other words, do political theorists themselves, and (at least a few)
others in universities, the law, politics and government, treat as import-
ant political theory's distinctive kind of advice to the Prince? And why
does the Prince to whom that advice is addressed so often take the form
of a presumed moral community?

Such questions can be answered in a number of ways, most directly
perhaps in terms of the self-sustaining character of the discipline itself.
Political theorists have had extensive training of a formal or informal
kind in the practices of the discipline, and their intellectual personae
have acquired certain characteristics as a result: they have learned, in
particular, to value the spiritual consolations offered by political theory,
and especially by the rehearsal and elaboration of the styles of argument
with which they are most comfortable. Many more, who are not profes-
sional political theorists, have been exposed to its practices, and some at
least of them have learned to appreciate what it has to offer. Like
MacIntyre's 'practices' ,7 spiritual disciplines are valued in part for
rewards that are strictly internal to the disciplines themselves. In this
respect, political theory is no different from, say, chamber music, white-
water rafting or fox-hunting: it is valued by those who have learned to
value what it has to offer, and viewed with indifference or distaste by
those who have not.

While there is much to be said for such an answer, it is certainly
incomplete. Apart from the motivations that arise from the comforts
which political theory provides for adherents, it is also necessary to
enquire into the conceptual conditions of its particular ethical and
political pretensions. What assumptions must be made about the Prince,
and the community over which he rules or has designs, if political theory
is to appear to be worthwhile in a more general sense? In other words,
how are the rewards of political theory to be valued, not only as the con-
tingent outcome of their own cultivation, but also as the due rewards of
virtue itself? I cannot hope to deal here with all of the issues raised by this
question but, as a partial and preliminary response, I will suggest that
political theory of the kind outlined above is predicated on, and should
be seen as one of the responses to, what might be called the modern
problem of government.

Briefly, the modern problem of government has three fundamental
features: first, a view of the governed as a population consisting largely of
autonomous persons; second, the belief that there is a rationality of
government that is independent of sectional interests and values; and
third, the existence of a state in the modern sense, that is, of a distinctive
institutional structure independent ofthe person or persons of the ruler,"
The third feature distinguishes the modern problem ofgovernment from
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the otherwise similar problem that arises with regard to governing the
citizen populations of relatively small independent cities (Hindess 1995c;
1996). Oversimplifying some complex lines of development, the view of
the governed as a population of autonomous persons can be seen as
resulting from the gradual dissolution ofthe medieval viewthat individuals
were essentially subordinate to others - to fathers, husbands and masters,
to lords and princes, both secular and spiritual, and through them
ultimately to God. In its place, we find an emerging view that individuals
(or, at least in the first instance, those who are the heads of substantial
households) should be seen as governing themselves or else as failing to do
so. This in turn raises two obvious questions. First.ifappreciable numbers
of individuals are not subordinated to others, then how is ordered social
life possible at all? Second, where ordered social life does exist, what
should be done with those who cannot or will not behave themselves - a
category which, until recently, was seen by most writers on government
(including liberals) to contain a clear majority of the population?

As to the first question, if the orderly interactions of large numbers of
individuals are not to be explained by the subordination of each of them
to a superior external authority, it seems that the explanation must lie in
sources of control that are internal. The dissolution of the old order in
the West is also the period of the development and refinement of a moral
psychology concerned precisely with identifying (and making use of)
'internal' sources of behaviour: on the one hand there are values, inter-
ests and passions, and on the other there are the faculties of will and
reason." To the extent that the latter are able to impose some order on
the impact of the former, individuals will be endowed with what
Nietzsche calls 'the right to make promises' (1967, essay II, s. 2): that is,
they can be regarded as capable of controlling their present and future
behaviour, and therefore as able to take on obligations and, by and large,
to satisfy them. On this view,what makes the orderly interaction of many
individuals possible is, first, internal motivations, many of which are
shared or complementary although many are also in conflict. Second,
there are agreements of various kinds, which, for the most part, such
individuals can be relied on to honour and which allow them to defuse
the potentially destructive consequences of their disagreements. Third,
there is a central reserve of force which functi0I"l:s as a back-up, both to
strengthen individuals' motivations in favour of fulfilling their obliga-
tions and to put down those who nevertheless insist on breaking them.
The moral psychology which seems to tell us how autonomous indi-
viduals can nevertheless interact in a relatively peaceful and orderly
fashion, also provides the means of dealing with the second question:
those who cannot or will not behave themselves can be trained in suitably
reasonable habits of thought and behaviour, while those who cannot
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even be trained in those habits must be locked away and kept down by
force.

Since, with minor variations, this is still how the major academic and
political discourses of the West tend to present things, it is worth noting
that there is nothing inevitable about this picture of human individuals
and therefore of the character of the interactions between them.'? For
the moment, let me suggest that, in addition to our habituation in its
usage, this individualistic picture is persuasive for two reasons: first, it
develops the individualizing elements in earlier Christian thought; and
second, it fills the gap left by the secular loss of faith in the efficacy of the
supra-individual networks that were once thought to hold Christian
communities together.

The second feature of the modern problem of government is consti-
tuted by the belief that there is a rationality of government which is
autonomous in the sense of being independent of merely sectional
interests and values.'! Versions of this belief can be found in the repub-
lican and absolutist thought of the early modern period. However, it will
be most familiar to contemporary readers in the form developed by the
liberal or proto-liberal critics of absolutism: they represented the com-
munity as a collection of free individuals, and regarded absolute rulers
and their minions as having sectional interests of their own, which should
play no part in the proper work of government. In this last form, the
belief that there is a rationality of government independent of sectional
interests and values leads to the ubiquitous liberal problem of institu-
tional design: how to arrange a government of free persons so that it will
not be dominated by factions? A faction is defined as a group of citizens
united by a common purpose that is, as Madison et al. (1987) put it,
'adverse to the rights of other citizens, or to the permanent and aggregate
interests of the community' (emphasis added).

This belief in an autonomous rationality of government continues to
playa major part in the political life of Western societies, and I have
discussed some of its vicissitudes elsewhere (Hindess 1996). What should
be noted here is that, while it clearly depends on the individualistic model
of human interaction noted above, it is not a necessary consequence of
that model. Thus, it is entirely possible to accept some version of the
individualistic model ofhuman interaction while regarding the idea ofan
autonomous rationality of government as a fiction. On this view, the
governmental invocation of a general or common interest represents at
best a certain kind of pragmatic accommodation amongst influential
players - an accommodation rendered no less pragmatic by the belief of
some participants that there is an autonomous rationality ofgovernment.

Many readers will be able to convince themselves that the government
of a political community should represent something more than the
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maintenance of an ongoing accommodation. For them, it is easy to see
the attractions of a view of political community as twofold: first as a moral
community, constituted in part by widely shared norms and values; and
second as reflecting a number of society-wide (and narrower) agree-
ments, especially the agreement to form or to recognize a government
and to obey its legitimate instructions. The most prominent addressees
of political theory are individuals who are regarded as members of such
an imagined political community and the ethical specialists who claim to
advise them. This point provides the answer to the question with which I
began this section. It is the role attributed to shared values and to real or
presumed agreements in the maintenance of a political community of
that kind which establishes the central importance of the work of
political theory in clarifying those values and agreements and in working
through their implications.

Conclusion

What I have called the modern problem of government represents the
most influential view, at least in contemporary Western societies, ofwhat
political communities are, and therefore of the materials with which the
government of such communities has to deal. I have argued that political
theory can be seen as a response to that problem which suggests, not
only that societies are constituted on the basis of shared values,
agreements and the laws (and penalties for their infringement) which
arise in consequence of those agreements, but also that these values and
agreements are the principal means by which societies can and should
be governed.

I conclude by noting some of the limitations of that response. Perhaps
the most serious limitations are those that arise from the terms ofthe prob-
lem itself. I have already suggested that the idea of an autonomous
rationality of government is a fiction, albeit one which has been remark-
ably influential in the history ofthe modern West.Widespread recognition
of this fictional character can be expected to have substantial conse-
quences for perceptions of the legitimacy ofgovernment, and also for the
efficacy of laws and other instruments of government that rely on the
invocation ofa presumed sense ofpersonal obligation (Hindess 1996).

I have also suggested that there is nothing inevitable about the manner
in which the problem of orderly social interaction has been posed in the
modern West - that is, in terms of elements internal to each of the
participants. It has been posed in this way,I suggest, largely as a response
to the breakdown of conditions in which the issues here were addressed
in other ways. However, granted that the problem of government has in
fact been posed in such terms, political theory's solution in terms of
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shared values and agreements still provides a remarkably limited view of
the modern Western practice of government. This last point has been
extensively discussed elsewhere," and it is sufficient here to note two
considerations. First, since no one imagines that the capacities required
for the exercise of a 'right to make promises' are properly developed at
birth, the idea that adult members of society may be governed by means
of those capacities clearly requires that they be subjected to training and
other processes of character formation. A society which is thought to be
governed by values and agreement must also be seen as governed in
other ways - for example, by paternalism, civil society and the market.
Second, while there may be a sense in which the personal obligations
arising from agreement could be seen as enabling governments to regu-
late the actions of each of their subjects, it is clear that the invocation of
such obligations are not themselves sufficient to co-ordinate activities
within a large and diverse population. Governments must therefore rely
also on other means of regulating the behaviour of their subjects. These
include, on the one hand, what Bentham calls 'indirect legislation'; and
on the other, the more direct reliance on bureaucracy and independent
self-governing associations of various kinds.

Why then do common values on the one hand, and real or presumed
agreements on the other, occupy such a prominent place in the discourse
ofpolitical theory? Largely, I suspect, for the reason suggested by Foucault:
their prominence confuses the political problem of legitimacy with a
political problem of a very different kind, namely, the problem of how
large populations can in fact be governed. It is as if, once we assume that
individuals are endowed with the 'right to make promises', then the fact of
their real or presumed agreement can be regarded as giving their
government not only the right, but also, through its invocation of obli-
gations which arise from that agreement, the capacity to govern their
behaviour. 13 But this answer still leaves us with something ofa puzzle, since
the agreement-obligation nexus clearly does little to resolve the
governmental problems involved in co-ordinating the actions of large
numbers of individuals. Part of the explanation for the significance that
political theorists attribute to values and agreements surely lies in the
institutional development ofpolitical theory as a university specialism. My
point is not the familiar, and often misleading, complaint about the
remoteness of academic life from the practical problems of government.
The more significant issue here is that political theorists more than, say,
specialists in public policy, are likely to be infected by the modern, liberal
image of the role of the university, and especially of the humanities, in the
moral development of the more intelligent and active members ofsociety
(Hindess 1995b) . For those who see the university in this way, the focus on
values and the spiritual formation ofinitiates is simply part of theirjob.
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Notes

269

1 They are governmental in the sense of focusing especially on con-
ceptualizing what is involved in, and developing practical recipes for,
managing aspects of the conduct of large numbers of actors. For this
understanding of government, see the references in note 8 below.

2 See especially Deleuze and Guattari (1994) ..
3 Nussbaum (1994). Where Hadot presents ancient philosophy in general as

a way of life (or rather, a number of competing and closely related ways of
life), Nussbaum insists on the therapeutic character only of the major
Hellenistic Schools (Epicureans, sceptics and stoics), distinguishing them,
in particular, from Plato, Aristotle and the early Academy.

4 Kant (1979) and the discussion in Mary Gregor's useful Introduction. See
also Hunter (1995).

5 I refer to coexistence and competition rather than to displacement here
because, even in the most technological of intellectual disciplines, the
spiritual formation of practitioners is commonly thought to be a condition
of disciplinary integrity. On this point see Weber's 'Science as a Vocation' in
Lassman et al. (1989).

6 Rawls,without going into the details of the 'general facts', 'principles', etc.,
in question, nevertheless assumes that the parties to his original position
'know the general facts about human society. They understand political
affairs and the principles of economic theory; they know the basis of social
organization and the laws of human psychology' (1972: 137).

7 MacIntyre (1981), especially chapter 14, and the discussions in Horton and
Mendus (1994).

8 My treatment of this issue is based on the rethinking of early modern
understandings ofgovernment inspired by the work of such diverse scholars
as Foucault (1991) and Oestreich (1982). See, in particular, the essays by
Burchell and Gordon in Burchell et al. (1991) and the discussions in Dean
(1994) and Hindess (1995a).

9 See the somewhat different discussions in Hirschman (1977) and Holmes
(1995), especially chapter 2, 'The Secret History of Self-Interest'.

10 This is a difficult issue to de bate since many of the anthropological and
historical studies to which we might turn in search of relevant evidence have
themselves been informed by precisely this picture of the human individual.
But see the various discussions in Carrithers et al. (1985), Foucault (1993),
Strathern (1988) and Williams (1993).

11 See note 8 and my discussion of this presumption in Hindess (1996).
12 Burchell et al. (1991), Barry et al. (1996).
13 The confusion of power as right and power as capacity is endemic in modern

political thought. See Hindess (1995a).
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